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ABSTRACT 
INTEGRATING INTERNET RESOURCES INTO THE LEARNING OF ENGLISH 
AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN A TAIWANESE HIGH SCHOOL: 
A CASE STUDY 
SEPTEMBER 1998 
CHIN-FEN CHEN 
ED.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Howard A. Peelle 
This research study explores use of Internet resources for learning English as a foreign language 
(EFL) in Taiwanese high school EFL education. The overall objectives of this research are to examine 
qualitatively 40 high school students' performance, attitudes, and learning strategies using an 
experimental Internet-integrated learning mode; to consider its potential impact on current EFL 
education in Taiwan; and to gain insight into the feasibility of integrating the Internet into Taiwanese 
high school EFL standard curriculum. Subjects were engaged in thematic, purposeful, collaborative 
Internet-integrated learning activities where English is used for data searching, group discussion, and 
individual presentation, as well as for acquiring knowledge of other subject matter. E-mail messages, 
mailing lists, interviews, questionnaires and subjects' writing samples were collected and analyzed. 
Students' performances were recorded through fieldnotes, audiotaping, and videotaping. Results indicate 
that the Internet-integrated learning environment sufficiently scaffolded subjects in information 
processing and knowledge construction of the target language via exploration, discovery, and meaning- 
negotiated interactions. Results are discussed in terms of meeting the demands of information and 
human resources required for effective EFL learning and reshaping the role of instructors as guide and 
co-learner. Also discussed are how the Internet-integrated mode facilitates interdisciplinary, 
collaborative and learner-centered EFL learning and incorporates students' and teachers' interests and 
expertise. Finally, recommendations are offered for future research studies, including possibly 
developing a compatible assessment system and establishing an EFL instruction web station to convince 
and support teachers interested in conducting authentic, cross-cultural, and learner-centered EFL 
instruction with the aid of rich and dynamic multimedia resources on the Internet. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
English-literacy is highly valued by people in Taiwan as a decisive factor for career 
development, academic success and personal growth and thus English is the only foreign 
language taught in Taiwanese secondary schools as a required course. This is because 
Taiwan's economic development relies heavily on exporting to the English-speaking 
countries and this is also because English is one of the crucial subjects tested in the 
National Joint College Entrance Examination (NJCE), which determines who can go 
ahead for higher education and where to go. Therefore, learning English as a foreign 
language (EFL) has been receiving great concern and efforts in Taiwan. However, after 
years of EFL education, the achievement of Taiwanese EFL learners is not always 
proportionate to the time and efforts they have invested in it (Shih, Yu-Hwei, 1991). As 
an English teacher for more than 12 years, I have been trying to understand the major 
factors which frustrate Taiwanese EFL learning and have been trying to create some 
alternative learning environments for EFL students to achieve more effective and 
enjoyable EFL learning. 
Fortunately, academic discussions conducted in the past two decades on the 
potential of computer technologies in education (Boiarsky, 1990; Harasim, 1990; Harris, 
1993, 1995; Riel, 1993) and a number of researchers studying integration of computer 
technologies into classroom practice (Levin, Roger, Waugh and Smith, 1989; Cognition 
and Technology Group, 1992; Rogers, 1990; Sayers, 1993), have suggested that computer 
technology, especially the Internet, can be a very constructive learning environment in 
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supporting and facilitating student-centered, interactive, and collaborative learning. 
However, those researches mentioned above were mostly related to studies of cross- 
cultural or scientific learning; few focused on language learning, or on EFL in particular. 
Practically speaking, with 85 percent of information on the Internet written in English, and 
much documentation of computer software and hardware distributed internationally in 
English, the vast and informative English resources on the Internet should contribute to 
EFL learning. Moreover, English used on the Internet is written for people who read and 
write English, not especially for the EFL learners. It is authentic and up-to-date. By 
combining English text with graphics, sound, and animated pictures, English resources on 
the Internet are rich and dynamic. In addition, the Internet also welcomes users’ input by 
offering places for them to exchange ideas and comments which ensure that EFL learning 
on the Internet is highly interactive and learner-centered. The Internet learning 
environment, unlike conventional EFL learning in classroom settings confined to a 
teacher-centered, textbook-limited learning materials, seems to have high potential for 
contributing an enjoyable and effective EFL learning as well as it does to cultural and 
science learning shown in the research previously done. 
On the other hand, integrating computer technologies into education is one of the 
important government policies currently in Taiwan. With an aim to establish Taiwan as the 
financial transferring center in Asia Pacific before the year of 2,000, the Taiwan 
government has cooperated with private enterprises of all to develop a national 
information infrastructure, titled National Information Highway Infrastructure (Nil), to 
enhance the efficiency of administrative services and to strengthen Taiwan's capability 
economically and politically as well as to promote learning potential and educational 
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research. Thus, all the universities and colleges and more than 80% of secondary schools 
in Taiwan have built up their own campus networks accommodating themselves to the 
major Taiwan Academic Network (TANet), a national academic network infrastructure, 
established by the Ministry of Education Computer Center (MOECC) in 1990. However, 
TANet was merely concerned with academic research in higher education and school 
administration. It had little concern for classroom teaching and learning, until a project 
called ‘E-mail Going to Secondary Schools’ (EGSS) was set up in 1995 as a major 
education policy for the year 2000. Its purpose is to help teachers and students in the 
grade schools foster informative computer literacy and develop the habits of applying 
networked information in their daily lives. In short, access to computer hardware in 
schools and conceptual support via formal governmental policy in integrating computer 
technologies into education are no longer a serious obstacle for implementation. The 
major issue is how to make computer technology, the Internet, and communications 
networks relevant to EFL education in Taiwan. Although eighty percent of high schools in 
Taiwan recently have had at least 50 Pentium personal computers per school hooked up to 
TANet, students won’t learn with computer technology unless relevant curriculum design 
and appropriate learning activities are supported to meet the demands. 
This project is especially designed for this purpose: to create an EFL learning 
environment on the Internet with appropriate curriculum design and learning activities 
which are relevant to Taiwan's current EFL education and compatible with Taiwan's 
standard curriculum and textbooks. 
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Purpose of Study 
The present research study deals with the integration of Internet resources into 
foreign language learning in a Taiwanese high school. More specifically, it is aimed to 
study: 
1. how high school students perform in EFL learning with the use of Internet resources 
in terms of reading, writing, listening and speaking; 
2. what potential impact the Internet-integrated framework may have on Taiwan’s high 
school EFL education; 
3. how feasibly the Internet can be integrated into Taiwan’s EFL curriculum at the high 
school level. 
The primary intention of this research is to provide a new learning mode with 
appropriate learning activities and strategies for EFL learners and instructors who are 
interested either in searching for more effective EFL learning or in making use of Internet 
resources as well as to explore the pedagogical potential of the Internet to achieve 
interdisciplinary and cross-cultural EFL learning. This research also provides a learning 
environment for students to develop the ability of knowledge construction, information 
processing and collaborative learning. 
Significance of Study 
In today's (and tomorrow's) technological society where computers, 
communication satellites and mass transportation are utilized intensively and extensively, 
people in the world are more closely connected to one another, and an endless flow of 
information occurs among individuals. Meanwhile, changes of social structure, as well as 
fluidity of global economics with booming technology, place people in a difficult situation 
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where numerous novel, unpredictable challenges arise and require people to respond with 
understanding. But the skills and knowledge required to encounter these challenges are 
both continually expanding and forever incomplete. Therefore, in order to encounter those 
challenges with comprehension and competence, everyone needs to upgrade his/her 
knowledge and skills with the rapid advance of social structure. It is hardly likely that 
teachers are to be the only information givers as assumed previously, and what is included 
in textbooks might be far from efficient enough to provide people with intellectual and 
technical knowledge and skills required to participate to their full potential in an 
increasingly changed world. Thus, the formulaic pattern of conventional instruction, which 
focuses on factual knowledge accumulation and standardized tests, is hard to meet the 
requirements for students to perform confidently and productively in the new 
technological world, more than hundreds of and thousands of articles written each day and 
information doubling every few years. Therefore, what students learn at school is not just 
to memorize details of every piece of information written in the textbooks that are limited 
and soon out of date. They need to acquire a new ability to interact with information 
systems, so-called the capability of information processing. Students have to learn where 
and how to find data and how to interpret it; how to formulate and frame their questions 
to obtain relevant information: how to organize and to build knowledge from numerous 
sources from different perspectives: and how to think and to act efficiently upon the 
information they collect (Cummins, and Selfe, 1990, p. 4-6). 
This call for being competent in information processing urges an emergent 
educational reform: moving away from the isolated, formulaic, hierarchical and text- 
bounded educational structure toward a dynamic, reflective, learner-centered, and 
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experiential (hands-on) learning environment. The reformed educational structure should 
be able to promote the acquisition of high-order cognitive capability, involving initial 
interpretation, problem solving and transfer to a general application This is a prerequisite 
whenever students construct and use their own knowledge (Gardner, 1989). In short, 
education is no longer dedicated exclusively to delivering knowledge or to instilling 
knowledge but rather to fostering students’ cognitive ability to construct and use their 
own knowledge. Language instruction is no exception. 
With vast and richly-cultural learning materials and dynamic and communicative 
learning environment (such as e-mail, BBS, online discussion list, World Wide Web and 
video-conferencing), the Internet encourages and facilitates deep exploration, interactive 
communication and collaborative knowledge construction among learners. The Internet 
seems to provides an ideal learning environment for EFL learners to foster information 
processing ability, to construct their own knowledge and thus promote desirable 
educational reform. 
As far as the implementation of educational reform is concerned, educators who 
are responsible for helping students master the competencies of living in the information 
age must foster the pedagogical proficiency in uses of computers in classrooms. 
Pedagogical computer proficiency is also required for teacher certification in some USA 
states. We can see an inevitable tendency of educational application with computer 
technology from the following report on information technology by the Governor of 
California (1995): 
“Technology should be used across the curriculum to facilitate a student-centered learning 
environment. This will require that computers, communications networking, and multimedia 
equipment be fully integrated into California schools so that they are available when and where 
they are needed to improving learning. This will provide tools for effectively presenting course 
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materials, as well as resources for helping students learn how to access, analyze, and interpret 
information, and how to communicate their findings." 
The above message suggests a strong appeal for learning and applying computer 
technology in classroom learning as well as the expectation for teachers' professional 
development. The internet-integrated learning mode is intended to invite teachers as co¬ 
designers, co-practitioners and co-learners in both EFL learning and computer knowledge 
and techniques. The Internet-integrated learning mode will contribute to promoting an 
authentic, up-to-date and interactive EFL learning; help students acquire the capability of 
information processing and computer literacy; experience knowledge construction; and at 
the same time encourage teachers' professional, development in EFL instruction as well as 
personal growth in computer literacy. This integration of computer technologies into 
education, or in EFL education is also compatible with the educational policy of the 
Taiwanese government and further with the universal tendency of computerization in 
education. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The following chapter expounds two aspects of literature on which the subsequent 
fieldworks are built: foreign / second language learning (FL/SL) and the pedagogical 
application of information technology (IT). As to the FL/SL education starts from the 
reflection on current situation of foreign language education to the exploration of 
language acquisition, by identifying both the process and the prerequisites of a successful 
language acquisition from linguistic and sociolinguistic points of view and then defining 
the most optimal language learning environment for foreign language learning as the basis 
of designing the framework of the present research study. In the information technology 
section, I reviewed selected earlier research on FL/SL learning incorporated with IT and 
explore the potential of IT, especially the Internet-integrated framework, on creating the 
most optimal learning environment for EFL learning. In sum, the aim of this chapter is to 
examine what theories concerning language acquisition are closely related to the purpose 
of this study - the improvement of foreign language learning and how pedagogical 
application of computer technology, especially the Internet, can be integrated into EFL 
education. 
Before starting to review literature on FL/SL language learning and the 
pedagogical potential of information technology, I defined the relationship of foreign and 
second language learning first. In this research, foreign language learning is considered as 
a language learning situation similar to second language learning. Generally speaking, EF 
is a kind of language learning taking place in a place where the target language is not the 
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native language of the society, for example, learning English as a foreign language in 
Taiwan. FL is usually learned as a subject matter, like Mathematics and Science, in a 
classroom setting by non-native speakers of the target language (NNS). SL is a language 
learning taking place in a place where the language is spoken as an official language in this 
society: for example, learning English as a second language in the United States (Krashen, 
1981). SL is learned as a medium for the learners to adapt to the mainstream society 
academically and socially. SL learners can receive diversity linguistic information of the 
target language inside and outside their classrooms with NSs. Both learners in FL and SL 
learning have developed their own first language (Mother tongue, or native language, or 
LI). The major difference between FL and SL learning lies in the conditions of each 
learning environment and learning purposes. In other words, if FL learning occurs in an 
environment with rich and contextualized linguistic input and at the same time FL is 
learned as a tool to conduct interpersonal communication as well as to learn other subject 
matters, EF learning can be viewed a similar learning situation to the SL. In such a case, 
theoretical evidence and suggestions for SL learning are also applicable and relevant to FL 
learning, In this research, by taking advantage of the vast and diverse English resources on 
the Internet, a language learning environment similar to that of second language learning is 
created. Therefore, in the present study, FL learning and SL learning were considered as 
similar learning situation, contrasting to that of the first language acquisition. Literature 
concerned with SL learning were scrupulously explored and deduced to the FL learning. 
Character of Foreign Language Learning 
There is an international tendency that people need to learn at least one language 
other than their own native language in order to survive successfully and confidently in the 
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booming information age, which emphasizes boundless interaction and communication 
culturally, economically and technologically. Thus, foreign language education has been 
one of the major policies in the national level. 
After years of FL education, there is a universal consensus on several fundamental 
characteristics of foreign language. They are all relatively apparent, large-scale and few are 
controversial. (Bley-Vroman, 1989, 43). Three of them are most obviously and apparently 
occur in Taiwan’s EFL education, which are discussed in detail in the follows. 
Lack of Success 
The most striking characteristic of foreign language learning is the lack of success. 
In this study, success of foreign language is reflected on the general objective of foreign 
language education. That is to reach ‘proficiency’ of the target language: the fluent and 
correct use of the foreign language symbols in contexts and discourse, including the 
mastery of phonology, lexicon, syntax, semantics, pragmatics which make up the whole 
target language. (Hellgren, 1982, 36-37). In Selinker‘s (1972) research on workers in 
second language acquisition about the frequency of success, he estimates only 5 percent. 
The estimated rate is even lower in foreign language learning. It is very common situation 
that EFL learners in Taiwan are unable to communicate with non-Chinese speakers in 
English or unable to see English movies without caption after their at least six-year 
compulsory EFL education in secondary schools. Even though more than two thousand of 
English vocabulary and a whole set of grammatical rules have been introduced during their 
six-year secondary school EFL education, they still have had great difficult in utilizing the 
target language- English in writing and in speaking. It sharply contrasts with the uniform 
success in children’s first language acquisition. 
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Fossilization 
It has long been noted that foreign language learners reach a certain stage of 
learning, and then permanently stabilize at the stage. Even serious efforts to get through 
with the stage are usually fruitless. Although some change sometimes occurs with 
abundant explicit instruction and classroom drill, the learners fall back to the stable state 
outside the EFL classes. The old form, or errors, reappear especially when the learner has 
little time to consciously monitor their own linguistic production. Selinker (1972) called 
the phenomenon fossilization. For example, since Chinese language system does not have 
inflectional morphology, heavily depending on word order to convey grammatical 
function, many Chinese EFL learners, like myself, often forget to change word forms into 
past tense or to noun plurals. However, in first language acquisition, there is no such 
fossilized phenomenon. LI learners pass through stages of language development naturally 
and continually. Several research results suggest that all children acquire a large part of 
their native language before they receive formal schooling at six, and keep on passing 
through stages of language development until they successfully obtain the richness and 
complexity of the target language, regardless of their intelligence, motivation, and 
emotional state. (Krashen, 1981; Lehmann, 1983; Moskowitz, 1985; Schachter, 1988)) 
Indeterminate Intuitions 
Another frustrating characteristics of FL learning is that FL learners, even the 
advanced learners, seems hardly development a clear grammaticality judgements. 
(Schachter, Tyson, and Diffley, 1976). For instance, Chinese EFL learners are always 
confused with the use of the definite article (the), and the distinction of past and present 
participates as adjectives (V-ed, V-ing), which are two elements can not be found in 
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Chinese system. After intensively studying the rules that governing the target language, 
FL learners still rarely develop the determinate intuitions that native learners possess in 
judging grammatical correctness. Unlike the native speakers, FL learners cannot precisely 
tell whether a word form or a sentence is correct or not, just by ‘feeling’ it. 
However, when an adolescent FL learner moves into the country where the target 
language is spoken, such as Chinese teenagers immigrating to the United States, their 
English proficiency is saliently improved and their performance either in their school 
learning or in social communication is very likely equal to the native speakers’. On 
viewing those cases transferring from frustrated FL leaning to successful SL acquisition, I 
assume that if a learning condition can be created in a country where the target language is 
not utilized as an office language and if EFL can be processed in the same or almost the 
same way as that of SL, the difficult situation of foreign language and the characteristics 
mentioned above will be improved. Thus, in the following section, the researcher 
conducted a comprehensive literature review to explore the process and the prerequisite of 
second language acquisition (SLA), stressing on the role of linguistic input, meaning- 
negotiated interaction and comprehensible output as well as the affective, cultural and 
contextual factors. The results of the literature review serve as the basis for the creation of 
the Internet-integrated language learning environment in which foreign language learners 
are able to acquire the target language as SL learners do. 
Second Language Acquisition 
Hypothesis-testing Process of Language Acquisition 
Before starting the literature review on SLA, I briefly went through a basic 
concept of the progressing process of language acquisition, on which first language 
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acquisition and SLA are based. The cause of a natural phenomenon has been long 
questioned by linguists, psychologists and investigators of language, That is, without any 
formal instruction, such as parents’ explanation of the rules governing the formation of 
correct sentences, how can children unexceptionally acquire the systems of grammar that 
enable children to produce an unlimited number of new, meaningful sentences, which are 
not exactly every word or sentence uttered by their parents, friends and other people 
around them? This question was not completely and consistently answered until Noam 
Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures was published in 1965. Chomsky’s investigation of 
grammar structure revealed that language systems were far deeper and more complex than 
had been expected and thus caused the study of language acquisition, which not only 
promotes sophisticated understanding of linguistics but also improves the understanding of 
cognitive development because it is also related to language learning. 
With improvement of recording technology, investigators are able to capture more 
accurately language development patterns and some rare unusual events and their findings 
are more reliable and more details. According to the subsequent investigation on the 
process of children acquiring their native languages, research suggests that children learn 
the systems of grammar, including phonological, syntactic, semantic, lexical and pragmatic 
learning in the same process- by breaking each system into smallest parts and then 
i . 
1 All languages have three major components, a sound system (phonology), a vocabulary (lexicon) and a 
system of grammar. As to the grammar system, linguists consider it a set of rules that describe how to 
structure language not just rules for the arrangement and appropriate combination of elements in a 
sentence. It is a set of rules that govern how to put sounds together to form words; how to put words 
together to form sentences; how to interpret the meaning of words and sentences; and how to participate 
in a conversation, how to sequence sentences and how to anticipate the information needed by a 
interlocutor (Moskowitz, 1985, 46-49). With the set of grammatical rules, each native speaker can create 
or understand an infinite number of sentences that he or she has never heard before yet perfectly 
understandable to the hearers and readers. (Schachter, Tyson, and Diflley, 1976). 
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developing rules for combining the parts. (Hudson, 1989; Gass, 1989; Villiers, P. and 
Villiers, J. 1985; Fromkin, Krashen, Curtiss, Rigler, D. and Rigler, M, 1985). Children 
carry out their language learning process in a very methodical way, which is called 
Hypothesis-testing process of language learning. (Daniel, 1985). Those research picture 
the child as an active language learner, continually analyzing what they hear, first 
hypothesizing general rules that combine the basic elements of language, then testing them 
out and modifying the general rules, until near-mastery is achieved. In this way, children 
achieve their internal systems of grammar. They are not taught the language but ‘acquired’ 
by themselves, naturally and methodically. Likewise, if the SL and FL learners want to 
learn the target language as successfully as the native language acquirers do, the 
hypothesis-testing process is equally crucial for them to experience. 
Unlike earlier SLA research which focused on analysis of linguistic phenomena, 
such as the universal nature of language acquisition, the role of language universals in 
SLA, the comparison of first and second language sentence structure, the influence of a 
first language on the SLA and the distinction of language learning and acquisition, recent 
body of SLA research has mostly concerned with the factors which influence the results of 
SLA -the factors affecting the success of hypothesis-testing process,1 All languages have 
three major components, a sound system (phonology), a vocabulary (lexicon) and a system 
of grammar. As to the grammar system, linguists consider it a set of rules that describe 
how to structure language not just rules for the arrangement and appropriate combination 
of elements in a sentence. It is a set of rules that govern how to put sounds together to 
form words; how to put words together to form sentences; how to interpret the meaning 
of words and sentences; and how to participate in a conversation, how to sequence 
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sentences and how to anticipate the information needed by a interlocutor (Moskowitz, 
1985, 46-49). With the set of grammatical rules, each native speaker can create or 
understand an infinite number of sentences that he or she has never heard before yet 
perfectly understandable to the hearers and readers. (Schachter, Tyson, and Diffley, 1976), 
such as the role of sufficient linguistic exposure, comprehensible input, meaning- 
negotiated interaction and cultural, contextual and affective issues. 
Prerequisites of Second Language Acquisition 
Sufficient Language Exposure 
No matter what way children approach their internal grammar, children only 
acquire the language, which they hear around, or they are exposed to. A child with normal 
hearing but with deaf parents communicates only with sign language, although he was 
exposed to television for learning English. Since he was confined to his home and only 
interact with his parents and all the visitors to his family communicate with sign language. 
When the child was three, he was fluent in sign language but neither understood nor spoke 
English. It is obvious that a child acquires a language only if the language is spoken in her 
environment and if she/he can utilize the language to communicate with other people in 
immediate environment. So is the same conclusion founded in Victoria Fromkin’s research 
on the linguistic development of Genie, a thirteen-year-old girl found in 1970 who has 
suffered extreme isolation. In other words, a child who hears no language learns no 
language. 
In addition, several research (Ochs, 1982; Harkness, 1971) studying the 
relationship between the caretaker speech and language acquisition indicate that children 
are exposed to a large amount of exposure to the target language, either from the 
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caretaker, other member of the family or other children interacting with him/her. The 
linguistic exposure is repeatedly occurring in both linguistic and non-linguistic forms, such 
as baby talk lexicon, simplified language, singing, physical and social contact and so on. 
Such great amount of linguistic exposure offers opportunities for the learners to test their 
hypotheses on the target language. The prerequisites for language acquisition is that 
learners have to be exposed to the language learners to the linguistic environment and at 
the same time, they have to be able to interact with real people in that language. This 
prerequisite of sufficient linguistic exposure also explains why foreign language learners 
who live in the country where the target language is not spoken and who have little access 
to native speakers in the target language may cease progress, or encounter fossilization. 
While, this concept of language exposure is extended with Krashen’s Input Hypothesis 
(1985). 
Comprehensible Input 
Input Hypothesis claims that “humans acquire language in only way by receiving 
“comprehensible input” and by understanding the input that contains linguistic information 
for their next stage - a bit beyond the current level of learners’ competence. In addition, as 
long as the input is understood, and there is enough of it, the necessary grammar is 
automatically provided. As to the un-acquired knowledge can be comprehensible through 
previously acquired knowledge or extra-linguistic information such as the simplified 
speech of caretakers. The above claim about the Input Hypothesis was well supported by 
Cross (1977)’s experiment to examine the input directed to children who were known to 
be rapid acquirers. He found that the correlation between caretaker speech complexity and 
the child ‘s comprehension are usually positive but not extremely high. However, he found 
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a significant phenomenon that from the caretaker’s speech, these rapidly acquiring children 
heard a great deal of comprehensible input: 72 per cent related to the ‘here and now’, 55 
per cent referred to a child’s previously expressed topic, 6 per cent consisted of one-word 
utterances, 8 per cent ‘simple stock phrases’, and only 2 per cent ‘unintelligible’. In short, 
a great percentage of the language heard by the children is comprehensible. From 
Krashen’ view, the linguistic input must be comprehensible to the learners; otherwise, 
there is no language acquisition occurring. 
Meaning-negotiated Interaction 
While, some other language educators argue that the linguistic input, which is 
incomprehensible still can serve as an incentive to trigger meaningful interaction among 
learners, which makes unacquired knowledge comprehensible to the learners. In Cross’s 
research, in addition to a great amount of‘here and now’ information appearing in 
caregivers’ speech, he also found a fair amount of genuine interaction and possible 
negotiation of comprehensible input in caretaker speech. It suggests that the linguistic 
input does not necessarily include the ‘next rules’ of the acquirer’s level and thus not 
necessarily comprehensible, which challenged the necessity of‘comprehensible input’ 
(slight beyond the acquirer’s current state of competence) to the language acquisition. 
The same conclusion is also found in some other cross-cultural research, which 
focuses on studying the differences in caretaker speech (Harkness, 1971 Ochs, 1982). 
Their results indicate that not all the linguistic input fore language acquisition is 
comprehensible as the time it is taken in. For example, in Harkness’ research (1971), rural 
Guatemalan mothers didn’t simplify their speech when talking to their children. They 
reacted to kids’ incomprehension with a “rapid-fire monotonic tone” (p.496) without 
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alternation. Similarly, Samoan mothers (Ochs 1982) do not use baby talk lexicon, special 
morphological modifications, simpler syntactic constructions or constructions of reduced 
length in talking with young children. In a working class Black American community 
(Heath, 1982), adults do not make any special attempt to involve children in conversation 
until the child can make himself understood. Those children still acquired their native 
language, although the linguistic input they receive is not simplified or much beyond their 
language competence at the next stage. 
Nonetheless, these research also found that even though the linguistic input is not 
comprehensible, those language learners are ‘in the midst of constant human 
communication, verbal, and nonverbal... they are held, faces fondled, their cheeks pinched 
and they eat and sleep in the midst of human talk... about the topics that range over any 
subject...’’(Heath, 1982, p. 64). Instead of simplified linguistic input, they are exposed to 
‘almost continuous communication.” (p.68). In other words, in addition to comprehensible 
linguistic input, continuous communication, or interaction between the speakers and the 
learners are required for language acquisition. 
Long (1985) also pointed out the similar interaction in the conversation addressed 
by the NSs to NNSs. He found that NSs use more modified input and modified interaction 
in discourse involving NNSs than in discourse involving only two NNS. In addition to 
modified input, modified conversation also occurs to help the message delivered by the Ns 
comprehensible to NNSs. The former is characterized as fewer embedding, more 
repetition of nouns and verbs, longer pauses, and the latter (modified conversation) is 
featured with comprehension checks, confirmation checks, expansions, requests for 
clarification, self and other repetition and so forth. In other words, NSs use strategies and 
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tactics to interact with NNSs in order to make the linguistic input comprehensible to the 
NNS. As long as NNSs understand what is going on between their conversation, they 
might be able to take part in their conversation appropriately and their conversation 
becomes possible and sustained. So, the linguistic input, which is not comprehensible, can 
still serve the purpose of language acquisition. The question is how the speakers modify 
their input, (both words and conversation) to make the input comprehensible to the 
learners. 
On the other hand, Scarcellce and Higa (1981) and Varonis and Gass (1985) put 
more responsibility on the learners rather than the speaker. In Scarcellce and Higa’s 
research on the conversation between NS and adolescents, they found that the adolescents 
(the learners) received more ‘charged’ input precisely because they were more involved in 
keeping the conversation going, trying to avoid “side-sequence” - a break down from the 
main flow of conversation. They suggest that the ‘optimal’ input is that which comes as a 
result of meaning negotiation work between interlocutors, not just simplified or modified 
input by the speakers. Similarly, Gass and Varonis’ research on the interaction between 
NNS-NNS also found that NNSs’ negotiation interaction is crucial to the success of 
discourse. It is because such interactions let the participants maintain “equal footing” in 
the conversation. The equal footing refers the one interlocutor’s ability to respond 
appropriately to another interlocutor’s last utterance. He/she not only takes turn when a 
turn becomes available, but also does so with full understanding of the preceding turn. 
Gass extended Long’s statement (Input becomes comprehensible through modified speech 
and modified conversation of the NSs addressing NNSs.) by putting more responsibility on 
NNS. He argued that whether interacting with an NS or NNS, NNSs need to offer 
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negative signal that some linguistic input has not been accepted, thus initiating a non¬ 
understanding routine. Such routines are important since they lead to more cooperative 
negotiation and make unaccepted input comprehensible, thus facilitating acquisition. 
From the above researches, either stressing on the speaker’s modification or on the 
learners active involvement, we can ascertain that sufficient exposure doesn’t necessarily 
entail comprehensible linguistic input, while extra effort, such as modified speech or 
interactive meaning-negotiation between speakers and learners will be crucial for make 
unaccepted input comprehended, thus facilitating language acquisition. 
Based on the above two theoretical concepts, - that given comprehensible input is 
the causal variable in SLA (Krashen,1981) and that interactive, meaning-negotiated 
conversational turns makes unaccepted input comprehensible, we may have part of the 
explanation for the frustrated linguistic performance of EFL learners in Taiwan. In 
Taiwan’s EFL classroom, where English is taught as a subject matter by a NNS teacher in 
Chinese, rather than in English. The largely linguistic input in the EFL classroom is from 
the NNS teacher talk and NNS peer talk as well as from the textbooks, which is limited. 
Moreover, like most subject matter classroom, where teachers perceive their primary role 
as one of imparting subject-matter knowledge, the teacher talks and students listen. There 
are few opportunities for students to engage in two-way, negotiating exchange in the 
target language. Much less peer talk can be heard in the classroom since most peer-peer 
interaction that is not teacher-directed always occur in Chinese rather than in English. 
Only when messages cannot be understood do interlocutors need to conduct negotiating 
meaning exchanges. While, in foreign language classrooms where students can get their 
message across to each other in their native language, it is not necessary for them to 
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engage in meaning-negotiation in the target language to be fully understood. 
Consequently, either the linguistic input or the meaning-negotiated interaction is rare in 
Taiwan’s EFL classrooms. (The former is restricted by the National Curriculum Standard 
and uniform textbooks and the latter is restricted by the teacher-dominated instruction 
strategy and the un-necessity of applying the target language for meaning-negotiation.). 
Thus, it is urgent for Taiwan’ educators to create an environment which can supply 
sufficient linguistic input to compensate the lack of Native linguistic suppliers and which 
can motivate EFL learners to active engaged in negotiated meaning exchanges for 
successful acquisition of the target language. 
Recently, Swain (1985) further expands the concepts of comprehensible input and 
meaning-negotiated interaction into comprehensive output as essential factors in SLA. 
Comprehensible Output 
Krashen (1981) suggests that the only role of output is that of generating 
comprehensible input. But based on Swain’s research (1985) on Canadian French 
immersion classes, the role of comprehensible output is to provide opportunities for 
contextualized, meaningful use, to test learners’ hypotheses about the target language, and 
to move the learners from a purely semantic analysis of the language to a syntactic analysis 
of it. 
With a series of tests administrated to grade 6th French immersion students, who 
have received at least 7 years of comprehensible input in the target language, the results 
indicate that students’ grammatical performance is not equivalent to that of NSs but the 
other two aspects of competence - discourse and sociolinguistic competence - are similar 
to those of NSs. Swain also found that although there is enough comprehensible input but 
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few negotiating meaning exchanges occur in the immersion classrooms, either between 
teacher-student or student-student talks. The research results indicate that there is a close 
relationship between meaning-negotiated interaction and the grammatical acquisition. In 
other words, immersion students are limited in their grammatical development compared 
to NSs because of their relative limited opportunities to engage in meaning-negotiated 
interaction. He suggests that meaning-negotiated interaction is facilitative to grammatical 
acquisition. That is because learners who understand the input are free to pay more 
attention on the form. It is also because the two-way exchanges offer the opportunities for 
the learners to test or to use his linguistic resources - to try out means of expression and 
see if they work. 
Moreover, in order to avoid communicative breakdown, one interlocutor who 
receives some negative input will be pushed to use alternate means to get his/her message 
across. Nonetheless, simply getting message across can and does occur with grammatically 
deviant forms and sociolinguistically inappropriate language. To conduct a successful 
negotiation, the messages are not just conveyed but conveyed precisely, coherently and 
appropriately. With the intention to expressing oneself or convey intended meaning with 
precise and appropriate output, learners will automatically move their attention from 
semantic processing to syntactic processing. In other words, even with comprehensible 
input but without negotiating meaning exchanges, learners receive no negative input, thus 
receive no demand to output in the target language precisely and appropriately and 
eventually no attention paid to the syntactic structure and acquire little grammatical 
development. In short, meaning-negotiation interaction triggers comprehensible output 
and thus leads to more grammatical acquisition. Unfortunately, comprehensible output is 
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generally missing in typical classroom settings, language classrooms, especially the EFL 
classrooms in Taiwan, being no exception. Since there have been few opportunities for 
learners to conduct meaning-negotiation, there is no demands (no push) on learners to 
produce the language, and thus learners have hardly gotten to a syntactic or grammatical 
analysis of the target language. 
So far, we have reached the conclusion that a foreign language is probably acquired 
successfully if learners are exposed to sufficient comprehensible input, are engaged in 
meaning-negotiating interaction and are encouraged to produce output comprehensible to 
others in the target language. More precisely, I still have to further define what kind of 
comprehensible input, interaction and output is ‘appropriate, ” which are not merely equal 
to grammatical correction. 
Literally, ‘appropriate’ is referred to something suitable or acceptable in a 
particular situation (Collins’ English Dictionary, 1995). Thus, appropriate linguistic 
expression, either input, output or interaction should be an utterance, both in written and 
in spoken form, suitable in a particular linguistic context and acceptable for the people 
who use the language to communicate with each other. All languages have a set of rules, 
which govern how to put sounds together to form words; how to put words together to 
form sentences; how to interpret the meaning of words and sentences; and how to 
participate in a conversation, how to sequence sentences and how to anticipate the 
information needed by a interlocutor (Moskowitz, 1985, 46-49). Therefore, appropriate 
linguistic production do not merely referred to grammatical rules for the arrangement of 
elements in a sentence, but also the rules which construct a whole language, including 
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cultural significance embedded in the specific language system and the discourse patterns 
and behavior norms among people who speak the language. 
Language and Culture 
Although the intellectual ability to use language is the same in all the varieties of all 
human beings (race, sex, different physical shapes) and in all normal individuals, it is not 
the same for every individual can learn a foreign language as easily as she/he learned their 
own native language. The physiological habits of the speech organ are developed very 
earlier and hard to change. Take Chinese English learners for example, we have difficulty 
in pronouncing the sound ‘th’, as well as have trouble in distinguishing the sound ‘r’ from 
T. But the American born Chinese will not encounter such a problem This problem is one 
of the habits, not heredity. 
Every language has its own exceptional features, some of which are easily 
understood by other non-native speakers and some less so, but all easily mastered by its 
native speakers. It’s not because of the language is especially complex or simple; it is 
because of its unique culture embedded in the language. Vocabulary in a language is 
closely corresponding to the thought of the speakers or to meet the needs of the language 
users. For example, Eskimos have different names for different snow, which is closely 
related to their daily life and in Chinese, there is only word for snow, (/Hsuei/, □ ). In 
English, there are two words (she, he) to present single female and male, but in 
Taiwanese, there is only word (/ee/) to present a person beyond you and I. That’s 
probably because Taiwanese used to be a matriarchal society with conceptual equality to 
two sexes. In addition, Taiwanese have strong family tie, and a strong sense of belonging 
to a community, there are two words to express the concept of WE: one (/larn/) including 
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the listener and the other (/wun/) not including the listener. It’s the matter of 
anthropological issues (speakers’ values and beliefs) and nothing to do with language 
acquisition device. 
From anthropologists' prospects, language and culture is intimately tangled with 
each other. People in Chinese society are used to express concern to other people by 
requesting people’s health, salary and marriage, and so on but such inquiries may be 
extremely offensive in American or western society. Food topics might be not so much 
correlation with social structure in the American society as in Thai society. In Moerman’s 
micro-ethnographical analysis in “Society in a Grain of Rice” (1987), talking about food 
(A district official tells the villagers to make sure the research is properly fed. And the 
food which is the sort from towns is unavailable in villages) is an illustration of the 
struggle between villagers and officials, between the autonomy of the local community and 
the authority of the state, between cultural symbols of villages and nation. Without 
familiarity with the food dichotomy and Thai’s internal moral significance: wild vs. tame, 
raw vs. cooked, field vs. forest and etc, one never really understands Thai people’s 
conversation, even though one has learned every word uttered. In other words, language 
is not simply a system of signs to be coded and decoded on paper, but more importantly, it 
was a bearer of cultural values, and norms as well as a medium of communication. (Hall 
1976). So, when approaching a language, one cannot just to learn a set of abstract 
linguistic symbols (words and sound), but also need to recognize the specific culture and 
living philosophy embedded in the linguistic structure. Thus a ‘appropriate’ linguistic 
production not only contains a great amount of language words, patterns but also reflects 
enough cultural significance of the target language. 
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In addition to culture, linguistic context is another decisive factor of appropriate 
linguistic production, which can be well illustrated by an often cited story, old but apt 
found in Bloomfield’s: If a beggar says, “I’m hungry” to obtain food and a child says, “I’m 
hungry” to avoid going to bed. A sentence of the same linguistic structure may means 
different when it is spoken by different people in different locations to express different 
intention of the speakers. In short, the meaning of a language abstracts from contexts. 
Context of Situation 
Since Malinowski (1923) drew a conclusion from his fieldwork among the Pacific 
Trobiand islanders that ‘context of situation’ is important for understanding the meaning 
of any piece of language in use. The concept that language is deeply embedded in social 
contexts that are brought up and manipulated by the interlocutors, has drawn a great 
attention from researchers (Hymes, 1974; Halliday, 1975; Vygotsky, 1978; Kennedy, 
1973; Jerome Bruner 1983; and Heath, 1983). The major purposes of a language is to 
serve as a medium, either in written or spoken forms, with which people are able to 
express their own ideas, values, beliefs and attitude toward different issues and in different 
situation and so is to understand other people’s. However, language functions, contexts 
and forms are arbitrary, subject to the specific community, events and act. Each language 
community has its own sharing knowledge of rules for the conduct and interpretation of 
speech. Within a language community, different language patterns are used for different 
social activities, ceremonies, banquets, fight, trips and the like. One statement is 
considered proper in one context might be improper in another context such as jokes 
talking in a lecture or in a bar or in a funeral ceremony. 
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Only with appropriate understanding of the language contexts does a leaner 
develop the awareness of “a multitude of rules of functional appropriateness... how to be 
tactful, evasive, persuasive, inoffensive and defensive” (Kennedy, 1973, p.70)” in the 
language. Otherwise, a grammatically corrected sentence produced by a learner can be 
completely inappropriate and badly communicated. An efficient language learning 
environment should be able to offer opportunities for learners to experience diverse 
language contexts for understanding not only what the writer/speaker says, but also what 
it means by saying that. (Hymes, 1974) 
However, unlike text or linguistic symbols, authentic language contexts in 
accordance with the target language culture and contexts are too diverse and changeable 
to be taught directly with pre-fixed text. It can only be experienced, observed and 
reflected upon. It is a challenge for the EFL educators to create such an appropriate 
learning environment with cultural values, social norms and authentic and various contexts 
of the target language. While it is goal that this research projects intended to reach. 
So far, all the prerequisites mentioned above are concerned from the aspects of 
language system. There is one more condition which need to be taken into account for 
successful EFL learning. That is the psychological condition of the learner him/herself. For 
instance, many immigrant people moved to the USA for several years, receiving 
tremendous English input and encountering numerous opportunities for interaction and 
output, but they still have great difficulty in understanding and communicating with other 
people in English. The similar situation also occurs on Taiwan’s immigrants. Many 
veterans from Mainland China moving to Taiwan in 1949 with China Kuei-Shan have lived 
with Taiwanese for almost 50 years (some of whom even married a woman speaking 
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Taiwanese) and still can neither talk or understand Taiwanese. The phenomenon tells that 
not all the input, interaction that learners receive is processed for acquisition and not all 
comprehensible input and interaction reached to the stage of language acquisition. It 
depends on whether learners open their minds to let that linguistic information in. 
Research results attribute this phenomenon to the ‘Affective Filter’ effect. 
Low Affective Filter 
Sufficient comprehensible input and meaning-negotiating interaction are 
undoubtedly necessary for language acquisition but it is just not enough for every learner 
to reach acquisition. Research have shown that when the learner is unmotivated, anxious, 
(Gardner and Lambert, 1972); defensive (Stevick, 1976), ego, unsociable, and lack of self- 
confidence (Naiman, Forhlich, Stem, and Todesco, 1978; Heyde, 1983), his/her mental 
status will be blocked to fully utilize the comprehensible input for language acquisition. 
Learners do not ‘open’ their mind to process the comprehensible input when the affective 
filter is ‘up’. Stevick’s (1970) research found that the filter is higher when the acquirer 
considered the language class is the place where his weakness will be revealed (Stevick, 
1970). Krashen suggests that the affective filter will be lower if the learners are not 
concerned with the possibility of failure in language acquisition and when they consider 
themselves to be a potential member of the group speaking the target language (Krashen, 
1981, 1982; Smith, 1982). And the filter is lowest “when the is so involved in the message 
that he temporally ‘forgets’ he is hearing, reading or speaking another language.” 
(Krashen, 1982, p.4) 
In other words, people acquire language only if they obtain sufficient and 
appropriate comprehensible input, and if their affective filters are low enough to allow the 
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input in, which they might properly interact or negotiate with others in the target 
language. Therefore, we can conclude that if sufficient or appropriate comprehensible 
input is provided, negotiated meaning exchanges are encouraged and the learners keep 
their filter low, acquisition is available and so is it to the foreign language acquisition. 
Conclusion 
From the above research on language acquisition, we can conclude that the most 
optimal language environment for language acquisition is to provide a great amount of 
linguistic input, which is comprehensible, rich with cultural values and authentic linguistic 
contexts of the target language. Besides, the most optimal language environment also 
offer opportunities for learners to utilize the target language to negotiate among 
interlocutors as well as to produce output precisely and appropriately. 
As we know, in the old days of foreign language learning, separated by 
geographical barriers and immature communication techniques, FL learners living in 
different countries rarely had opportunities to communicate with NSs in the target 
language and thus their knowledge of the target language was limited to the textbooks and 
the NNS s’ instruction. Most NNS foreign language instructors, like myself, lack 
determinate intuitions to grammaticality judgement and do not have authentic experience 
and complete knowledge of the target language. To expect NNS foreign language 
teachers to supply all the comprehensible linguistic input characterized with cultural and 
contextual uniqueness to the target language is something unrealistic, like the fables of 
Arabian Nights. Hopefully, with the rapid development of modern computer technology 
with its unique technical features of hypertext and hypermedia, it seems quite promising to 
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make the dream of ‘sufficient comprehensible linguistic input and interaction appropriate 
to culture and contexts of the target language’ come true. 
It is well recognized that it is necessary to help students cultivate computer 
knowledge and skills for personal growth and career development in the coming future by 
combining computer technology into educational settings. Therefore, in the following 
section, we first located relevant pedagogical resources on the computer technology and 
then assess their potential contribution to providing an optimal learning environment for 
EFL based on the experience and results of on-line collaborative learning activities 
conducted currently and previously. 
Pedagogical Resources of Computer Technology 
With the rapid development of computer technology, the notion of computer- 
assisted instruction (CAI) is not a new one; in fact, a lot of CAI software and programs 
have been available for years. However, using computer-mediated networks, especially the 
Internet, as a teaching tool in language education for first, second and foreign language is 
newly emerged instructional alternative for the past five years. In order to understand the 
impacts of computer technology on foreign language education, I have conducted an 
intensive survey on research from 1992-97, both in print, (i.e. books, journal, articles, etc.) 
and on-line, (i.e. discussion lists, news groups, personal communication with other 
ESL/EFL teachers on line.). In this section, I first briefly introduce a variety of 
applications of educational computer technology and then closely analyze selected 
researches concerned with the application of educational technologies in EFL/ ESL 
leaning in terms of research purposes, theoretical background, methods of data collection 
and analysis and research findings. 
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Educational computer technology includes different applications, such as 
computer-assisted software (CAI), word processor, and computer mediated 
communication (CMC) networks (e-mail, synchronous conferencing, asynchronous 
conferencing and World Wide Web). 
Computer Assisted Software (CAI) 
Most CAI are programmed software stored in a disk or CD-ROM. Basically, they 
pose a question to the student, wait for answer, assess the quality of the answer and 
choose the next pedagogical interaction. The whole learning process is controlled by the 
software, or software designer. In the earlier days, contents of CAI language software 
were mostly presented in form-based drill and practice exercise to facilitate vocabulary 
retention and grammatical acquisition. Some of them are labeled interactive because they 
provide feedback in the form of error correction and record keeping, whose function 
focuses on ‘correct use of linguistic form’ rather than the meaning and social and cultural 
values of the target language. More recently, visual, audio and graphic features are added 
in order to stimulate genuine language and nonlinguistic stimuli but its potential for 
interaction among students is limited. Since the leaning process or the language materials 
are predetermined, the amount and the types of language used in the software are 
restricted in the programmed text and the exchange and interaction among students and 
between the teacher and students are rare. 
Word Processor 
Word processor is a computer tool offering diverse writing functions, such as 
editing, formatting, recopying, error detecting and correction and etc., which greatly 
release writers from writing anxiety and apprehension. 
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Writing is one of the major parts of language learning and many educators define 
writing as an ongoing, multi-stage process and they suggest an equal emphasis given to 
each of writing stages rather than the final products of writing (Hansen, 1987; Harste, 
1988). Traditionally, students have been asked to write compositions with a specific topic, 
with little guidance on how to work through the steps that quality writing requires. 
Writing has always been a torture for the younger writers. Students must use pencil and 
paper to transcribe their thoughts and ideas. Many children are able to express thoughtful 
experiences, but have difficulty with handwriting. They labor the first draft. To them, 
making revisions and recopying is an overwhelming burden, which might kill the original 
enthusiasm the student have for the writing assignment, and then the student may 
approach the next assignment with anxiety and apprehension. Word processors attempt to 
change the writing condition physically and mentally and have been used by researchers to 
test the educational philosophy of writing-as-processing 
Computer Communication Networks 
Networking, or computer communication networks or telecommunications 
systems, refers to the transfer of data from one computer to another via communications 
media such as telephone lines. It allows nearly instantaneous transmission of information, 
which can be stored in the received computer until it is ready to read. It contributes a lot 
to the cross-space and cross-time communication and the access to unlimited information. 
Unlike most educational software with fixed content knowledge and pre-programmed 
structure, networking is extremely diverse and flexible yet easily got lost. Networking, 
especially Internet, can be viewed as a full technology in which abundant textual and 
multimedia materials organized and developed by teams of educators and software 
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designers all over the world are put together across the network for free access; it can be 
also viewed as a vacant technology in which whoever entering the world can contribute 
their own experience and expertise, sharing and exchanging ideals and interacting with 
other people online. As Bruer said, “learners are agents of knowledge construction as well 
as recipients of knowledge transmission” (1986) on the Internet. 
Computer communication networks have been practiced in different formats, e- 
mail, BBS, Usenet/Listserv/discussion list, Telnet, FTP, Gophers, WAIS and the World 
Wide Web. I am not going to talk about every aspect of networks. Instead, I focus on the 
educational applications on language education, which is the main focus of this study. 
Therefore, I narrow it down to three most applied formats in language education: e-mail, 
Usenet/Listserv and the Web. 
E-mail 
Electronic mail (e-mail) is a person-to-person connection, sending mails 
electronically to any particular address in the world in seconds. It is the combination of 
traditional telephone calls (instantaneous message transmission) and conventional mail 
(sending longer and more detailed messages). E-mail messages can be composed directly 
in the telecommunications program (on-line) or first written on a word-processor (off-line) 
and the uploaded. The sent messages can be read at any time when the recipient is ready, 
not being constrained by time and distance. It can be used for activities and projects such 
as online discussion list, online publishing of electronic newsletters, magazines, electronic 
pen pals, and communication between teachers and students or students themselves, for 
personal dialogue, problem solving and homework delivery. It not only engages users in 
personal communication but also offers them (especially the English learners) 
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opportunities to practice communicative writing skills. It is the first network system that is 
applied in the educational settings with reading and writing instruction. 
Synchronous Conferencing 
Synchronous conferencing usually includes CUSee Me, ENFI, Chat and MOOs. In 
synchronous conferencing, messages are sent instantly between one person (or a group of 
people) and a group of people who are all on-line at the same time. It can be applied to 
deliver an on-line instruction (distance education), electronic discussion with video 
presentation (such as CUSeeMe. Since it is restricted by expensive hardware facilities, it is 
not extensively used in the current educational settings), electronic networking for 
interaction (ENFI). The most welcome mode for instruction in this area is the real-time 
telecommunication resources such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC) or MOOs (Multi-object- 
oriented, or MUD, multi-user dimension). It is a text-based virtual environments on the 
Internet through which participants discuss, communicate and simulate in real time, using 
text to describe their characters and plus navigate their surrounding. MOOs provides an 
audience, context and purpose for writing, so many language teachers like to use it as 
supplementary instruction and consider it the best way to achieve interactivity and share 
ideas and negotiate meaning in writing among students. It is done in anonymity, which 
makes participants feel risk-free, relaxed. However, it requires moderate typing speed, and 
familiarity with the local culture and cyber-English. As far as FL learners are concerned, 
typing skills and cultural and contextualized communication on line are big challenges, 
which might cause high learning anxiety and threaten some EFL learners who lack 
moderate writing and typing skills. 
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Asynchronous Conferencing 
Asynchronous conferencing usually includes two types of formats: Usenet 
(Listserv or discussion list) and bulletin boards (BBS). With asynchronous conferencing, 
messages are sent from one person to many people. In Usenet, one e-mail message can be 
sent simultaneously to thousands of e-mail addresses and in BBS, the same message is 
posted in a central place to be accessed and read by many people. Since Usenet is more 
contributive to educational purpose, in this study, asynchronous conferencing will focus 
on Usenet. Usenet can be considered an expanded multidimensional e-mail network. It is 
an active, dialectic forum where people construct knowledge in focused conversation and 
integrate public knowledge into knowledge archives. Like “a living organism, it grows, 
changes and adjusts as people interact in the course of collaborative knowledge 
construction (Pask, 1975). It captures the essential philosophy of Vygotsky (1962) - 
“Learning is, by nature, a social phenomenon” and “ learning is a dialectic process in 
which an individual tests a personally held concept against that of another until agreement 
is reached between them, which implies that new knowledge is constructed out of the 
interaction of people who are engaged in dialogue”. USENET is the forum which offers 
the place and opportunity to practice Vygotsky’ notion of social interaction among people 
who bring varying aspects or levels of expertise to co-establish a knowledge community. 
It is also an environment where newcomers are welcome to join a specific online 
community, by monitoring interactions between participants, “picking up relevant jargon, 
discovering issues of salience and discerning established norms of the community” 
(Collins, Brown and Newman, 1989). This form of apprentice engagement in the Usenet 
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can help newcomers quickly build a sense of what is suitable discussion, what makes a 
relevant question, and what interactions are likely to evoke desired responses. 
Both asynchronous and synchronous conferencing (usually called as computer 
conferencing) include some form of file sharing, which allow paperless transfer of 
documents between individuals or within a group of people. Thus, they are often utilized 
in peer editing and collaborative writing projects. So far, e-mail and Listserv are the most 
popular form of computer mediated communication in such learning activities as pen-pal 
writing, on-line tutoring, long-distance interview, shared research projects, joint student 
publications, and multi-classroom simulations. 
World Wide Web 
World Wide Web is a relatively recent invention. It sprouted in Switzerland in 
Early 1993, and only in few years, it has grown to more than ten thousand servers’ 
worldwide in 1997. WWW is an open-architecture environment where people in the world 
can access any information resources of any classroom, laboratory, research library, or 
agency by following a hypertext thread. It combines with text, sound, graphics, animation 
and executable programs, a real world example for integrated multimedia knowledge. It is 
rich with authentic and cultural resources and easily retrieved with timely and abundant 
information. It highly attracts leamers/navigators with visual and tactile leaning style. It 
offers space for online publishing and interactive communication. Because most web pages 
are designed with graphics and animated objects, it takes time to browse pages and links, 
if the computer hardware and browsing software are not updated enough to support it. 
Hopefully, with the rapid advance of computer technologies and user-friendly tendency, 
the Web will be of very high potential to be utilized as a major platform for engaging. 
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collaborative learner-centered and task-based learning. Although WWW itself is not very 
interactive to its users, but activities via WWW can be. Teachers can utilize Web sites as 
sources of information and task-based reading, but also to spark in-class discussion. 
WWW have been utilized for big scale cooperative learning activities supported by NASA 
(Shuttle Team Project), AT&T (Learning Circle) and SchoolNet in all school subjects. 
Those on-line collaborative learning activities rarely specifically focus on ESL /EFL 
learning, but their experience and feedback are positively a contributive reference for 
constructing for internet-integrated EFL education. 
Potentials of the Internet on Enhancing Language Learning 
While this study is being conducted to study students’ performance on the 
Internet-integrated learning mode and assess its potential impact on EFL learning, school 
teachers in the world have been collaboratively working on teaching projects through such 
large-scale educational computer networks as SchoolNet, NASA’s Shuttle Team Online 
and AT&T Learning Circle, each with specific organizational structure and educational 
focus. According to Jerri Harris’ survey in 1995, there had been at least 350 network 
collaborative learning activities practiced and enjoyed by teachers and students globally 
and the number of global educational networks must be much more than 350 right now. 
Some of them not only help teachers design activities but also provide with instructional 
guideline for implementation and self-design, covering all a diversity of subject matters 
rather than solely language arts. Through subscribing to a discussion list, Hilities where 
teachers post their projects elaborate their ideas and invite any other class which is 
interested in participating their projects. (Please see Appendix B-l), I have learned a lot 
about the advantages and limitations of designing and implementing on-line activities. On 
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viewing more than 40 learning projects posted on the Hilites calling for collaboration in 
the early September of 1997, it is evident that on-line collaborative activities are inspiring 
and popular among American school teachers and students. After a-year-long (1996-97) 
observation and participation in Hilites and TESL-L (another mailing list for global 
English teachers to exchange their experiences and puzzles in English teaching.), I came 
up with the following summary of the features of on-line collaborative activities on 
learning and those features confirm my decision to integrate the Internet resources into 
EFL learning in this study. 
Vast Information and Human Resources 
With its web-like features (related and coherent multi-perspectives) of hypertext 
and hypermedia, the Internet learning maintains a great amount of treasure in terms of 
online information and human resources. Like a virtual library, the Internet provides 
abundant information resources; but more than a library, Internet is a potential 
environment for generative learning. Online learners, through interaction, negotiation and 
collaboration, add value to the resources they exploit and share their knowledge and 
expertise with a broader range of real audience. They no longer just talk to or write for the 
teacher who evaluates their performance, approving or correction. In addition to clarify 
their misunderstanding about the data source or data collection procedure, they can either 
mutually inquire among on-line peers or talk with people who are the sources of data, an 
artist, an author or an programmer whose works are being studied by students. For 
example, students interview the author whose book or article is studied by the students; or 
discuss personal experience and professional philosophy with playwright or with the Poet 
of the year. Those data resources include not only on-line text/visual /audio materials but 
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also those human resources accessible through Internet. Most of all, both information and 
human recourses are accessed and interacted through the application of English. The vast 
resources on the Internet provide rich and dynamic linguistic input and supports diverse 
contexts for interaction among EFL learners. 
Interdisciplinary 
There is no exception that Internet-integrated learning is an interdisciplinary 
learning mode, involving at least two areas of domain knowledge and skills -computer 
literacy and language art (English). The former is required for the smooth manipulation of 
computer network and the latter is the basic tool for working through the Internet 
environment no matter what subject matter is studied. In addition to these two domains, 
Internet learning activities generally focus on one or more other disciplines, such as 
mathematics, science, arts and whatever can be found in the conventional curricula. For 
example, participating in an activity where English names and its ancestors’ originality 
were studied, students were asked to explain the meanings of their own names, to 
compare theirs with others' and finally to further discuss whether American immigrants 
should change their ethnic names with American names. This activity involves several 
disciplines: anthropology, American history, social study and language art. In such an 
interdisciplinary learning environment, English serves as a tool for discussion, 
interrogation, and negotiation, rather than a subject to be studied. English on the Internet 
for the EFL learners is similar to English to the native and SL learners in academic pursuit 
and social communication. It is acquired through meaning-negotiation interaction and 
comprehensible output. 
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Hands-on Learning Experience 
In the network activity, participants are exposed to a much wider range of possible 
solutions for common, real-world problems. By means of on-line communication, 
students acquire, modify and integrate various types of real-world data of ill- 
structured/possibly unorganized information, (for example, to introduce festivals or 
customs unique to their own culture by posting their writing to the Multiculture Calendar 
or to measure the values of acidity and alkalinity of the running water of their homes). 
Those data from every corner of the world can neither be collected completely all by 
subject experts and researchers nor be presented in ordinary textbooks. In this way, 
Internet learners learn a lot from their own findings and the data shared by other on-line 
partners. Those experience and knowledge they obtain from “doing” real-world issues 
are so fresh, authentic and contextualized. From the perspective of information 
processing, the knowledge through hands-on learning experience is firmly stored in long¬ 
term memory and easily retrieved when needed, which might be helpful in releasing the 
burden of vocabulary memorization that a great number of foreign language learners 
have suffered. 
Learner-centered 
Internet collaborative projects are always task-oriented problems solving, whose 
topics or tasks are chosen by students through on-line discussion and negotiation with 
other participating partners at diverse geographic sites. Ideas occurring in the Internet- 
integrated learning activities are mostly contributed by the learners and thus closely 
relevant to learners’ cultural backgrounds and social values as well as to their personal 
needs and interests. Besides, task-oriented collaborative learning requires a detail self- 
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expression with factual clues and convincing reasoning and a process of discussion and 
negotiation. As a result, it is the students themselves decide the direction, pace and 
content which they want to include in their learning. It is unlike the conventional 
classroom, where most students in the same class are always scheduled to learn limited 
topics listed in textbooks, within teachers' agenda. On-line learners have the ownership of 
their own learning. It is students who decide what topic to work on, what to collect, how 
to interpret. It is students themselves who take actions and justify their own action results. 
The whole biological structure of the classroom is completely altered, from teacher- 
centered to student-centered, and from textbook-oriented to task-oriented, from abstract 
theoretical study to concrete and individual manipulation of every-day life experience. 
Active Engagement and Collaborative Knowledge-building 
In conventional classrooms, teachers do most of talking, lecturing, demonstrating, 
questioning and even answering; while among on-line learning, students are required to 
commit to the process of information processing and collaborate with each other. 
Whether the activity is presented either as a simple activity of thematically-related data 
collection (collecting global folk music, kids’ games, jokes, holidays or hometown tourist 
information) or as information publication (operating an electronic magazine, young 
writer club or just the release the results of their scientific discovery as well as social 
studies), students are required to collect, compile, compare different genres of interesting 
information, and query information in order to draw conclusions and answer questions 
about the data. Internet learning environment engages students in active learning through 
purposeful information processing to achieve a learning goal desired by students. 
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Collaborative interaction is another important element in the Internet learning as 
well. Whatever projects (Mathematics, science, social studies or language arts) designed 
for on-line learning activities require students to collect their data and exchange with each 
other. Based on the data collaboratively collected, participants analyze, synthesize and 
organize them data into a collective creation. Such collaboration not only maintains 
increased input for rich learning resources but also improves in-depth investigation and 
knowledge construction. 
Through active engagement and collaborative learning, a knowledge-building 
learning community is established. Internet learning community pools knowledge and 
experiences of group members together and creates equitable learning conditions giving 
every participant access to the aggregate knowledge. For example, in a sequential poetry 
writing project, each site continues the poetry writing or scientific fiction writing 
followed the writing of the previous site. The knowledge and experience formulated in 
those activities are so creative and diverse that they can not be done by a single fiction 
writer. Unlike conventional instruction where knowledge is confined by textbooks and 
teachers’ intellectual limitation, the learning environment integrated with the Internet 
enables and facilitates participants co-generate their own knowledge. 
Asynchronous Learning and Communication 
Internet has one more unique feature, which is hardly found in any other 
instructional medium. That is time and place independent, or temporal and geographical 
unbound. It allows asynchronous communication, which reduces the pressure of being 
competitive among participants. Instead, it encourages more equally collaborative 
interactions, because Internet can accept and display input from all participants and there 
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is no concern that time restrictions or turn taking, unlike in the face-to-face classroom 
discussion, where opportunities to speak are limited and always dominated by few 
outspoken students. Every one will not be afraid of going lost in the discussion and each 
one can participate to the degree that he or she wishes. This feature is especially beneficial 
for students who require additional time to present their ideas, such as learners who are 
timid, not fluent in the target language, or have speech difficulties or who are always 
interrupted by more assertive individuals. 
Conclusion 
After browsing through those features characterized Internet learning environment, 
we can find that the Internet is an environment of open-ended, learner-centered learning, 
consisting of limitless English information and human resources and social and cultural 
richness. While most Internet learning activities investigated above focus on the learning 
of some other subject matter than EFL learning. As far as the most optimal language 
learning is concerned, the linguistic environment on the Internet is perfectly matched with 
prerequisites required for successful language acquisition. Most requirements for the 
optimal language learning environment are met by the pedagogical characteristics of the 
Internet learning environment, which is evidently illustrated in the following comparison: 
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Prerequisites for successful FL/SL learning 
a Sufficient language exposure 
▼ Comprehensible input 
□ Meaning-negotiating interaction 
• Comprehensible output 
▼ Culture and contexts 
□ Low affective filter 
Pedagogical characteristics on the Internet 
a ▼ Vast English information and 
human resources 
a ▼ □ ▼ □ Hands-on experience 
a ▼ □ Interdisciplinary learning 
▼ □ Active engagement and 
collaborative 
□ ▼ • ▼ Knowledge-building 
▼ □ • □ Learner-centered learning 
a ▼ ▼ □ Asynchronous learning and 
communication 
Strongly believing in the constructive potential of the Internet on language 
learning, I conducted the present research to evaluate the performance of EFL learners in 
Taiwan and to examine its impacts on the improvement of the EFL education in Taiwan 
and to detect the plausibility of implementing the Internet-integrated learning framework 
with Taiwan’s Standard EFL Curricula. 
Selected Earlier Research 
The researches (1991-1997) to be present in this section were selected from the 
viewpoints of second and foreign language learning and the pedagogical applications of 
computer technology. It can be catalogued into three types: comparative research, 
evaluative research and basic research. The findings from analyzing those selected 
researches are the basis for the research approach to be adopted for the fieldwork part of 
this present study. 
Comparative Research 
The purpose of comparative second and foreign language research is to find out 
teaching computer software/medium/mode is more efficient than another teaching 
software/ medium/mode. For example, Lois Mayer Nichols’ “Pencil and Paper Versus 
Word Processing” (1996); Mar Mabrito’s “Electronic Mail as Vehicle for Peer Response 
(1991), comparing an face-to-face group versus an e-mail group; Danielle Cahill and 
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Diane Catanzaro’s “Teaching First-Year Spanish On-line”, (1981), comparing one model 
using CD-ROM software, Exito with the other mode without), 1998. 
They compare the results of using educational computer technology, such as word 
processor, e-mal and Exito (a computer software) in foreign language learning with those, 
which do not use computer technology. They all adopted quantitative research methods by 
setting several response variables with which the research results are measured and 
compared. In Nichols’ research five variables: composition, grammar, sentences, words 
and reading ease and in Danielle’s research, six variables are setup: verb tense, gender 
agreement, subject/verb agreement, vocabulary usage, plural/singular usage and verb 
conjugation on which all the research data are collected and compared. They heavily rely 
on quantitative measurement. However, language proficiency is not completely equal to 
the scores obtained from those quantitative measurements. Only rules of linguistic 
structure can be measured discretely but language proficiency contains more than 
grammatical rules, such as social discourse and cultural interpretation. The variables they 
chose are hardly to explain all the intervening variables in the second and foreign language 
learning. 
Actually, comparative reassert is often criticized for its researcher with a ‘myopic 
promoter of new technologies’, as Hirschbuhl’s often cited description, “the computer as 
education’s dream machine” (1978). People are always made to believe that new media 
are somehow superior to previous teaching media. However, some research did not find 
any evidence to prove that technological innovation would produce better learning results 
compared with conventional teaching. Take Nichols’s “Pencil and Paper Versus Word 
Processing” as an example. The results indicate that quality of students’ composition, 
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accuracy of grammar used in students’ writing, reading ease aren’t significantly different 
between the two settings, using computers and using pen and paper, except that students 
using computers wrote composition with more words and longer sentences. The result 
does not really suggest that computers are more efficient than pen and paper in proving 
students’ writing ability. In fact, there is no medium seeming to be superior to another 
one. It depends on how people who use the medium to teach and to learn. Therefore, 
more emphasis should be put on ways how these media are used in teaching. 
Technological innovations are not invented by educators. Technologies or innovators will 
not make the language learning different or more effective. It is the educators who make 
the technological innovations appropriate to language teaching and learning. Form the 
language education viewpoints, it does not make much sense to compare two different 
instructional media. 
In Mabrito’s research, comparing learning results in e-mail and in the face-to-face 
(F-T-F) teaching settings of the same group with high- and low- apprehensive writers, two 
teaching methods are compared. It concludes that high apprehensive students contribute 
more their ideas and make more revision on their own writing during the e-mail section 
than in the F-T-F section. However, results drawn from these eight high apprehensive 
students in this study are not consistent or reliable from one place to place, from one 
culture to culture. Generally speaking, in Chinese society, students with high apprehension 
in learning pay more attention to their study results and might do more revision or study 
more carefully during the class in order to make their own learning results as expected by 
themselves and their parents. It is quite possible for some Chinese students who are more 
apprehensive in F-T-F setting with teachers beside, might do more revision of their own 
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writing or make more contribution to class discussion. Besides, the original experimental 
conditions (teaching strategies, students’ computer literacy, learning habits and aptitude, 
and etc.) cannot possibly be made completely identical in all the other teaching situations. 
Therefore it will be inappropriate to apply the results of comparative research to general 
educational settings. In short, comparing two teaching methods or media with one other 
has proved in difficulties from the point of view of efficiency and enhanced learning 
results. 
Evaluative Research 
The aim of evaluative research is to evaluate the quality of CALL software, the 
efficiency of software design and implementation and define criteria for the evaluation of 
courseware. For example: Foto’s “Integrating Grammar Instruction and Communicative 
‘Language Use Through Grammar Consciousness-raising Tasks” (1994), testing a 
grammar software, called Grammar-Conscious Raiser); Tripp & Roby’s “The Effects of 
Various Information Resources on Learning from a Hypertext Bilingual Lexicon” (1994), 
testing a Japanese-English dictionary with organizer, metaphorical graphics, audio feature 
and illustrative graphics; Liu and Reed’s “The Effect of Hypermedia Assisted Instruction 
on Second Language Learning” (1995), examining the effects of a hypermedia software on 
enhancing vocabulary leaning); and Jerome and Lynda’s “Scaffolding Second Language 
Communicative Discourse with Teacher-controlled Multimedia” (1995), experimenting a 
videodisk, called Quinze Minutes into French classes. 
These examples above are only part of the tons of language software, which grows 
old very fast, taking place by new software in minutes. It also becomes invalid immediately 
with computer technology is upgraded and so does the evaluative research. However, 
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evaluative research is also helpful for people who cannot made decision which software to 
purchase or who have purchased the software do not know how to apply it appropriately 
and efficiently. In addition, it may be significant to software designers as a reference to 
revise or to polish their software before it is introduced to the customers. It might also 
serve a powerful advertisement effect for product marketing. However, evaluative 
research does not help classroom language teaching and learning in general settings for a 
long-term purpose and nor were it contributive to add more knowledge to existing 
educational theories. Furthermore the incompatibility of hardware will limit the chances of 
a researcher to do research on all kinds of software. 
Experimental Research 
Experimental research are intended to study how the existence or manipulation of 
independent variables (such as learning environment strategies, aptitude, learning task, 
instruction content, learning materials, learning mode, and etc.) may affect dependent 
variables (students’ performance or attitude). Variables are selected on the basis of 
language learning theory and the research might develop several hypotheses about the 
independent variables under study, which lead to differences in the reliable variables or 
performance. 
Among research selected in this study, several are conducted for this purpose. For 
example, Frizler’s “The Internet as An Educational Tool in TESOL Writing Instruction” 
(1993); Mireias’ “Using Electronic Mail to Write in a Foreign Language: A Case Study in 
A Public Elementary School” (1993); Tella’s “Introducing International Communications 
Networks and Electronic Mail into Foreign Language Classroom” (1991). 
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Those research are designed based on language learning theories and principle with 
which they interpret the relationship between the independent variables and dependable 
variables manifesting in their controlled experiments or discovered through their 
ethnographic observation. Unlike comparative research to prove one instruction medium 
superior to the other one, experimental research keeps neutral to the medium used but 
focus on ways, which help learners learn language better. It combines the knowledge that 
we have already known about language learning to get more knowledge, which can 
contribute to language learning theory and practical language instruction. For instance, 
Mireia bases his research on the theories of language exposure, hands-on learning and 
identifies the correlation between diverse students’ language learning strategies and their 
academic achievement and at the same time, confirms the notion of cognitive 
apprenticeship, modeling and scaffolding to the novice language learners. Frizler examines 
the technical and pedagogical aspects of facilitating a virtual EFL composition class with 
the theoretical notion of using natural language in authentic communication. His findings 
are a beneficial reference for designing and assessing on-line language learning programs. 
And Telia establishes his research on theories of communicative language proficiency, 
focusing on content, autonomous ways of expression in writing or in speech. His results 
confirm the application of international compunction networks and e-mail in foreign 
language classroom is accordance with the communicative language learning goals. 
All the research selected are ethnographic research with participatory observation 
in the real, natural language classrooms, which echoes to Doughty’s appealing that there 
must be a concentrated effort to collect data relevant to classroom second language 
learning and that the second language classroom should be recognized as a vital research 
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milieu, because classroom research now ‘count’ as basic theoretical research. (1987) And 
it is also true to the foreign language learning. 
In the above research review on second and foreign language learning and 
pedagogical applications of computer technology, we can conclude that comparative 
research does not so substantially contribute to further research on computer mediated 
second/ foreign language learning and the findings of evaluative research are easily ignored 
with the advanced of computer hardware and software. Experimental research, built on 
the theoretical basis of the language learning is more likely to have a greater success and 
longevity. Earlier research also suggests that an ethnographic approach might fruitful and 
up to findings in the area foreign language teaching. (Nunan, 1989, Pederson, 1987). This 
conclusion from this research survey simulates me to focus my present study on 
experimental research with ethnographic research approach. 
One point I want to emphasize is that earlier ESL/EFL research done with 
educational computer technology, especially on the Internet, is hardly found extensively in 
research literature. Although some organization constructively support one-line learning 
projects, such as SchoolNet, Learning Circle and NASA, they are not specific focused on 
foreign language learning and so were to individual research (Warschauer, Turbee and 
Roberts, 1996; Levis, 1994, Harris, 1995; Harasim, 1993; Hooper, 1992; Rogers, 1990). 
Even some individual researches (Telia, 1991; Danielle, 1998; Frizler, 1993; Sayers, 1993) 
found to be connected with language learning on the Internet, they are mainly on-line 
courses for distance education, limited in the application of e-mail on writing. They do 
not take advantage of the resources on the Internet for regular, formal foreign language 
education in the classroom. Another point to make is that many earlier research findings 
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have been made in the USA or in European countries, such as British or in Finish schools. 
It is unrealistic to generalize their results to concern the school contexts in Taiwan on a 
one-to-one basis. A lot of factors differ: hardware, software, general school conditions, 
curricula, educational system and so forth. In addition, students’ language proficiency 
might differ because they have different linguistic background, learning strategies, and 
personality. Therefore, it is an urgent and worthy act to conduct a qualitative study of 
integrating the Internet resources into Taiwan’s high school EFL education. 
The above analysis of earlier research has confirmed that an ethnographic approach 
might be the most suitable method for a fruitful experimental research, especially in the 
area foreign language teaching, which convinces me to utilize ethnographic approach as 
the major research method for the present study. Following I further study what the 
ethnographic approach is and how ethnographic approach is applicable in this study. 
Choice of Research Approach 
Basically, the term ethnography usually refers to forms of social study with several 
features (Atkinson and Hammersley, 1994, p.248) 
1. A strong emphasis on exploring the nature of particular social phenomena, rather than 
setting out to test hypotheses about them. 
2. A tendency to work primarily with ‘unstructured’ data, that is, data that have not been 
coded at the point of data collection in terms of a closed set of analytic categories 
3. Investigation of a small numbers of cases, perhaps just one case, in detail. 
4. Analysis of data that involves explicit interpretations of meanings and functions of 
human actions, the product of which mainly takes the form of verbal descriptions and 
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explanations, with quantification and statistical analysis playing a subordinate role at 
most. 
With those features, an ethnographic approach can be defined as a research 
method utilized to explore the nature of a social phenomenon appearing in a small number 
of cases by explicitly interpreting human actions with unstructured verbal data and with 
the aid of quantitative analysis. 
As the present research is concerned, there are no specific formulated hypotheses 
set up to be tested, although the researcher does have several research questions in mind 
beforehand, which are drawn from theoretical framework. Those questions only make the 
researcher goes to the field and might become more elaborate during the research course. 
In other words, data collection proceeds the final hypothesis formulation. 
This study basically is a single-site case study (two classes in a high school), 
focusing on the study of students’ performance in the Internet-integrated language 
learning environment and the potential impact of the new learning mode might have on the 
EFL learning in Taiwan high schools. It’s an open-ended research project without a priori 
construct. The whole research structure adapted itself to the real life situations and make 
more detailed on the basis of scrupulous observation and reflection made by the researcher 
as well as by the participants. 
Technically speaking, it is extremely difficult to design tests to accurately measure 
people’s mental state, behavior patterns and learning variations with numeral statistics and 
it is also true to the present study, which capitalizes on gaining the features of the learning 
process and on behavior switch within a new established EFL language environment. 
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CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF STUDY 
Research Design 
This qualitative research was conducted with two classes of twelfth graders in a 
Taiwanese high school in Taipei from middle April of 1997 to the late January of 1998. 
Those students have an intermediate English ability to access English resources on the 
Internet but have little experience in English writing, speaking and listening. Students’ 
performance in the Internet-integrated EFL learning environment were profiled through 
journal keeping, audio-/video- taping and messages from e-mail, mailing lists, interviews, 
questionnaires and students' writing samples were collected as well. With these collected 
data, this present study qualitatively examines students’ performance in the Internet- 
integrated EFL learning mode, evaluates the feasibility of integrating Internet resources 
into Taiwan high school EFL curriculum and explores its potential impact on EFL 
education in Taiwan high schools 
Setting 
This research was cooperated with The National High School affiliated with the 
National Taiwan Normal University (HSNU). It is a national-run laboratory school. It was 
founded in 1947 as a boys' school and initiated music laboratory co-ed classes in 1970, math 
and science laboratory classes in 1983, arts classes in 1978 and bilingual classes in 1991 (the 
ones under my direction). It is located in a prosperous commercial area in Taipei with 
spacious campus, full facilities, high-qualified faculties and liberal academic environment. 
During the fall of 1997, this school enrolled 3,349 students: 675 female students and 2,674 
male students. 37% major in Mathematics and Science and 41% in Humanities and 
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Commerce and 22% in Medicine. English is a required course for all levels of secondary 
school learning, averaging 10 hours a week for the math-majors and 14 hours for the 
literature-majors. Most of its faculty are experienced and highly qualified instructors, 
committing to promoting innovative educational concepts and instructional strategies. 
Therefore, integration of computer technologies with learning English as foreign language 
has been well fully supported by the teachers and school administers. 
Thanks to the alumni donation and government supplement, 100 Pentium 166 
computers were set up and connected to the Taiwan Academic Network on the very day 
of the 50th anniversary (April 10, 1997), and every student, faculty and staff may apply for 
their own e-mail accounts. 
Participants 
Participating Teachers 
There were two English teachers participating in this research project. One is Ms. 
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Huan Yie-Chien, the previous English teacher of Class 869 and Class 860. She participated 
in this research since the research started in April 1997 till the early August. She stopped her 
participation because of personal health problem, which caused her to quit her teaching for 
one semester. The other participating teacher is Ms. Hsiei Shu-Gin, the current English 
teacher of the above two classes. She took over Ms. Huang’s teaching and continued to 
support this research project. Both of them are senior English teachers with more than 15- 
year teaching experience, passionate with the advancement of EFL instruction in Taiwan and 
curious about the potential applications of the Internet on EFL education. They both 
encouraged their students to join the project and heartily supported the present research. It is 
because of their enthusiasm and confidence on the constructive potential of the integrating 
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Internet resources into EFL education that I decided to invite their students as subjects in 
this research project. 
Participating Students 
Subjects in this project were eleventh graders of HSNU, when first joining the 
present research and then became twelfth graders after September 1, 1997. They have 
learned English as a formal course in secondary schools for more than five years and have 
taken two-year computer courses. In other words, they have developed intermediate 
English ability and some fundamental computer techniques. Generally speaking, the major 
focus of all the twelfth graders in Taiwan is to get through the annual National Joint 
College Entrance Examination (NJCE) and to obtain the opportunity to enter a prestigious 
university, which is a guarantee to a better career development as well as a major vehicle 
of social mobility. Joining activities outside formal school curricula, like research projects, 
might distract their attention and efforts, affecting the results of their performance in the 
NJCE. Therefore, all the subjects in my study were voluntary with their parents' agreement 
and their own will by signing an agreement on their participation in every activity of this 
project and on recording and quoting their verbal or written performance as the reference 
resources of this project. 
Process of Research Setup 
Generally speaking, the major task of all twelfth graders in Taiwan is focusing on 
the preparation for the annual National Joint College Entrance Examination (NJCE), 
which decides who can go for further education and where to go. Since the NJCE is highly 
competitive, all twelfth graders study extremely hard for getting through it. Thus any 
activity beyond school learning is usually prohibited by parents, teachers and school 
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administrators (Since students’ performance in NJEC decides school rank in Taiwan). 
Therefore, participating any experimental research, like the present study, which might 
distract students’ attention and concentration from NJEC, is usually avoided except with 
the agreement from the students’ themselves, their parents and school administrators. In 
order to make this study feasible, I applied for the approval from the school administrators 
first with formal documentation, which ensures the cooperation of school staff in 
arranging experimental hours and in using computer laboratory facilities. Then I invited 
teachers, potential participating students and their parents to attend a formal school 
meeting, in which I explained the purposes, schedule and process of the research in detail, 
talking about the potential contribution to their EFL learning and promising that 
participating students might withdraw from this research whenever they felt pressured or 
distracted from their school learning. Finally a research agreement was respectively signed 
with students and their parents to quarantine their full participation in every activity of this 
study and to obtain their permission to record and to quote their verbal or written 
performance as the referring resources in the final report of this study. 
According to the research contract, this study started on April 20th. During the 
early study, from late April to late August, there were 34 female students from a 
literature-majored class and 50 male students from a science-major class. While from the 
early September to the end of this study, there were only 12 female and 38 male students 
maintaining in the research project and the others dropped the research in order to prepare 
for a screening examination for gifted students. Passing through the screening 
examination, students would be permitted to enter a university they choose without taking 
NJCE. As usual, those students who attempt to take the screening examination attended 
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extra classes related to their majors or turned to tutors for individual academic assistance. 
From the above situation, we can find that female students are more concerned about the 
screening examination. While, it doesn’t mean that all the students who took the screening 
examination dropped this research. Some of them still stayed with this research. Generally 
speaking, two thirds of the twelfth graders in HSNU will take the pre-NJCE examination 
since they are still allowed to join the NJCE if they are not accepted by the pre-NJCE 
committee. According to the statement of students who decided to stay with this study, 
they didn’t consider this study was a kind of waste time in terms of EFL learning and one 
or two afternoons off wouldn’t affect too much on their performance on the screening 
examination. Anyway, we reorganized all the participating students into one coed class, 
doing all the learning activities together in the same computer laboratory (with 50 PCs) at 
the same time from 1:00p.m. to 5:00p.m. every Friday afternoon. It seemed that students 
had more time and opportunities to contact with each other, to share their ideas and 
findings and all of them obtain sufficient time to do oral presentation on every learning 
activity. Since this is an ethnographic research focusing on participatory observation, the 
decreased number of participating students made me, the researcher, more easily and 
possibly to profile students’ performance in detail. 
Frankly speaking, I knew it was risky to have twelfth students as subjects in my 
research project, but I still decided to recruit them not only because they have developed 
intermediate English capability sufficient enough to process on-line English information 
but also because they have taken two-year computer courses, which might help subjects in 
integrating the Internet with our learning activities. However, the latter is not necessarily 
true because what subjects have learned in the previous two-year courses was under the 
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DOS system, not windows. At the beginning, only ten of them knew how to use a mouse 
in Windows and few of them could distinguish DOS and Windows operation systems and 
have no ideas of the Internet. Therefore, it took me 2 hours a week for two whole months 
to help students master the computer knowledge and skills in E-mail correspondence, 
subscribe/unsubscribe mailing list, WWW navigation, word-processing-Word 97 and 
simple graphic design. 
One lesson I have learned from teaching Internet techniques in this research is that 
all the computer lessons are better instructed with appropriate EFL learning activities. 
Like language, computer technology should not be learned in isolation. I put those 
computer lessons in the context of content. For example, when learning e-mail skills, 
students were asked to send one mail to their English teacher and two other to their 
classmates. After mastering the e-mail techniques, they were expected to subscribe 
International Discussion List, first writing autobiography with Word7.0 for entry 
participation and then joining one of the discussion groups. Before posting their own 
message online to joint discussion, they are required to read messages posted on a specific 
discussion topic, monitored framing there and got familiar with the way of communication 
on the list. Furthermore, when introduced with the knowledge and techniques of 
browsing on the Internet with key-word search as well as acquiring the abilities to 
download text, graphics and sound from the WWW, students were asked to create their 
own notebooks on the chosen topic for study in this research. Therefore, students 
searched data from the WWW, chose whatever they were interested in and downloaded 
them, analyzing, reading and examining the collected data and finally create their own 
database with word processing function and graphic organization skills. Such a 
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constructivist approach to computer learning engages students, challenges them frustrates 
them and finally empowers them with purposeful practice. Since time was not available for 
further instruction of computer knowledge and skills, especially Homepage production, 
this study stopped at the end of the fall term (January 27, 1998) and left students 
completely focus on studying school courseware for the NJCE. Therefore, although 
students asked consistently for advanced computer lessons, we didn’t keep going on. 
However, students’ consistent request for extra lessons for computer learning has proved 
the way I delivered the computer lessons were effective and welcomed by students. 
Procedures of Research Activities 
This research was conducted from April 21st, 1997 to January 23rd, 1998, lasting for 
nine months, 34 weeks (two weeks free for national holidays). Research activities meeting 
were conducted four hours a week, two in the classroom setting and two in then 
networked computer laboratory. During the whole research, I kept weekly observatory 
fieldstones, conducted a pre-experimental questionnaire on students' previous EFL 
learning experience, their attitude toward EFL learning and their computer literacy. I also 
conducted 8-hour audiotaping on classroom interaction and another 8-hour videotaping 
on students’ performance in the classroom activities, collected participants' writing 
samples and final interviewed participants individually. Since this research have ever 
introduced three times in formal conference and seminars related English instruction in 
Taiwan, a questionnaire was filled by the teachers who participated in the three meetings 
after they saw my presentation. The first meeting was an international conference for EFL 
instructors from Asian countries, called the Sixth International Symposium and Book Fair 
on English Teaching, held at National Taiwan Normal University, November 14-16,1997. 
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The other two were seminars of the Application of Computer Networks in English 
Teaching, one held by Fu-Hsing Industry and Commerce College on December 10, 1997, 
and the other held by Chung-Shen High School on March 10. People attending the first 
conference were those who are interested in applying computer technology in English 
learning. While the other two seminars were formal in-service training programs supported 
by the Ministry of Education, one for English teachers beyond high schools in Eastern 
Taiwan and the other was for high school English teachers in Taipei. Teachers attending 
both seminars earned credits which were required for teacher assessment. 
The schedule of the whole research activities is as the follows: 
Schedule of research activities 
April 21-30 
• Communicated with participants about the purposes and activities of this 
research, the underlying philosophy of the language acquisition and the potential 
contribution of computer networking to their EFL learning. 
• Got through the process of administrative affairs with formal documentation, 
setting the schedule of lab hours and ensuring support of related facilities. 
• Singed a research contract with participants and their parents on the agreement 
of their participation in activities scheduled for the research and the quotation of 
participants' performance in the final report of this study. 
• Completed a questionnaire on the investigation of participants' previous 
experience of English learning and their computer literacy. 
May 6-June 3 
■ Introduced the knowledge and techniques for reading and composing electronic 
mail as well as writing with a word processor. 
• Helped students register the International Student Discussion List to practice 
their skills and knowledge of e-mail and got familiar with the writing 
environment of the mailing list, knowing how to subscribe, unsubscribe a list, 
read and organize mails and post messages on-line. 
• Joint one of the International Discussion groups based on their own interests, 
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practicing English writing skills. 
June 10-17 
■ Got familiar with the environment of Microsoft Windows 95, including the use 
of mouse, the manipulation of desk graphics, tools and the different functions of 
packaged software. 
■ Integrated e-mail with word processor in saving and managing e-mail messages 
especially those from the International Discussion List. 
June 24-July 1 
■ No class. It was the final week of this semester and students prepared for the 
final examination. 
July 1-14 
■ The school was served as a site of the National Jointed College Examination 
and all the school facilities were closed. 
July 15-29 
• Introduced the Web and started to learn using the Web as a tool to encounter 
search, summarize and to analyze data collected from the Internet. 
■ Learned the techniques of "key-word" search through searching engines either 
in Chinese or in English. 
■ Bookmarks are introduced to master the skills of information management, 
enabling them to access desired information another time in the future. 
• Recognized how people learn on the Internet by visiting Global SchoolNet, 
exploring its activity archives and previous students' reports, knowing the 
process of participating those activities and what they might learn by joining 
GSN's collaborative activities. 
August 5-19 
■ Joint Shuttle Team Online (STO) project supported by NASA's Office of 
Spaceflight, knowing men and women who work to make the shuttle fly and 
learned about their diverse and exciting careers. (During the summer vacation, 
there were no learning activities supported by the GSN, so that we had to find 
another opportunity to join on-line learning activities. We all believe that 
NASA's activities must be interesting and significant so that we decided to join 
its space adventure activities.) 
• Joint the updates-STO e-mail list to stay best informed about new opportunities 
in Shuttle Team Online. (8/ 6) 
• Live chatted with NASA expert. Before that, read the biography of the experts 
and the articles posted by the STO for preparing the topics to talk with the 
experts. (8/8/1997) 
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August 20- 26 
• Group reflection on the activities we have experienced during the past three 
months and we finally came to the conclusion that we should try to integrate the 
Internet resources into school textbooks in order to avoid preparing two sets of 
different English learning materials, which posted a great pressure on the 
participants since the study loan from this research activities are quite heavy. 
■ Chose a topic to test if our decision was feasible. The topic we chose to explore 
was "Martin Luther King". A great amount of related information was collected 
from the Internet and participants were divided into six groups, each chose a 
topic to talk, according to their interests and the data they gathered. They read 
and analyzed the collected data on the topic they chose to study out of the 
research hours, then returned to the class, sharing and discussing with their 
group peers, co-worked out a summary for the oral presentation in the first 
week we met after school started. 
August 27-September 10 
• A whole week for participants to get used to a newly coming semester and to 
adjust their mental situation for the tough tasks of preparing for the next-year 
National Joint College Examination. Besides, they had to take a reviewing 
examination to test their understanding of the courses they have taken last 
semester. 
September 11-17 
• Rescheduled our meeting time to every Friday afternoon from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m. based on the availability of the computer lab and students' classroom 
schedule. 
■ Presented the topic they chose to study at home, related to Martin Luther King. 
Their performance was audiotaped, our first time electronic recording. (They 
did a great job.) 
Septembe 18-25 
• Since we had missed the first week class so that we started our practice of 
integrating the Internet resources with school textbooks, Halley Comet, lesson 
two. Book V. 
■ Searched WWW sites related to Comets, especially Halley comets, read the 
articles they collected respectively and presented what they have found in class 
in the next class. 
• Listed the words and sentence structure they considered important and useful. 
We identified astronomic terms and some special rhetoric sentence structure, 
such as " It is... that..." individually first and discussed and summarized in¬ 
groups later on. 
September 26-October 3 
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■ Students introduced the biography of Halley Comet, the historical significance 
of Halley Comet and another two unusual comets, the Shoemaker -Levy and 
Hale-Bopp and their importance to the astronomy. 
■ Searched WWW sites related to Chinese horoscope, lesson3, and Book V and 
corresponding western constellations. Every group students, who belong to the 
same constellation, searched their own, reading and organizing their data and 
preparing to present in class. 
■ Summarized a list of new words, especially adjectives and titles of jobs, which 
are used to describe people' personalities and their careers. 
October 4-11 
• No class this week. In order to celebrate the National Day on October 10th, 
students participated in several preparation work. Then they have two-day 
break on October 10, 11. 
October 12-19 
■ Presentation on the Chinese horoscope, comparing the differences and similarity 
of each Chinese horoscope and corresponding western constellations and 
further justifying those data to their own personalities. 
■ It was the time that the Nobel Price Laureates were announced so that we 
chose to know more about Alfred Nobel and set it s the next week study topic. . 
■ Searched "Nobel Prize" on the WWW. And brought what they have found to 
the following-week meeting. 
October 20-27 
■ Shared the data of Alfred Nobel collected from the Internet. According to the 
data collected, participants were grouped into six groups, the Life, Work and 
Will of Alfred Nobel; the Organization and Management of the Nobel 
Foundations; the Medals of Nobel Prize; Selection and Nomination of the Nobel 
Laureates; the Introduction to the Nobel Laureate in Peace 1997; the 
Introduction to the Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 1997. 
■ Studied the information they collected from the Internet and listed the words 
and sentences structure they considered important and useful. 
October 28-November 1 
■ The first monthly examination for two days on October 28 and 29. 
November 2-15 
■ Group presentation on "Nobel Prize", and all the presentation process was 
videotaped. 
■ Discussed the connotation of why Nobel was called "A Man of Contrasts 
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In order to write biographies for the homepage of their own classes, we 
reviewed several articles studied before. This time, we focused on the 
autobiography of the authors or the famous figures, studying the way they 
introduced themselves and summarized their discussion into a report. (See 
Appendix C-3). The autobiography reviewed included Hillary Clinton, Edmond 
Halley, Francis J. Merceret (Chief of applied Meteorology Unit of NASA 
Kennedy Space Center). It's a good way to present rich information for 
language learners to "discover", good sentence structure and right words used 
by the native speakers of the target language. The way they ‘discovered’ the 
target language with specific purposes in their minds can be served as a good 
example for participants to learn, to construct their own knowledge about the 
target language, and at the same time to adjust their original inner language 
structure concerned with the target language. Summarized students' discovery 
as a piece of report and made c copy for each of them. 
Wrote their own biographies by referring to the well-composed samples of 
biography reviewed in previous learning activities. (Compared their first writing 
for the International discussion lists, we can find they have made a great 
progress in the organization of writing and the applications of right words and 
relevant sentence structures. (See Appendix D-2) 
November 16-22 
The Sixth International Symposium and Book Fair of English Instruction was 
held from November 14 to 17 and this project was presented in the symposium 
on November 16, from 1:30pm to 3:30pm at the Conference Room 214 of 
Educational Building, National Taiwan Normal University. In order to well- 
prepare for the presentation, I took one-week to prepare with the help of 
students and another week to present it. 
November -23-29 
The Second Monthly Examination of NTNU was held and there was no activity 
for our project. 
December 7-13 
Have a pizza-party to reflect what we have done for the past 8 months and to 
examine the performance of our learning activities by students themselves in 
terms of the compatibility between school study load and research activities, the 
content of learning activities and assessment of their own learning behavior. 
December 14--20 
Searched data in the Internet, which was concerned with Helen Keller. 
Amazingly, a male student found a site, titled "Helen Keller Jokes". Everyone, 
were curious about what they are. They printed the data, read respectively and 
chose one they thought they could completely understood. Then every student 
did a two-minute simultaneous speech on a joke, which they thought they could 
understand well in front of the classroom and shared their interpretation of this 
joke. They came up with a lot of creative interpretation, making people laughing 
to tears. All the presentation and discussion were videotaped. 
December 21-27 
• Studied the information they collected from the Internet related to Helen Keller 
and chose a topic to present what they have studied - Helen Keller’s life and 
achievement, how Helen Keller learn to read and write; some famous quotes 
from Helen Keller, and Omer Zak's intention of making fun of Helen Keller in 
such a mean way. In this discussion, instead of laughing all the way, students 
presented a great deal of critical thinking of social justice and the exploration of 
the inner world of the handicapped. 
■ Listed key words and phrases and grammatical structure for further studies. 
■ Review If- structure, which is used intensively in the article concerned with 
Helen Kelley’s writing in the school textbook and write a paper with the title ‘ 
If... In order to practice if-structure, every participant made at three if- 
sentences or paragraphs, one referred to the past experience, one to the present 
situation and the other to the future possibility. 
December 28, 1997-January 3, 1998 
■ New Year vocation for three days from January 1 to January 3. 
January 4-10 
• Group reflection on their experience of participating this research project on the 
basis of pre-prepared questions / discussion topics. 
■ Started to interview 40 participating students during 12:20pm to 1:30pm every 
afternoon, when is the time for napping and there is no class. 
January 11-23 
■ Prepared and took the final examination and the school ended on January 23. 
The Chinese New Year stated on January 27. 
■ Prepare a final report to the school authority and send appreciation cards to 
participants 
Methodology 
In the present research, there are no specific formulated hypotheses set up to be 
tested, although several research questions which are drawn from theoretical framework 
were focused on beforehand. Those focuses only make the researcher go to the field and 
become more elaborate during the research course. In addition, this research is a single- 
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site case study (two classes in a high school), conducted to explore the features of human 
action (students’ learning performance in the Internet-integrated language learning 
environment) and the situation of particular social phenomena (the potential impacts the 
new learning mode might have on the EFL learning in Taiwan high schools). Instead of a 
closed set of analytic categories, this research is an open-ended, qualitative research, 
which explicitly interprets mental status, behavior patterns and learning variations in 
specially, arranged language learning environment. All the interpretation is heavily based 
on data from verbal communication and written samples and is supported with quantitative 
data and statistical analysis. 
In general, when ethnographic research approach is utilized and the researcher is 
the main research instrument, the question of subjectivity or the validity of this research is 
always present but it can be controlled by using triangulation and careful consideration of 
different data gathering techniques. I built validity into this case study by using multiple 
methods to examine the data. Within this study, I 
1. Did pre-experimental questionnaire to find out students’ previous English learning 
experience and their computer literacy as the basis of designing research activities. 
2. Kept weekly journal / fieldnotes of participatory observations to document all the 
learning activities conducted in the study and to record students’ performance in those 
activities. 
3. Audi and video taped students’ performance during these activities to examine the interaction 
between teacher and students as well as to profile progressing process of students’ English 
proficiency, especially in listening and speaking ability. 
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4. Collected messages written by teachers and students through e-mail and essay writing samples 
to examine the impact of this learning mode on students’ reading and writing ability. 
5. Conducted interviews with participants at the end of the research to obtain participants’ 
feedback on what they have experienced in this study as well as to evaluate the feasibility of 
integrating the Internet resources into Taiwan’s high school EFL education. 
6. Asked teachers who visited my homepage and who attended my lectures on the Sixth 
International Symposium of English Instruction and two other in-service training programs in 
EFL education to fill out a questionnaire about EFL learning on the Internet. . 
This triangulation is used to study participants’ performance as well as to evaluate 
the impact of the Internet-integrated learning mode on EFL learning in Taiwan high 
schools, from the point of view not only of the insiders of this study (my own observation 
and students’ and the classroom teacher’s experience) but also that of the outsiders of this 
study (comments and feedback of those who recognize this study) Through this method, 
both an internal and external scopes of the Internet leaning experience are included. 
Another aspect of this study is my direct and continuing involvement with the Internet 
participants. As the mentor of this project, I certainly have an internal view of what has 
taken place in the Internet-integrated EFL learning framework. 
Data Gathering and Analysis 
In this open-ended qualitative research, instead of using standardized tests to 
quantitatively assess students’ progress in EFL acquisition, I evaluated students’ 
performance on the Internet-integrated learning mode by examining the data collected for 
this case study on the basis of the initial objectives set for this project. The data necessary 
for analysis of the research questions and subsequent categories of inquiry were collected 
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through the following instruments: weekly journal/fieldnotes, interview transcripts, student 
writing samples, e-mail messages, questionnaires and a homepage design. In the following, 
each data collection instrument is described in detail, focusing on the data reduction and 
analysis strategies. 
Weekly Joumal/Fieldnotes 
Through continuing observatory observation, I kept weekly journal, or fieldnotes, 
through the whole research project. In the weekly journal, I described my classroom 
observations, concerns, and notes about the content of learning activities, students’ 
performance and the interaction among participants (See Appendix C-l). And the journal 
was coded selectively, based on the specific research objective of the present study. 
Interviewing 
The interviews of participants, including the teachers and the students were conducted at 
end of this research in real time, and the resulting data were reviewed using an open-coding 
approach. First, I read through all of the student interviews, then reread them and catalogued the 
responses of the interviewed on the basis of the themes presented in these data. After this was 
completed, I compared these new categories to my original categories of inquiry. This led me to 
discover which aspects of the research questions have been answered, which have not, and which 
new questions are brought up by the students themselves during the interviewing process. This 
open process is extremely beneficial for this study in particular, as its focus is on the impact of the 
Internet-integrated collaborative instruction on the participating students. Some points were 
brought up by students that I had not thought of previously can be serve as suggestions for further 
study. Results of the interview were summarized in Chapter IV and interpreted based on three 
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objectives of the present research and presented in Chapter V. Both interview were conducted with 
guided questions which were prepared in advance. (See Appendix A-3) 
Students’ Writing Samples 
The following writing samples of students in this research were collected and 
analyzed based on my original categories of inquiry (the objectives of this study): student- 
teacher e-mail correspondence, essays based on studied topics, and suggested reading (See 
Appendix D). Because there are a large amount of data, in order to make the most 
efficient use of time available, I chose a more structured method of analyzing the students’ 
writing than with the analyzing the student interviews. More attention is paid to students’ 
writing strategies and to the application of newly learned vocabulary and sentence 
structure. Nevertheless, I remained open to discoveries beyond the categories of inquiry in 
the process of analysis. 
Questionnaires 
Two questionnaires were conducted: one used to pre-evaluate participating 
students’ pre-attitude toward EFL learning and their computer literacy as the basis of 
program design and the other used as post-research assessment by the teachers who 
recognized this research by visiting my page or attend my presentation of introducing this 
project. (See Appendix A-1&A-2) 
By means of analyzing student interview transcripts, video-audio tapes, their 
writing samples, and my own weekly journal, we are able to see how students’ perform in 
the Internet-integrated language learning mode and whether this new mode works. With 
participants’ feedback through the interviewing and English teachers’ response, we can 
detect what kinds of potential influence this new EFL learning mode cast on Taiwan high 
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school EFL learning and what difficulties might be encountered if it is integrated into 
Taiwanese current standard curricular. 
A Homepage Design 
I realize that the Internet is a vast library, a resourceful database, and a powerful 
research tool that motivates, facilitates and empowers students in EFL learning. According, a 
homepage was designed for this project. This homepage serves as a forum where participants 
and any people interested in integrating the Internet into their EFL learning and teaching can 
access the content, procedure, and guideline of this project, seek recommended reading and 
relevant Web sites for thematic research, contribute personal ideas and retrieve archived files 
of the whole project. It also serves as a gateway for potential new classes to participate this 
project and to catch up with our learning activities properly and easily. (Please visit 
http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~fen/index.htm) 
Limitations 
Since this research project was offered as an extracurricular activity rather than a 
standard academic course, it is very difficult to maintain full participation rate of all 
participants, (twelfth graders) who were preparing for the NJCE during the period when 
research data were collected. In other words, students didn't receive any credit for 
participating this research project, although the workload parallels an ordinary course. 
According to students’ response during the interview, there were several other elements 
preventing some participants from attending this research project. One key element 
influencing in the participation of the students is the Internet access. Although there are 100 
PCs hooked up TANet, those PCs are not privately owned, but may be used by all the 
students in the HSNU for school subject instruction (e.g. Information Technology) and 
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private usage. The only time reserved for participants in this project to use the computer 
laboratory was every Friday afternoon of free weeks, when there were no monthly 
examinations held. There were no computers in the classrooms. In order to write an e-mail, 
do Internet searching which was not completed during the research hours, or practice newly 
learned computer skills, students who have no computers at home, had to wait in line to use 
other five computers set up in the second floor of the school library. The difficulty to access 
computer facilities frustrated participants, either who gave up attending this project at the 
beginning of new semester started or who kept on attending this project. 
Another crucial element influencing students’ participation was the conflict between 
students’ personal academic schedule with that of this research project. Friday afternoon was 
the time formally scheduled for students’ self- learning. Thus some students take advantage 
of this time to make up some courses incomplete in the previous semesters or to take extra 
instruction in subjects which they do not catch up with. One more reason affecting students’ 
participation is the requirements of fulfilling the tasks of this project, which put more 
responsibility on students, thus time consuming and harder than expected. Unfortunately, 
those elements mentioned above resulted in 84 participants attending the first period of study 
(from April 21 to the late August) but only 40 participants continuing the research activities 
until to the end. According to the research contact, students were free to leave whenever 
they feet strained or research activities affect their academic learning and preparation for the 
NJCE. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Questionnaire on Subjects’ EFL Learning Experience and Attitude 
A questionnaire was distributed to students participating in the research project 
one week before the project was formally launched (See Appendix A-l). The main 
purpose of this questionnaire was to examine subjects’ purposes of learning English, 
their past experience in learning English, and their learning strategies and self-evaluation 
of their EFL learning. This questionnaire consists of 20 questions, which left students 
much freedom to express themselves. It was designed with five topics: subjects' previous 
experience in EFL learning, their individual reflection on EFL learning, individual 
learning style and strategies and their comments on current EFL learning situation in 
Taiwan. Each topic is consisted of four to five questions. Students answered the 
questionnaire either in English or in Chinese or both. Where it was answered in Chinese, 
it was translated into English. According to the nature of subjects’ answers, their 
responses were summarized into different categories and made into a table for better 
viewing There are two kinds of numbers in the total column of the table: the number of 
students who gave the answer and the percentage of those students compared to the 
total number of the students who answered the item. 
Topic 1 Subjects’ Previous Experience in EFL Learning 
The first four questions in the questionnaire were designed to investigate the 
background information of the participating students in terms of their beginning ages of 
starting learning English, their impression and self-confidence on EFL learning. The first 
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four items are: When did you start to learn English? Whom did you start to learn English 
with? What was your impression in learning English and why? Do you have confidence in 
your ability to learn English well? 
Table 1 Subjects’ Learning Experience and Pre-attitude toward EFL Learning 
Personal background Female Male Total(%) 
The beginning age of 
Learning English 
Before 12 After 12 Before 12 After 12 
23 11 32 18 84 (100%) 
English 
Learning 
is 
Joyful 7 0 11 4 22 (26%) 
Nothing special 1 0 0 2 3 (4%) 
Rewarding but 
Frustrating 10 7 13 8 38 (45%) 
Painful 5 4 8 4 21 (25%) 
Are you confident on 
your own capabilities 
in learning English 
well? 
Yes 17 4 25 11 57 (68%) 
No 6 7 9 5 27 (32%) 
According to the figures above, 25% of all the participants consider learning 
English a joyful experience, 26% of them considered it a painful suffering, and 45% of 
them highly value English learning as a rewarding experience but feel frustrated by the 
hardship and fruitless performance they have experienced in EFL learning. As a whole, 
most of the subjects, including those who feel painful and frustrated (71%) were unable to 
enjoy learning English as a foreign language, which suggests that educators need to re¬ 
evaluate the current EFL learning environment in Taiwan. It also urges them to initiate a 
more enjoyable EFL environment which promotes high motivation and low affective filter 
among EFL learners. 
In addition, these statistics also show that among 22 students, who enjoy English 
learning, 18 of them (82%) started to learn English before 12 years old. Furthermore, 42 
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students (75%) of 57 students who showed strong confidence in their abilities in learning 
English well started to learn English before 12 years old. The results suggest that students 
who started their EFL learning before 12 years old, or during the primary school period, 
are more likely to develop a positive attitude towards EFL learning and feel much more 
confident on their own success of EFL learning. 
Topic 2 Self-reflection on EFL Learning 
This section offered students an opportunity to reflect on their own experience on 
EFL learning in terms of learning purposes, learning difficulties and self evaluation on the 
development of four language skills, listening, speaking, reading and writing of the target 
language. 
Table 2 Purposes of EFL Learning 
Purposes Male Female Total % 
To be global citizens 3 0 3 4% 
To communicate with foreigners 2 3 5 6% 
To catch up-dated information 2 0 2 2% 
To prepare for future career 9 7 16 19% 
To explore new knowledge 3 0 3 4% 
To succeed in exams 17 10 27 32% 
To study abroad or to travel 6 1 7 9% 
To meet the needs of daily life 1 1 2 2% 
Just like it 5 4 9 10% 
To meet school’s requirement 2 8 10 12% 
Total 50 34 84 100% 
From the above table, we see that only 10% of students are leaning English for 
personal interest (Just like it), while 51% are learning English either for career 
development (19%) or for passing examinations (32%). In short, they learn English 
mostly for a far-reaching aim (career) or a specific task (exams). The latter purpose can 
mislead the direction of EFL learning and teaching, overemphasizing the techniques of 
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taking tests instead of fully understanding the target language. Since most of the EFL 
learning is not concerned with learners' inner interests or immediate daily needs, learners 
feel reluctant to learn, perhaps causing learning anxiety and low motivation on EFL 
learning. 
The following question investigates which aspect of EFL learning is more difficult 
for students to master. This is an open-ended question and students could offer more than 
one response. On student might have difficulties in both pronunciation and vocabulary 
retention. Therefore, the percentage is counted by dividing the total number of the 
responses with the number of students who offered a certain response. 
Table 3 Difficulties in EFL Learning 
Difficulties Male Female Total % 
Grammar (verbs, tense, exceptional 
rules, etc.) 
20 8 28 32% 
Vocabulary (spelling, word order, many 
new words to learn, definition, 
connotation and meanings of words) 
24 17 41 47% 
Pronunciation 4 4 8 9% 
Leaning for tests 1 5 6 7% 
Applications in real-word situations 2 1 3 4% 
Different thinking patterns between 
Chinese and English 1 0 1 1% 
Total 52 35 87 100% 
Based on the self-reflection of students on their own EFL learning, we can find 
that the most common difficult tasks of their EFL learning are obtainment grammar 
rules (32%) and the acquiring vocabulary (47%). Although a lot of time was spent on 
introducing vocabulary and grammatical instruction in the traditional EFL learning, 
these two aspects are still the most difficult tasks for students to acquire in the target 
language. These results suggest that the conventional learning mode, where teachers 
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give lectures and students listen to and take notes, is not an effective structure for 
successful EFL learning. 
The following table reports the self-evaluation of participating students on their 
own English proficiency. When asked which aspect of their English proficiency was 
needed to be improved, most students answered more than one aspect and three of 
them said all of their four language skills were needed to be improved. 
Table 4 Self-evaluation on Personal English Ability 
English ability Male Female Total % 
Listening 30 17 47 56% 
Speaking 27 19 46 55% 
Reading 17 13 30 36% 
Writing 27 15 42 50% 
According to subjects' self-reflection above, it is obvious that more than 40 
students were satisfied with their own English abilities, in listening, speaking or 
writing. It also suggests that the current EFL learning situation is not sufficient or 
relevant enough to help these students cultivate four English learning skills even 
though they might have obtained high scores in examinations. 
Topic 3 Individual Learning Style 
This section covers Question 8 to Question 12, aiming to find which teaching 
methods are popular with students as well as to find out students' learning habits in 
general. 
Table 5 Preferable Teaching Methods 
Presenting methods Male Female Total % 
With detail Chinese elaboration 11 10 21 18% 
With audio-visual teaching aids 12 12 24 21% 
Continued Next Page 
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Table 5 Continued 
Teaching only in English 24 14 38 34% 
Incorporated with rich English 
culture and social values 21 8 29 26% 
With ample practical examples 1 0 1 1% 
Total 69 44 113 100% 
It is surprising to find that there were 34% students preferred to learn English in a 
whole language environment, which is seldom provided in the conventional EFL 
classroom in Taiwan. The main reason for that is the problem of the NNS EFL instructors 
who are not used to or are not capable enough to communicate with the target language 
and who also consider students not being sufficiently equipped with the ability to listen to 
lectures in English. The latter is probably true for some students but not for all the high 
school students. From the first question (Topic 1), it is obvious that some students started 
to learn English before 12 years old and some did not start to learn English until attending 
junior high school. In other words, there are different levels of EFL learners in one class 
with different English communicative ability. This is why 18% of the students craved for 
detailed Chinese explanation to accompany English learning materials. It might be a good 
idea to teach mostly with English and offer Chinese explanation only when special 
technical terms are mentioned or only when students are puzzled or confused. 
Table 6 Individual Learning Style 
Preferable learning style (reasons) Male Female Total(%) 
Self-study x Recognize one's own insufficient 
English ability 
x To be concentrated and independent 
x Easily control the learning situation 
x No experience of learning with other 
people 
10 10 20(24%) 
Cooperation x To exchange ideas or consult each other 
^ To know more about oneself by 
comparing or competing with others 
x To create a lively, cheerful learning 
atmosphere, To avoid being blind to 
36 20 56(67%) 
Continued Next Page 
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one ' s own weakness 
x Not to feel lonely and to make fun on 
others:). 
Both 4 4 8 (9%) 
Total 50 34 84(100% 
_) 
It seems 76% of students preferred to study cooperatively. They looked forward to 
exchanging ideas or consulting with each other in a lively cheerful learning environment, 
where students would know more about themselves and avoid neglect their own 
weakness. Students who preferred learning alone (24%) felt uneasy to learn together with 
other students because of their poor English abilities, because of the lack of cooperative 
learning experience, because of being shy to speak aloud in public and also because of the 
occurrence of uncontrollable situations, such as noise, distraction, unequal work. 
Generally speaking tow thirds of Taiwanese high school students have a positive view of 
cooperative learning. Hopefully, the present research offered them an opportunity to 
experience what cooperative learning was and to develop knowledge and skills as well as 
self-confidence of learning in-group. 
The following questions were concerned with whether students take notes when 
they reading an English article and what English classes students usually take notes in 
order to understand how students processed newly learned information and how they 
organize their own thinking patterns. 
Table 7 Habit of Taking Notes 
Taking notes Female Male Total (%) 
All the time 2 0 2(2%) 
Always 28 37 65(78%) 
Sometimes 4 11 15(18%) 
Never 0 2 2(2%) 
Total 34 50 84(100%) 
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The data indicate that 78% of students took notes when learning English. In other 
words, taking notes is one of the learning skills, which most frequently applied by high 
school students in Taiwan. In addition, according to the responses of 82 students who 
took notes (not included those who never took notes), 77 of them take notes when they 
are in grammar classes, 36 did so when vocabulary is introduced and 11 did so at reading 
classes. The statistic data also indicate that a high percentage of students used note taking 
as a means or strategy in acquiring both grammar rules and new vocabulary of the target 
language, the two most difficult tasks students encountered. (See Table 3) 
The follow question is to see whether students continue their English learning after 
school, which implies students’ concern and commitment to EFL learning. 
Table 8 Self-learning after School 
Self study after school Female Male Total(%) 
Yes. Watch English TV program, read Studio Class¬ 
room, read English novels, listen to ICRT, sing 
English songs, attend private tutoring, read 
reference books. 
20 32 52(62%) 
No. 14 18 32(38%) 
Total 34 50 84(100%) 
The data above indicates that students are seeking extra learning opportunities for 
self-learning to supplement the insufficiency of the standard textbooks despite the heavy 
school load they have always had. It implies that most EFL high school learners in 
Taiwan are enthusiastic and diligent. They approach the target language with a very 
positive and active attitude. It also warns us that the standard textbooks are not sufficient 
enough to meet the learners’ curiosity to know the target language. 
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Topic 4 Individual Learning Strategies 
This topic is aimed to understand what kinds of strategies are most often used by 
the high school EFL learners in Taiwan, especially in understanding the content of learning 
materials and in acquiring and retaining of vocabulary and grammatical rules. This section 
covers Question 13 to Question 16. Since answers are not limited to only one purpose, 
the total number of students’ responses are more than the number of students. The 
percentage to divide the total response to a certain item with the total number of all 
responses. 
Table 9 Purposes of Reading an English Article 
Purpose Male Female Total(%) 
To understand the content/ message in the 
article 21 16 37 (35%) 
New words and phrases 24 15 39 (37%) 
Sentence patterns and grammatical rules 17 5 22(20%) 
Writing techniques 3 3 6 (6%) 
Increasing reading efficiency 1 1 2 (2%) 
Total 66 40 106(100%) 
The main purpose of this question is to investigate whether students have focuses 
when reading an English article. Those focuses will be the basis on which learners might 
consciously monitor the process of their own learning, and assess their own learning 
outcomes. Here, most students were eager to understand the message the author tried to 
deliver (35%) and at the same time to acquire words and phrases that they did not learn 
before (37%), as well as to recognize diverse sentence patterns and grammatical rules 
(20%). Maybe, because high school students in Taiwan are not required to write until the 
last year of secondary education (Grade 12), only 6% of them paid attention to the writing 
techniques used in the article or to the organization of the whole structure of articles. 
While, writing as well as speaking, one of the major means of comprehensible output 
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which facilitates grammatical awareness, is a very important English ability for students to 
master. By means of interactive meaning-negotiation which was highly encouraged in this 
research, studnets, hopefully, would be encouraged to be more sensitive to writing skills 
and structural organization that they used to ignore. 
This next question is aimed to investigate how students deal with the new words 
that they have never learned before, either with or without a dictionary at hand. 
Table 10 Personal Strategies of Reading 
Strategies Male Female Total (%) 
Check dictionary 17 21 38(45%) 
Ask people around 10 2 12(14%) 
Guess from the context 12 6 18(21%) 
Analysis (prefix, word root, 
affix and suffix) 7 1 8 (10%) 
Skip 3 2 5(6%) 
Memorization by rote 1 2 3(4%) 
Total 50 34 84(100%) 
From the above data, either male or female students intend to depend heavily upon 
a dictionary for the resources of recognizing new vocabulary. Some students said in the 
questionnaire that they would keep those new words aside until they found a dictionary to 
use. Based on the data in Table 10, male students intend to apply more holistic learning 
strategies such as guessing meanings of words and investigating the major content of an 
article from the contexts, or inducing word meaning based on the rules of prefix, suffix, 
affix and word root. While, more than 60% of female students (21 female respondents to 
the total 34 female students) resorted to dictionary checking as the only mean to learn new 
words. 
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The next question is to investigate the learning strategies that studnets most use to 
retain language knowledge, especially vocabulary and grammatical rules. 
Table 11 Personal Strategies on Acquiring and Retaining New Words 
Strategies Male Female Total (%) 
Read aloud 25 3 28(33%) 
Study with examples 4 4 8(10%) 
Grouping (based on word order, 
prefix, roots, the parts of speech) 7 3 10(12%) 
Rote memorization in a repeat way 10 23 33(39%) 
Related words 4 1 5 (6%) 
Total 50 34 84(100%) 
The data related to students’ learning strategies of retaining new learning materials 
corresponds to the data in Table 10 (the acquirement of new vocabulary). Accordingly, 
more male students than female students are to be strategy-oriented learners, taking 
diverse learning strategies, reading aloud, studying with examples, or grouping words and 
more female students intend to fix their way of English learning to rote memorization in a 
repeated way of small portion. Those female students were well fitted into the category of 
sequential learners, who absorb knowledge in a way of "small proportion a time but 
repeatedly and sequentially study the content of subject (Pask, 1975; Oxford, 1989). On 
the contrary male students who intend to use diverse learning strategies inclined to be 
global learners, who approach new learning materials based on previously learned 
knowledge. According to Pask and Oxford’s research, global learners are much slower 
than sequential learners with less satisfactory academic achievement but from a long-term 
perspective, global learners have high potential for metacognitive learning. The above 
analysis seems to theoretically explain the gender differences of EFL learning in Taiwan: 
On the weekly or monthly examination, female students always perform better than male 
students but in the national entrance examination or in the Test English of A Foreign 
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Language (TOEFL) the top performers are always male students. As far as foreign 
language education is concerned, an effective EFL teaching should be able to correspond 
to the learning styles of most learners, not just for any one of them and at best, students 
can develop the capabilities or learning strategies that they lack of during the EFL learning 
The further question is curious about how students search for academic help when 
they cannot work out the problems in EFL learning by themselves. 
Table 12 Learning Strategies of Problem Solving 
Strategies Female Male Total(%) 
Ask Teachers directly 8 3 11(13%) 
Ask other classmates 16 17 33(39%) 
Consult with tutors 2 8 10(12%) 
Look for reference 7 18 25(30%) 
Forget it 1 4 5(6%) 
Total 34 50 84(100%) 
We can see Taiwanese high school students, especially male students, intend to 
work out their own problems either by themselves through checking up in reference books 
(30%) or by discussing with other classmates (39%) rather than talking to teachers 
directly. It might suggest little interaction occur between students and teachers in Taiwan. 
Students might be scared away by teachers’ authority or they did not trust professional 
knowledge that NNS instructors have. No matter what reason that keeps students away 
from EFL teachers, it should be prevented since a better relationship between teacher and 
student will facilitate the establishment of an EFL learning environment of lower affective 
filter and motivate students to learn. 
Topic 5 Comments on Current EFL Learning Situation in Taiwan 
The purpose of the final topic in this questionnaire is to examine students’ 
impression of EFL learning and their comments on the standard textbooks currently used 
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in Taiwanese high schools and to discover what kinds of EFL instructors are considered 
by students to be a good and competent EFL teacher. Before evaluating the learning 
materials in the standard textbooks, students were offered an opportunity to reflect on 
their EFL leering experience by comparing to their experience of learning Chinese. 
Nevertheless, these ideas presented below merely indicate how Taiwanese high school 
students think about the similarity and differences of learning English and their native 
language, but those ideas are not necessarily theoretical correct. 
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Table 13 Differences of English Learning to Chinese Learning 
Aspects The differences between learning English and Chinese 
Word forms x In English, words are randomly accumulated of letters with little 
logical meanings or explanation for the order of word forms. 
Thus they are extremely difficult to memorize. While, in Chinese, 
the form of every single word presents or symbolizes some kind 
of meaning or connotation, so that it is much easier to recognize 
and to retain Chinese characters. 
Grammar x Unlike learning Chinese where I (subject) don't feel the existence 
of grammar. There seem to be infinite grammatical rules and 
numerous exceptional cases in English learning. 
x There are great differences in arranging word order and sentence 
patterns between Chinese and English. 
x Unlike English, there is no concept of countable or uncountable 
noun, no regular/irregular verbs (e.g. eat, ate eaten) for different 
tenses, no concern with the agreement of verbal tense and noun 
quantity in Chinese 
x In Chinese, there are no auxiliary or modal verbs, articles, and 
preposition, which play an influential role in correct English 
structure. Therefore, it is a hard task for Chinese students to well 
perceive those elements. 
Vocabulary x Too diverse applications of a single word and too many 
synonyms for Chinese students to learn. 
Learning 
environment 
x Unlike Chinese, a tool required in daily life, English is merely a 
language system learned in the classroom as a subject matter, 
hardly used in the daily life 
x Chinese ability is born with, but English is an ability learned at 
school 
x English is superficially learned, not being investigated or studied 
further in its deep structure. 
Focus x English emphasizes "expression" while Chinese emphasizes on 
"grace and elegance". 
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Table 14 Comments on Current Standard English Textbooks 
Aspects Comments Male Female Total(%) 
Content 1. Good enough. 0 0 0(0%) 
2. Just all right. 17 10 27(32%) 
1. Boring, stiff, out of date, isolated 
from the cultural staff and social 
issues of the target language. 
33 24 57(68%) 
Quantity 1. Too much 24 9 33(39%) 
2. Just all right 19 17 36(43%) 
3. Not enough 7 8 15(18%) 
Preference 1. Fit to individual needs, interest 
and expectation. 
4 2 6(7%) 
2. It won't fit at all. 46 32 78(93%) 
Being boring, stiff, out of date, isolated from the cultural staff and social issues of 
the target language as students describe, current textbooks does not appeal to learners. 
While it takes money, time and effort to evaluate, to revise and to reprint all of textbooks. 
More worse, languages are changing with time and space. It begs to be renewed again just 
as the revised vision is completed. It is an endless challenge to update learning materials 
and teaching methods. Hopefully, computer technology provides sufficient means to 
maintain learning materials which are always rich, authentic and updated. 
The following comments from students on good EFL teachers are only for 
teachers’ reference not the formal criteria’s for teacher performance assessment. 
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Table 15 Expectations of Good EFL Teachers 
Instructional 
ability 
x Accurate and clear pronunciation, good verbal/ oral 
communication and expression. 
x Neat and beautiful handwriting 
x Well-organized, systematic and detail explanation of the teaching 
materials, teach with key points with relevant examples and strong 
grasp of the examination tendency. 
x Be skillful in arousing students’ learning interest, interact with 
students, pose appropriate demands on students and understand the 
difficulty of students’ learning. 
Professional 
expertise 
x Love English, teach seriously and willingly and be able to teach in 
English 
x Introduce new knowledge and make use of good, rich, and updated 
materials in teaching 
x Superior English professional knowledge (e.g., knowledge of the 
connotations of English words, cultural background of the target 
language, clear grammatical concepts and so on.) 
A Avoid using “customary usage” as excuses for unexplainable 
learning materials 
x Have ever visited English-spoken countries and enrich themselves 
all the time with new knowledge about global tendency. 
x Stress on learning quality instead of leaning quantity, encouraging 
students to open their mouths to talk in English and help students 
delete their psychological rejection to English and help them 
develop good attitude, confidence, and interest on learning English, 
and offer effective learning strategies and methods. 
x Unique instructional styles. 
Personality x Humorous, open-minded, optimistic, un-stubbom, with high EQ 
and not easily lose their temper or get angry easily 
x Lovely, patient, enthusiastic, and caring about students’ needs 
x Cultivate cheerful atmosphere in class; go along well with students. 
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Interviews with Participating Students 
The following results are based on the final interview of 40 participating students 
in this study, 12 female students and 28 male students. 10 prepared questions guided 
this interview (See Appendix A-3). The interviews took place from January 4 to January 
23, at 12:20pm to 1:30pm of every school day. In the below table, there are two 
numbers for each response: the number of students who gave the answer and the 
percentage of the number of students who gave the answer to the total number of 
students who answered the question. For instance, (12/30%) means 12 students offered 
similar answers and 12 out of 40 students are 30 percent. Because it is an open-ended 
interview, students might give more than one answer to a certain question. Take 
Question 4 as an example. When being asked what aspects of their English abilities 
were improved through this new learning mode, students might answer reading, writing 
and critical thinking. Therefore, the total number of answers given during the interview 
would be more than 40. So, the first integer number presents the total number of 
students who gave the answer and the percent presents the rate of the total number of 
students who offered the given answer to the total number of answers given by the 
interviewed students. Only in this way can the answer given by most students be 
marked. 
The first two questions are to examine whether the original expectations or 
objectives of participating students were fulfilled through this research; Question 3 to 
Question 6 investigate students’ learning experience obtained from this research; Question 
7 to Question 9 offer students opportunities to evaluate these learning activities; and the 
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last question is requests students’ suggestions on the content and design of EFL learning 
on the Internet. If statements used in the following summary are cited directly from 
students’ interviews, quotation marks (“ ”) will be put around the statements. 
Expectation and Satisfaction 
1. What is your original motivation / expectation to join this research activity? 
• To improve English ability and learn the computer knowledge and techniques at the 
same time (13 /32.5%) 
To experience a different EFL learning environment (4/10%), which is relaxing, easy 
and of no pressure from tests (1/2.5%), and to try diverse methods to improve my 
English ability (4/10%) 
To read more English articles, (1/2.5%), to learn to choose right words for writing 
(1/2.5%), and to have personal masterpieces on the Internet. (2/5%) 
To use English in a meaningful way, such as communicating with people on the 
Internet in English (5/12.5%) 
. To find out what the Internet is (2/5%) and what the Internet can contribute to 
English learning (3/7.5%) 
To do anything in front of the computers, no matter what activity it is (2/5%), and 
have some fun that cannot be found in the traditional English classrooms (2/5%) 
2. After joining this activity, are the results similar to/ agree with your original 
expectation? 
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Table 16 Reflection on Learning Objectives 
Answer Reflection N (%) 
Yes “I did have learned computer knowledge and improved my 
English at the same time. “ 
17 (43%) 
No “I am only busy e-mailing my teacher and classmates. I found 
no help to improve my English ability. “ 
1 (2 %) 
Yes, but A the time was not sufficient enough for students to digest all 
the articles collected from the Internet. (6/15%) 
x students easily got lazy easily and suspended learning tasks 
required for the research too long such as reading data 
collected. (2/5%) 
x there were not computers at home and students had to go to 
the library to search data. They were too lazy to go. 
(3/7.5%) 
x there were too many students in the research team and thus 
the teacher could not take care of every individual’s needs, 
especially for students who could not catch up the computer 
lessons as other students did. The lack of computer skills 
caused learning difficulties on the Internet (5/12.5%) 
x there were too many new words in the data, which were 
much more than those in the textbooks. (6/15%) 
22 (55 %) 
Total 40(100%) 
Learning Experience 
3. Can you find any differences between English teaching integrated with the Internet and 
the conventional English instruction? 
All the students (N=40) responded that learning English on the Internet was greatly 
different from that in the conventional EFL classroom and pointed out a number of 
differences, which were generalized into the following catalogues: quantify and quality 
in learning materials, learning style and strategies, computer literacy, and classroom 
atmosphere. Because responses from one student might cover more than one category, 
percentage of students’ responses will compare to the total number of answers 
(N=l 16) given by the students interviewed. 
• Quantity of learning materials: All the students (40/34%) responded that there were 
much more rich, interesting and modem English learning materials on the Internet 
than in the school textbooks. Some thought such a great amount of learning materials 
were helpful in improving their English ability and enhancing their concepts and 
capability but some thought it was too much to digest even though it was interesting 
and fresh. Some was scared because “In the traditional class, there are a certain 
amount of words and grammatical rules to be taught in class, but learning English on 
the Internet, we always unexpectedly encounter a lot of new words unknown and 
became shocked, not knowing what to do, but it is really much attractive and 
interesting.” 
■ Quality of the learning materials: 38 (33%) students thought learning materials 
obtained through this new learning mode were with diverse and multi perspectives, 
more rooted in every-day life. Some said “It widens my views, help me understand 
more things that are not supplied by ‘tooth-falling’ articles (a Chinese expression 
meaning anything which is aged and old fashioned) in the textbooks”; some said that 
“ it is fun to learning English with computers, and the materials on the Internet are 
much ‘alive’, unlike the ‘dead’ materials in the textbooks. But because they are alive, 
they are hard to control. ” Some liked those materials from the Internet because “they 
were not stiff and more related to real life, appealing to popular interest and 
integrating with graphics and sounds, which highly promote learning motivation and 
dynamic interaction among students”, and some liked those materials because “they 
can make people feel the pulse of new modern world, unlike he textbooks boring and 
doctrine. 
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Learning styles and strategies: 30 students (26%) thought the Internet-integrated 
learning mode affected their learning style and strategies. Unlike in the conventional 
English class where they just “read after the teacher and the teacher would underlined 
the ‘key points of tests’ for students to memorize”, students in this learning mode 
were “independent, self-guided/autonomous in learning, not being passively 
stuffed/crammed with learning materials.” Some enjoyed “the high degree of freedom 
and correlation to their personal interests” but some preferred the traditional 
instructional methods, “which were systematic and step by step leading students in 
EFL learning from the basic to the advanced.” As to searching data on the Internet, 
group discussion and orally presenting their discoveries, some students felt “their 
ability of listening and speaking improved gradually” and “being encourages to think 
thoroughly about the deep meaning of the information, to induce the conclusions and 
to express one’s one mind” but some felt scared and pressured. One student warned, 
“Since it has no pressure, students who are expected to be spontaneous and self- 
demanding, easily get lazy.” The other two students wondered “why the English 
teacher didn't do much instruction, letting us read and write by ourselves, and I am 
not sure what I have learned.” 
Computer literacy: 5 other students (4%) said that they like the way to learning 
English but “it took a lot of time in organizing, arranging and interpreting the data”, 
especially for the students who “ are not good at typing skills and thus spent a lot 
time to write reports with computers and made a lot of errors in typing and spelling. 
One confessed that although “it is really wonderful to learn English instead of 
studying those materials used for decades in the textbooks. But if I missed some of 
them because of the insufficiency of computer techniques, I have to ask for help from 
other people, which is a painful experience. In the conventional class, if I missed 
something, I could spend more time to make it up by myself in few days.” 
■ Classroom atmosphere: There are 3 (3%) students who thought the biggest 
difference between the Internet-integrated learning mode and the conventional EFL 
classroom instruction is the classroom atmosphere. The former is more relaxing and 
offers more chances to speak English. One student said, “ At least, I won't fall into 
sleep when learning English on the Internet.” 
4. What aspect of English ability (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) is being 
improved by the practice of the English learning on the Internet? (The number of 
responses given by the interviewed students for this question is 109) 
Table 17 English Abilities Improved through This Research 
Improved ability Related Learning activities N (%) 
Reading Searching and reading articles online 40(37%) 
Writing Writing e-mail, autobiography, and summaries for 
group presentations 
40(37%) 
Thinking x Exchanging ideas online through discuss list (4) 
x Reading articles with diverse perspectives (5) 
x During brainstorming, expressing one’s ideas freely 
and at the same time realizing how other people 
think (1) 
10(9%) 
Speaking x Group discussion(2), weekly report(2), self-practice 
for oral reports(5) and increase speed of thinking in 
English(l) 
10(9%) 
Lexicon x Intensively reading articles which offer vocabulary 
which are most frequently and latest used. (5) 
x Consciously identifying words which are beautifully 
or precisely used in the articles (4) 
9(8%) 
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5. What aspect of English ability do you think is most applied in the Internet- integrated 
activities? Please give examples to elaborate it. (The following answers were 
summarized from students’ statement. ‘We’ means students themselves.) 
Reading (20/50%): 
■ When searching data on the Internet, we students have to read all the directions, 
signs, or explanation which are written in English. We not only have to read but also 
really understand them; otherwise, we could go nowhere, or might get lost and do 
nothing and finally, all the learning activities would. (15) 
■ In order to participate in classroom discussions, we had to understand the articles 
collected on the Internet to a certain degree of understanding (3) 
• Whenever searching data on line, we would visit one web site which was connected 
to several other Web sites and we just kept on reading articles. (2) 
Reading, writing and individual thinking (13/32%). 
■ Because there is a great amount of information on the Internet, we had to read the 
articles online to decide whether the articles were something we were interested in 
and chose decide what we wanted and leave away what we didn’t want. And the then 
we still had to think about how to present them in the classes. (3) 
• Because being required to respond to the teacher's e-mails or corresponding with 
classmates or penpals on line, we had to read the exchanged messages and really 
understood the points made in those messages and then wrote responding letters. (2) 
• Reading the articles and then writing a summary with personal ideas for class 
discussion. For example, to introduce every one’s horoscope. (4) 
* We need to do a lot of reading, intensively and scrupulously; otherwise, we cannot 
talk or communicate or respond with others on the topics we were discussing. (4) 
Speaking and listening (7/18%1 
* Because the teacher only spoke in English and all the discussions and reports were 
done in English, our listening and speaking abilities were practiced all the time. (5) 
* Although I didn't speak a lot. At least, I opened my mouth to speak and I am not so 
scared to speak English in public. (1) 
■ All aspects of English abilities are applied, especially speaking and individual 
thinking, which are rarely found in the traditional English classroom (1) 
6. In those activities we did together, which one you are most interested in and which one 
is most difficult for you to participate? 
The most interesting learning activities were: 
■ Oral presentation (6/15%) because we students were fully engaged in the activities 
and further developed the ability of self-expression (5). One student said, “I like to 
hear myself speaking English.“(l) 
* Data searching online (24/60%). It was fun for to read something new, informative 
and suitable to personal interests, such as to study constellations and find out 
everyone's personality and destiny. It was also fun to interpret articles, which were 
simple, profound and understandable, such as Helen Keller's jokes. 
* Classroom atmosphere (10/25%). Students enjoyed the classroom atmosphere 
because the air there was warm, liberal and cheerful, especially at the pizza party. 
The most difficult experiences that students have had in this research were: 
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Read (11/27.5%). It was hard to fully understand contents of all the articles selected 
from the Internet (7), especially the articles with a lot of special terms. (4) 
Writing 00/25%). Either to write summaries about the articles downloaded from the 
Internet or to write autobiography or to answer e-mail messages is painful for some 
students although they thought it was fun to travel on the Internet- “It took me a lot 
of time to incubate, to write down and to revise my report or summary.” 
Group discussion and oral presentation 03/32.5%) Some students had hard time 
grasping the topics well, when other classmates were presenting their findings (2); 
and some were scared to speak in English (6) and some were scared to present 
themselves in public, as one student said, “I cannot breathe as long as standing on the 
stage” and some hated videotaping, “I found I could say nothing in front of the 
camera. As long as the camera was put before me, I became dumb.”(4) And One 
student felt uneasy and tired because she did not like to “talk to people I didn’t know 
before.” (1) 
Computer literacy (5/12.5%). One female student said, “I was troubled with writing 
and saving e-mails or articles because I always forgot how to do it (1). Some students 
could not follow the speed of computer lessons, which frustrated them a lot for 
further participating in the English learning (3) and some had trouble traveling on the 
Internet (1). 
Time-arrangement 0/2.5%). It was hard to manage one’s time well enough to do 
both schoolwork and learning activities at the same time (1). 
Evaluation 
7. Do you think it is possible to teach or to communicate in the class with only English, 
without any Chinese? 
29 students (73%) thought it was impossible or not a good idea to teach only in 
English.. The major reasons for their responses were: 
* “Chinese just appears naturally” (1). 
■ There is a great gap between the students' English capability (11). Some of them 
with better English ability are able to adjust the situation well. Some students, who 
cannot understand what the teacher said in English, find it very difficult to get 
through the psychological barrier for better listening and communication. 
■ High anxiety of speaking English in public (8). As one students stated, “I cannot get 
rid of the feelings of terror and being strange”; and another one said, “I feel shamed 
on myself to express myself with lousy English. “ 
■ We were afraid we didn’t have enough vocabulary and grammar rules for what we 
were going to say. (3) 
■ It puts too much pressure on students (2). “English is something foreign, something 
we don't use every day. Some students do not dare to speak or to express themselves 
in Chinese, not to mention in English.” 
• The class size with 50 students is too big to do whole English instruction (4) 
There were 11 students(27.5%) who considered teaching English in whole language 
were possible. The reasons that they highly expected this method might be applied in 
the EFL learning were: 
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• We “really lack of the opportunity to open our mouths to speak English” (5) and we 
hoped we could “speak English as fluently and freely as the way we speak 
Chinese.”(l) 
• Although it might cause pressure and anxiety at the beginning when the method is 
applied, the situation would be improved when everyone is on the way. (4) 
■ It might start with “one-to-one conversation, which will overcome the timidity of 
making mistakes,” then encourage everyone to speak on a topic through active and 
conversational dialogue and discussion.” (1) 
Like students with negative attitude, they thought the method would be more 
feasible if the class size was small, in which every student could be equally offered 
opportunity to speak out his/her opinions or ideas in class and could have equal 
attention and care from the teacher.” And it would be more successfully done if “ it was 
doing done in a relaxing atmosphere without much pressure and interactions between 
students were allowed and encouraged. “ From their point of view, “everyone in my 
class has the ability to do so. And the only trouble is the lack of confidence.” 
It is interesting to find that 23 students (58%) from both sides had the same 
suggestion that to set it (to speak English only in the EFL class) as a rule for students 
to follow and strictly enforced by teachers and to keep the rule for good. They believed 
English teachers were crucial for its success because “ If teachers themselves don't 
speak English or tolerate students to speak Chinese, it will never work out.” In 
addition, both sides of students considered it was necessary to put students with the 
same level of English ability in the same class, since “it is no fun that there is always 
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some talking and the others listening”, which causes a “psychological barrier” on 
students of lower level of English proficiency. 
Although some students (14) with negative attitude toward teaching English with 
whole language, they still show strong intention to do so as the other side of students 
do. As students said in the interview, “Personally, I'd like to join such a class and learn 
to think in English”; and “ I will cooperate it with all my heart.” 
8. What is the main reason for some of the students who didn’t participate the research 
project after the school started in September 1997? 
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" Heavy school load for 12 graders (16/40%): Senior students were busy preparing 
for the entrance examination and it was hard to maintain a balance between school 
load and research activities at the same time. 
" Time issue (4/10%). One day a week is not enough. Some suggested that “It is better 
do it every day, and little by little, to develop a feeling of evolvement / engagement 
in the research. It will be much better if this kind of English learning is done during 
the regular classroom hours, two hours a day and six days a week.” Besides, the 
activity schedule sometimes conflicted with school tests, and self-learning seems 
more possible to ensure higher scores in the tests than joining the research activities. 
“They like the activities, but they have no confidence that the way of learning 
English can dramatically improve their English performance in tests.” 
■ Heavy pressure form the research activities (15/37.5%). Students found that the 
research activities were “ not so relaxing and easy as they expected” and felt the 
pressure from the research activities was heavier than that from traditional classroom 
learning. It requires students to spend more time and effort to do the learning than 
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the conventional classroom learning in which the teacher takes care of everything in 
or out of the class and students just listen and memorize whatever the teacher says. 
So that when some didn't well prepare for the group discussion or oral report, or 
didn't finish the reading required, they were afraid that they could respond in class or 
could speak nothing in public. While some students thought their English ability was 
not good enough to follow all of the learning activities, such as reading articles, 
doing group discussion and oral reports. They felt anxious and quit. However, the 
students who did not give up this research believed “that we will get used to it 
naturally as long as we are forced to do so. Of course it might be a little pressure at 
the beginning and get stuck, but the situation will be improved when everyone is on 
the way.” 
■Others (5/12.5%). Since this is not a formal class, some students didn't care. (3); and 
some students could not catch up with computer lessons or did not have computers at 
home(2). 
9. What are the good points for the project and what are the bad points? 
[Good points] 
Learn more, new, interesting things in a new way (26/ 65%). The following statements 
are all excerpts from students’ interview: 
■ It is the same topic, (e.g. Albert Nobel) in the textbooks and in this research. But we 
learn more through the Internet English learning. Since we search the data by 
ourselves from the Internet. It is easier for us to learn into the topics, which was not 
forgot them easily. Unlike the data learned from the conventional English classes, 
you forget it soon after you read it. 
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■ It offers a new way to see things from a worldwide point of view and it also catches 
up with the tends of the world. 
• We can read more interesting topics and materials that cannot be found in the 
textbooks, knowing wider and more deeply. But being a senior, I seemed I wasted a 
lot of much time doing something I should not do. 
■ It can broaden my view, presenting data from different perspectives, the content of 
teach-ing is very active, practical, and deep. The learning results will be much better 
if the students have sound computer background and better English capability. 
• It’s a very unusual experience. If we could know the whole schedule of the research, 
its topics and the content of each lesson and how much time we have to put into it at 
the beginning of this research, the learning effect would be much better than right 
now. 
Interaction (12/30%) 
■ It's good to have girl students to study with. I hope there are more interactions with 
them. 
■ I like the atmosphere there: relaxing, less pressure and good interaction between 
students and the teacher. 
Others (3/7%) 
■ The teacher is terrific, really wonderful. It is a good new way to learn English but it 
requires a certain level of computer literacy 
• It's really a good activity and I am desirous to join all of them but I cannot 
participate them all. It is the problem of students ourselves. And the professor is 
terrific, really. 
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Bad points 
Computer literacy (15/38%) 
■ People like me are not familiar with computers, I am tired of reading the 
information coming through the Internet It seems that I would never finish them all. 
Besides, I don't have computers at home. It is a burden to visit the library or 
computer lab waiting for a long line to use the computers. It is really a tough job. 
* It depends heavily on my computer ability. I even have trouble in locating the letters 
in the keyboard. Computer knowledge is too crucial for this kind of English learning, 
which frustrates people like me. 
■ Everything is great, except learning computers. 
■ I usually could not complete the computer work asked by the teacher at school but I 
don't have a computer at home. Even, I obtained some information from other 
classmates, I still have to spent a lot of time in "reading" (My English ability is 
poor.). Sometimes, I felt strained. 
Insufficient activity time (12/30%) 
• It should be a long-term practice, not just once a week. The time is not enough for 
just searching, organizing and reading the data, not to mention summarizing, 
rewriting and presenting the paper. 
■ One day a week is not enough. The time is too short to really learn something 
significant. We just start to enjoy some idea form the articles, the time is up and we 
have to return to our regular class. Except the school opening a formal class for it, 
there is not enough time to learn both English and the Internet at the same time. 
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■ The time for this activity is not sufficient enough. There was only one afternoon a 
week and sometimes we skipped the class because of monthly examination or school 
celebrating activities. 
Time-consuming (8/20%) 
■ It is very helpful in learning the Internet, in enhancing my English ability but I easily 
become addicted to it and waste a lot of time. 
■ I love the free and active teaching and learning environment, but too much time and 
efforts are required. 
Others (5/12%) 
• We do not have any tests, so that we didn't know how much we have learned from 
the activities. 
• There are too many students, and every one of them has different speed and level of 
learning. The teacher could not take care of every student equally. 
■ It requires us to speak, to use, to do everything in English. It’s terrible. I am afraid 
of doing group reports, - saying something wrong or nothing to say. 
Suggestions 
10. Can you suggest some computer activities that we might apply to our EFL learning, 
and make EFL learning more effective, interesting or meaningful? 
Appropriate time (9/22%) 
• As long as the learning schedule does not conflict with schoolwork (2), the best 
policy is that the activity is done by English teachers in the regular class as a required 
course (4). 
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• It will be great if the new words for each topic are not more than 30 or 40 (1), or I 
can skip the process of checking the dictionary for new words (1) 
■ Start this research earlier when we were grade 10 when we had much less pressure 
from the NJCE and had more time to trying the new way of EFL learning (1). 
Relevant topics (14/35%) 
■ The topics are more crucial. We can choose movies, music or hot issues in society 
for group discussion. Some of the topics we have had in this research are too 
professional. 
■ It is really fun to participate in the international discussion groups and learning 
activities. But if we can choose topics closely related to our interest, such as famous 
singers, or movie stars or NBA players, to enjoy their lives and practice English at 
the same time. Any topics which are related to youth's interests or something that 
students are familiar with so that they will get involved in the content of learning 
materials more easily and more enjoyably. 
■ How about BBS, which are lively and can increase conversational English ability 
and develop cross-national friendships. 
More computer lessons (12/30%) 
■ I think computer ability is the main factor for successfully learning English on the 
Internet so that if we can learn more about computers in small groups with a guide 
for each group. 
■ Everyone should have sufficient computer ability so that if will be better if we can 
use more computers. 
■ I hope we can make our own homepage. 
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No ideas (4/10%) 
Others (1/2.5%): A male student suggested a ‘White Page Document’ of EFL learning 
on the Internet for 11th graders. He suggested that seats in the classroom be arranged as 
a round table with the teacher at the one end of the circle; learning materials be the 
combination of the textbooks and extra materials from the Internet; and the learning 
process be as the follows: introduce the content of the activities - group discussion; 
simple activity to introduce the topic - oral report on the topics; discussion between 
small groups; debate or big-size meeting for idea exchange (the climax of the 
activities); the teacher’s conclusion. 
Interview with Participating Teachers 
The following results report interviews with two participating teachers, Ms. 
Huang, and Ms. Hsiei on February 10 and January 20, 1998, respectively. Ms. Huang 
joined the present research project from April 21, 1997 to the middle August 1997 and 
Ms. Hsiei from the early September, 1997 to the end of January 1998. Both of them were 
accompanied with students in most of research activities, and they offered precious 
feedback on these research activities. Their experience will be the best example that other 
teachers might encounter when they try to put the Internet-integrated learning mode into 
their EFL classroom instruction. Their experience, comments and suggestions are one of 
the bases for further revision of this new learning mode. 
The age range of both teachers is from 40 to 50 years old. Both of them have 
personal computers at home, both computers are not connected with networks. The 
computer software they most frequently used is PE3, a Chinese-English software of word 
processing. They use PE3 to make personal database of instructional materials. As Ms. 
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Hsiei said, “ The computer to me only serves as a word processor.” They had no 
experience in writing e-mail or browsing on the Internet before they participated in this 
research. 
Both teachers said during the interview they are still used to traditional EFL 
instruction: first offering the background knowledge of the learning material, reading the 
article together with students, further exploring the meaning and grammatical structure of 
the lesson which is being studied and practicing sentence patterns orally and then 
assigning written homework. Both consider the way of the traditional EFL classroom 
instruction systematic and methodical in obtaining knowledge of the target language. 
Both teachers have the habits of using videotapes and cassette tapes as teaching 
aids. Ms. Huang found that the learning materials that are most interesting to students are 
those “which can be used by students right after learning” and Ms. Hsiei considered the 
learning materials which are “close to their daily life experience and practiced in the real 
language in the real situation, such as shopping. ” Ms. Hsiei emphasized the equivalency 
of English proficiency among students in the same class, which made peer interaction 
possible and active. 
According to Ms. Huang’s viewpoint, the crucial factors affecting students’ 
learning attitude and achievement are students” motivation, confidence and perseverance, 
and teachers’ encouragement. Ms. Hsiei thought the methods that teachers apply in their 
classroom teaching are more important. Ms. Hsiei also stressed students’ language 
background that was developed previously and the peer influence and personal learning 
enthusiasm. They both thought this new learning mode highly promoted students’ 
learning motivation and was beneficial to improving students’ ability of reading, writing 
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and speaking. They thought student’s computer literacy is crucial in deciding the success 
of failure of student’s learning outcomes and so is the teacher’s computer literacy. 
Ms. Hsiei also detected a psychological resistance among some female students 
who are more reserved or uncommunicative. She found that those students had a hard 
time in this learning mode because “ they cannot communicate with people around them 
(their classmates with the same gender), so how can we expect them to communicate with 
people they have never met or known before (from other countries or society).” She 
thought those students might still learn something in the traditional EFL classroom 
instruction, but they might learn little from his new learning mode. From another point of 
view, those students do not reject learning EFL on the Internet but reject communicating 
or interacting with other people in the outside world and prefer retreating into their 
individual world which is not interfered with in the traditional EFL classroom. As far as 
language learning is concerned, to learn language alone is not a sufficient method to 
approach a language whose main function is to facilitate better communication among 
human beings, either to understand other people’ thinking or to be understood. From my 
point view, it is urgent to encourage those students to be open-minded and active 
involved in active interaction with other people no matter what learning environment they 
are situated, either in conventional EFL classroom or in the Internet-integrated learning 
environment. As some students participating in this research suggested “ it might cause 
pressure and anxiety at the beginning when the method is applied, but the situation would 
be improved when everyone is on the way.” Those students need more help than other 
students in acquiring knowledge and techniques of social communication as well as in 
cultivating their computer literacy, which might open their minds to a global view. 
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Actually, those female students whom Ms. Hsiei mentioned departed from this research 
when the fall semester started. It is a pity that those students could not stay with this 
research until the end. I do hope to examine whether this research mode can help those 
students who used to be shy, reserved and self-effacing, to improve their social 
relationship among peers or transform their personal characteristics. 
The most difficult situation Ms. Hsiei confronted in this research was the 
restriction of instructional schedule, in which certain numbers of lessons, certain amount 
of learning materials had to be taught during a period of time for monthly examination. 
The content of the teaching materials is uniform and the time to take the monthly 
evaluation is fixed so that when data collected by the students were not closely related to 
the content of the textbooks, such as the originality and design of Nobel Prize medals, the 
teacher was not sure whether those materials should be studied further. And the same 
paradox happened to the learning of vocabulary and grammatical rules. If both materials 
from the textbooks and from the Internet were studied, there was not enough time to do 
so. 
Both teachers had trouble in accessing networked computers regularly during the 
research period. They felt uncomfortable using the computer labs, which are primarily 
reserved for a Technology Education course and Technology teachers during school days. 
Ms. Hsiei felt herself like an “intruder” when using computers in the computer lab. The 
only computers they can freely use without reservation are the five computers in the 
library but they might have to stand in line with students for a chance to use them because 
those five networked computers are open for all the school faculty and students. They 
both suggested there be at least one computer setup in the classroom for both teachers and 
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students either for e-mail writing or data researching on the Internet. This would also 
facilitated the co-learning between student-student and teacher-student after classes. 
Although the mechanical condition was far from satisfactory, both teachers tried 
their best to acquire computer knowledge and techniques either with me or with their 
students. Ms. Huang said that she “acquired most computer knowledge from the girl 
sitting next to her in the computer lab when computer lessons were delivered and through 
e-mail communication with her students.” She was so surprised to find several male 
students who used to keep silent or doze in EFL classroom learning became active and 
confident on the Internet-integrated EFL leaning environment in helping other classmates 
and teachers look for data, read English directions and solve operational problems 
because of their better computer knowledge. One male student, after demonstrating to 
other students how to subscribe to BBS systems, said to me, “ After all, I found back my 
dignity in the English classroom.” 
Both participating teachers believed that the Internet-integrated learning mode 
were beneficial for improving students’ English abilities in reading, writing and speaking. 
Ms. Huang said “ Learning EFL on the Internet is an educational innovation in Taiwan’s 
educational environment and so it is inevitable to meet some difficulties at the beginning 
stage. The situation will be improved. The more the learning mode is practiced, the more 
obstacles are removed.” She believed any teacher who has the opportunity to recognize 
this learning mode would like to try it in her/his classroom teaching as she did. The most 
important thing, she suggested, “was to help teachers cultivate their computer literacy and 
help connect home PCs connected to the Taiwan Academic Network.” At the same time, 
teachers need to be shown how much the Internet-integrated learning mode can improve 
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students’ learning outcome and how to implement it properly and skillfully in the real 
EFL classroom settings. 
Both teachers were worried about students’ ability to filter data from the vast 
Internet resources because the more uncensored information they obtain from the Internet, 
the more chances their students might see something inappropriate for them to see. Not 
every student is capable enough to make judgements on what data are relevant and 
appropriate for them to access. Ms. Huang thought an effective way of screening data 
which might be visited by students should be developed before the Internet-integrated 
learning mode was extensively applied in the EFL education. Of course, a similar 
problem occurs everywhere, when students visit bookstores, see movies or just stay at 
home watching TV. However, it is truly a serious problem for all educators worldwide to 
deal with, not just for the Internet but for the age of information explosion. . 
Finally, Ms. Huang reminded that students’ willingness to self-leam and their 
enthusiasm for EFL learning were decisive in the success of EFL learning on the Internet 
because it is autonomous and collaborative learning. It is human nature to be inclined 
toward ease and leisure. If students are given any pressure of learning or they themselves 
do not have strong intention to learn seriously or to get involved actively in the Internet 
environment, students might get lazy or indifferent when a large amount of data collected 
from the Internet falls on them. She found in a group of students in this research, there 
was always a technical person student getting in and out of the computer networks and 
the other entire team members just sat around him waiting for data. This is a very good 
point of how to get every learner equally involved in the data searching on the Internet. 
However, from the viewpoint of language learning, data collection is one of the steps in 
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the collaborative learning activities where every team member has his/her individual 
expertise to contribute to the learning results. The major concern is how they interact with 
each other in processing information: what kinds of data needed, which key words used to 
locate data, how to filter and analyze data already collected, and how to organize and 
interpret the data. Having one of the students to do the computer work will not affect too 
much the process of the meaning-negotiated exchanges among students and their 
individual output both in oral and written forms. It is one of the major purposes to have 
students work as a team, which might relieve computer anxiety and promotes 
brainstorming and meaning-negotiated interactions among students. 
In sum, two participating teachers expressed very positive attitude towards EFL 
learning on the Internet and have strong intention to continue using this mode in their 
EFL instruction as long as they might obtain help in developing individual computer 
literacy and might be offered more flexible school instructional schedule and guidance in 
designing activities with Internet resources as well as they can attain technical assistance 
when implementing the new learning mode in their EFL classroom practice. 
Questionnaire for Outside Teachers 
The following data reports results of the questionnaire designed for feedback and 
on this research project from teachers who attended my presentation on this research 
project in one English conference and two in-service teacher-training seminars. The 
former was an international conference for EFL instructors from Asian countries, called 
the Sixth International Symposium and Book Fair on English Teaching, held at National 
Taiwan Normal University, November 14-16,1997. The latter two were the seminars of 
the Application of Computer Networks in English Teaching, one held by Fu-Hsing 
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Industry and Commerce College on December 10, 1997, and the other held by Chung- 
Shen High School on March 10, 1998. People attending the first conference were 
interested in applying computer technology in English learning. The other two seminars 
were formal in-service training programs supported by the Ministry of Education: one 
was for English teachers beyond high schools in Eastern Taiwan, and the other was for 
high school English teachers in Taipei. Teachers attending both seminars earned credits 
which were required for teacher assessment. The title line presents three times of meeting 
mentioned above, ‘1’ for the conference of November 14-16, 1997, ‘2’ for the seminar of 
December 10, 1997 and ‘3’ for the seminar of March, 10, 1998. The number of people 
who filled and returned the question from the first conference was 48, the number of 
people from the first teacher-training seminar was 46 and the number of teachers from the 
second teacher-training seminar was 42. 
Table 18 Background of Responding Teachers 
Meeting 
Background Data 
1 2 3 Total 
Age range of attendants 20-30 7 4 2 13(10%) 
30-40 20 17 22 59(43%) 
40-50 16 22 18 56(41%) 
50-60 5 3 0 8(6%) 
Number of people who 
attended the meeting. 
Female 33 39 34 106(78%) 
Male 15 7 8 30(22%) 
Do you have computers at home? Yes 45 32 33 110(81%) 
No 3 14 9 26(19%) 
Do you use computers often? Yes 32 14 26 72(53%) 
No 16 32 16 64(47%) 
The above data refer to the background information about the attendants’ 
computer experience. As to the question of “What purpose do the attending use 
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computers often for?” the answers from 53% attendants who gave a positive response are 
all for making of test papers and establishing a personal data base of teaching or 
recording students’ performance and only 17 (24%) of them have ever browsed or done 
shopping on the World Wide Web. The most commonly used computer software is PE3, 
Chinese-English software for word processing. 
Based on the above data, we can find 84% of people who attended the three 
meetings around 30 to 50 years old and 78% are female. In fact, those people are 
representatives of those who are engaged in EFL instruction In Taiwan. In other words, 
most English instructors in Taiwan are female middle-age women. The data also indicate 
that 81% of attending teachers have computers at home but only half of them (53%) use 
computers often. Among the people who use computers often, only 24% of them ever 
visited the WWW. 
The following is the summary from the questionnaire responses: 
1. Have you ever considered applying computers or the Internet in your class teaching? 
Meeting 
response 
1 2 3 Total 
Yes 27 2 8 37(27%) 
No 21 44 34 99(73%) 
Total 48 46 42 136(100%) 
Although previous data indicate that none of the attending teachers has used 
computer technology in their classroom teaching, there are still 27%of them ever 
considering using it as a teaching aid. The question is how to do it. That is one of the 
objectives this research project serves: to show and recommend EFL teachers who are 
interested in teaching on the Internet how to integrate Internet resources into the 
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current high school EFL curricula in Taiwan, including locating Internet resources, 
instructional design and learning activities. 
2. Do you think the instruction mode I introduced today can be able to make some 
contribution to your classroom teaching? 
Meeting 1 2 3 Total (%) 
response 
Yes 48 35 36 119(88%) 
Not much 0 11 6 17(12%) 
Total 48 46 42 136(100%) 
We can find teachers attending these three meetings have mentally confirmed the 
value of the integration of Internet resources into EFL instruction in Taiwan. 
3. After seeing my presentation (or visiting my homepage), do you think whether it is 
feasible to integrate the Internet into school teaching under the unique educational system 
in Taiwan? Why? 
Meeting 
response 
1 2 3 Total (%) 
Yes 14 3 6 23(17%) 
No 0 7 5 12(9%) 
Depends 34 36 31 101(74%) 
Total 48 46 42 136(100%) 
People offering the third answer, “depends”, thought that it was the question of 
the users (teachers) and facilities required for the EFL instruction on the Internet. They 
argued that if teachers could not handle the machines smoothly, the teaching effect would 
be worse than that without using the Internet. According their argument, the first 
prerequisite for the feasibility was the teachers’ computer literacy. If teachers could feel 
comfortable to use computers as well as they to use chalk in presenting their teaching 
materials, it would be very feasible. Secondly, English teachers, unlike computer 
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teachers, had the priority to use the computer laboratory would have to fight for the 
chance to schedule for using the computer lab. Besides, not every computer in the school 
was connected to the Internet. They were also worried about there would not be sufficient 
computer facilities for EFL teaching. 
4. If you would like to try this new way of English teaching, what do you worry about 
most? What do think are the most difficult things you will have to deal with? 
• Time (31%): Students’ schedule is so tight that it is hard to find the right time to try 
the new method of teaching. I don’t think they have time to search time on the 
Internet. It is the same for the teachers. 
• Personal computer literacy (26%), I have trouble in getting in and out of the Internet. 
How can I use it to teach? I will get lost on the Internet. Students’ ability is also 
another concern. Not every student gets use to study with computers. Some students 
are psychologically negative to PCs. 
• Pressure from tests (21%). If students get hooked with computers or Internet, they 
will pay less attention to their schoolwork, which affects their performance in the 
Entrance Examination. Data from the Internet are quite possibly out of the range of 
the textbooks, and it will bring more studying load to the students 
• Facilities(13%): 
• Screening data (8%): It is hard to ensure the data students find are appropriate to their 
age or to their mental development. It is a question how to avoid the “trash” on the 
Internet and prevent something that students should not see. 
• The explosion of the mail box (1%). We have 45 students in a class and every teacher 
has to teach three or four classes in a semester. If all the students give you e-mail, and 
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you do not have time to deal with them immediately, the mailbox will explode. 
Unlike the homework written in pen and paper, e-mail cannot be put aside for a 
while. You can deal with them when you are ready. 
5. What kinds of topics do you think are most suitable or most responsive for the Internet- 
integrated learning activities? 
Topics related to students’ interest (84%), current social issues (6%), fashion 
(2%), movies (5%), and ball games (3%). 
6. What kinds of assistance or cooperation do you expect the school authorities offer you 
if you want to try this new mode in your class? 
7. If the teaching mode is intended to practice in our country extensively, what aspects do 
you think we have to consider seriously and practically? 
Since the questions 6 and 7 are overlapped, responses are combined as follows: 
• In-service teacher training (39%): to help teacher to master the computer skills. 
• There is a computer expert working with teachers at school, helping teachers to solve 
the mechanical problems. (32%) 
• A PC room for English learning (24%). School computer laboratory is exclusively 
used by the computer teachers, not for other subject teachers. If we have a computer 
room especially for the English teaching, just like an audio-video laboratory, we 
don’t have to struggle getting into the computer lab. 
•Put into school regular course (11%). We have a two-hour course of English 
Conversation, which is the formal time for teachers to teach in the audio-visual lab. If 
computer English teaching can be scheduled into the formal course, just two-hours, 
then teachers will learn how to use it and use it regularly in their instruction. 
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• Help teachers connect their home PCs to the Educational Academic Network (5%). It 
will be much better to support the connection financially and technically. 
• How to do the assessment on students’ performance (2%): If we want students to 
seriously consider the English learning on the Internet as a formal course, we need to 
develop a set of methods to evaluate their performance as well as teaching strategies. 
8. Would you mind suggesting some learning activities that might be used for Internet 
learning? 
99% of the respondents said, “No ideas,” since they are unfamiliar with the 
pedagogical function of the Internet. Only teacher gave a very good suggestion. That is 
to establish a network especially English instruction on the Internet. Maintain a database 
with instruction guide, curriculum design, and suggested activities. And all teachers can 
contribute to it. Maybe each school is responsible for designing one lesson and all the 
curriculum design for six books can be done in one year. If teachers encounter problems 
when teaching with the suggested activities on line, there are some experts online to 
offer consulting on instructional materials and teaching techniques. Besides, teachers 
can exchange their experiences and consulting with each other through the network. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The following analysis and interpretation of these research results are based on the 
data, which were presented in Chapter IV and the data include weekly observation 
fieldnotes, statistical data from the questionnaire on participating students' pre-attitude 
and computer literacy, 8-hour audiotaping, 8-hour videotaping, final interviews and 
participating students' writing samples. Corresponding to the major purposes of the 
present research, findings from this research were analyzed and interpreted from three 
perspectives: the performance of the participants in the Internet-integrated EFL 
environment; the impact of the new mode on the EFL learning in Taiwan high school 
EFL education and the feasibility of integrating it into Taiwan high school EFL 
curriculum. 
Participants' Performance 
The first issue this research deals with is the learning issue, including how 
students processed the learning materials collected from the Internet resources, how they 
responded to the new learning mode and how they performed in the Internet integrated 
learning mode in terms of reading, writing and speaking of the target language. According 
to the data collected during the participatory observation, there are several evident 
features of students 'performance in the Internet-integrated EFL environment and some 
significant impact on the EFL classroom instruction. Under the Internet-integrated EFL 
learning mode, students were found to be highly motivated to acquire knowledge of the 
target language as well as to develop their ability to process information through 
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discovery and exploration on the Internet, meaning-negotiated interaction and scaffolded 
language learning. At the same time, they also cultivated their confidence in 
communication in the target language. 
Highly Self-motivated Learners 
Students in this research seem to have learned English for sake of the language 
itself: to experience new methods of learning English, to read more English articles, to 
learn to choose right words for English writing and to use English in a meaningful and 
communicative way. This is unlike their original attitude toward EFL learning (32% for 
passing the NJCE, 19% for future career development, 12% to meet the school 
requirement, and only 2% for personal interest (See Table 2)). Based on their reflection 
during the final interview, 97% (See Table 16) indicated that their study results agreed 
with their original learning purposes for joining this study. Leaning for their own 
purposes, students showed their enthusiasm and commitment through the e-mail 
correspondence and their learning behavior in these research activities. (The e-mail 
messages cited in the follows were the original copies written by students in English. No 
corrections were made. In the e-mail message, the number behind ‘From’ is the student’s 
ID and the one behind *<’ is his/her computer account.) 
Date: Fri, 25 Jul 1997 19:13:49 +0800 (CST) 
From: 30510 <s35798@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
To: Chen <t35001@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
Subject: Ha!Ha!Ha!Ha!Ha!Ha!I am Jackev. I am so happy. 
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 1997 00:27:47 +0800 (CST) 
From: 40549 <s35699@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
To: t35001@cc.ntnu.edu.tw 
Cc: s35699@cc.ntnu.edu.tw 
Subject: Hello teacher 
Hello Miss Chen! I am Chen Tsan I, the student of 869.1 am so glad to be chosen to join the 
research. And I really have learned a lot of knowledge of Internet and e-mail. I found out they 
are very useful in contacting with friends and classmates, and then I became very crazy about 
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it. Every time after school, I first put down my schoolbag and open the computer just because 
it is so interesting. I hope I can learn more about them, of course, also about English. Thank 
you for all you have taught us. 
Sincerely yours, 
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 22:010:20 +0800 (CST) 
From: 40530 <s35788@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
To: t35001@cc.ntnu.edu.tw 
Subject:. 
Dear Miss Chen: 
I am Anne, from 860, the first girl who made the report of Nobles life on the stage. I hope you 
didn't forget me, did you? 
All I want to say is that I am very interested in your research. I like the way you teach and I 
enjoy it very much. That is what we called“leaming", isn't it? Not just for the test or former 
exam, we learned something interesting, something inspiring, and something...useful. I don't 
want to be an English teacher but I do want my English could as good as a native speaker. I 
know it is hard for me but I will try my best. Actually, I want to learn not only English but 
also some other languages such like French, German, Spanish, even Russia. If you could 
speak in many languages, there would be no distance between you and others, and what a 
wonderful world it would be.O.K.! 
I guess that's all I want to share wish you. Oh! By the way, thanks a lot, for the tasteful pizzas. 
See you next Friday. Bye-bye! 
Students also expressed their commitment by their weekly attendance in the 
present research. At the beginning, an agreement was reached between students and the 
researcher that students had responsibility to attend every activity in order to make the 
research result coherent and valid. If they were absent from learning activities more than 
twice, they might lose the chance to join the study again. Most participating students 
attended weekly research activities on time. A couple of students did have some serious 
reasons to be absent from these research activities such as an individual health problem or 
a make-up test for another course. However, they were very worried about not being able 
to join this research after their absence. Some students who didn’t perform well in the 
regular English class showed strong enthusiasm in joining this research and asked for 
extra help to pick up whatever they had missed in the research activities. 
Date: Tue, 1 Jul 1997 20:57:42 +0800 (CST) 
From: 40531 <s35758@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
Hi! I am ,No.65 of class 869.<s35758> I am so sorry that I couldn't join the project today 
because of some personal trouble. I wish there could be some ways to let me join this project 
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again. There is still another problem; I don't know if I should go to school to join this project 
on 7/8 or not? Please let me e-mail me whether I should or not. Thanks a lot! BYE! BYE! 
From: 40125 <s35644@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
To: t35001@cc.ntnu.edu.tw 
Subject: I need some information 
My name is Hsien X X. I am really out of fashion. I have felt like a fish out of water. To my 
regret, I forgot to regularly read letters, and do not attend the class on Tuesday. Can you 
forgive me? 
I haven't subscribed anything. Do you have free time to meet me -to make up my lacks in 
class? sometimes I will do I have to do and to learn. 
AoA see you again .bye! 
As to the last sentence, she meant that she has to do something required for school 
courses and thus she was absent from the last research activities and did not have time to 
practice computer skills newly learned from this study. She needed help to catch up what 
she had missed in this research two days after the e-mail messaged was sent. In fact, it 
was a surprise to see twelfth graders ask for extra hours to learn something outside their 
formal school coursework. 
In addition, some subjects did more than what was required to do for this 
research. This is really encouraging because high school students in Taiwan are always 
making excuses to avoid attending English classes and to do less homework. They might 
be quiet in the conventional English classroom learning but they were very active and 
engaged in the EFL learning in this study. One of the students who usually dozed in the 
class said, “At least, I won’t fall into sleep when learning on the Internet.” (See 
“Interview with participating students, question 3, Classroom atmosphere). When the 
topic “ Chinese Horoscope” was studied, every article concerning one specific horoscope 
contained a short poem to describe the people who were bom in this horoscope. Because 
those poems were beautifully written, I suggested that" Those poems should be shared 
with people who didn't join our learning activities. Why don’t you try to translate them 
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into Chinese and post them to the school BBS? Of course, it is good for your English 
ability." Surprisingly, the next day, I received four Chinese translations for four different 
horoscopes through e-mail. (See Appendix D-l). Although it was not required and it took 
them a couple of hours to translate each of the poems, they did it with enjoyment and 
pride. Their active participation could be seen from the attached statement to the end of 
one translated poem, “Ps. My English is terrible. It took me almost two hours to complete 
this translation, even with the help of an electronic translator, bye!” (24 August, 1997). 
Ms. Huang, the first teacher joining this research was also surprised to see students 
translate those poems in one day without any pushing. According to her experience in 
teaching the same group of students for more than two years, it usually took one or two 
weeks for students to complete a translation homework on ten English sentences; and she 
had to push them to complete it. What is encouraging to EFL educators is not how 
beautifully the translation was done but how enthusiastic and autonomous students were 
when they did the translation. Their active participation and self-motivated learning 
attitude shown in this study confirm that Internet-integrated EFL learning framework as a 
powerful incentive to motivate students to use the target language in a natural and 
meaningful way. The higher motivation is promoted, the lower the affective filter is and 
the more successful language acquisition might be. Promoting high motivation for either 
learning computer or learning English is a good start for our efforts and devotion to 
improving English education in Taiwan. 
Development of Information Processing Ability 
During the whole process of this research, students were encouraged to 
collectively decide what topics to explore, either the ones selected from the Internet 
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collaborative programs or the ones from standard textbooks. Then, by means of Internet 
search engines, they sought, collected data, organized, analyzed, interpreted and finally 
presented what they had found literally and orally in the target language. What teachers 
offered to the students were only the techniques of browsing on the Internet and editing 
skills with Microsoft Word; they left learning to the students themselves. During the 
research project, teachers were no longer the only supplier of learning materials for EFL 
learning. It was students themselves who located information from multiple-perspectives. 
In every learning session, the teacher only helped students to reach a consensus on the 
topic selection and suggested some key words for searching. Students repeatedly 
practiced their skills in filtering and analyzing data from a great amount of data, which 
might be or might not be related to each other. As far as language learning is concerned, 
skills of inquiry, interpretation and application that students practiced in the present study 
are more important than simple rote memorization that they used to do in conventional 
EFL classrooms. With the advance of the Information Age, hundreds and thousands of 
scientific articles are being written each day and information is doubling every few years. 
So students can develop the capability of information processing, which is essential to 
live competently in the current and coming Information Age. 
Furthermore, information processing also enhances the understanding and 
retention of learning materials, which are the major difficult tasks challenging EFL 
students in Taiwan. In this study, students not only collected data from the Internet, but 
also analyzed and interpreted the data and then reorganized them into meaningful 
materials relevant to the learning topics. According to research related to human 
cognition (Lindsay and Norman, 1977), long- term memory is the transfer of information 
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within the system, which includes acquisition, storage and retrieval. The structural 
components of memory do not change with age but are substantially changed in the 
control process of strategies learners use to encode information. When the newly learned 
material is “first feature analyzed perceptually, then matched against stored abstractions, 
or patterns recognized or meaning associated, it may undergo further processing by 
enrichment or elaboration...” (Myers and Perlmutter, 1978, p.192). In other words, if 
learners first carefully observe and analyze the structure of newly learned material and 
find evidence for syntactic or semantic correlation and integrate it properly within the 
structure of information already present within long-term memory, newly learned 
materials will be integrated into their long-term memory and retrieved easily when 
needed. 
That was how students in this research processed the data collected on the Internet 
in the present research: scrupulously examined newly learned materials semantically and 
syntactically and then grouped them into meaningful clusters. For example, when one 
group of students was studying the poem written for people who were bom in the 
constellation Taurus, they read through the poem and studied each word used in the poem 
with care and had a group discussion. Then they found there was a concept flowing 
between lines with such words, “My sight is fixed; my gaze unchanging, unyielding, 
inexorable, deep; I advance with steady, un-slackened, gait..(Year of the SNAKE, in - 
Carlos Legaspi's Twilight Zone, http://super.zippo.com/~twilight/ch). By carefully 
examining the semantic correlation between lines in the poetic context, students picked 
up a word, ‘constancy’, which was used at the beginning of the poem as the title of the 
cluster of words with similar meaning: Constancy: fixed; unchanging, unyielding, 
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inexorable, un-slacken. Steady. (See Appendix C-2, Students’ Key Word Notes, Group 
2). Since these words had been “analyzed perceptually”, “pattern-recognized or meaning 
associated”, processed through elaboration”, they were quickly stored together in 
students’ long-term memory and they were easily retrieved when needed. 
It is the approach of processing the input data in these activities which is matched 
with the cognitive process of data storage in the long-term memory that facilitates the 
understanding and retention of the newly learned language knowledge. So, some students 
reflected during the interview, “I think I have learned more and remembered more words 
and I feel much easier to do so than what I did before." (Class 860, No. 9); "I am glad that 
memorizing new words seems not so terrible as before."(Class 869, No. 15). 
In sum, the development of information processing abilities helps students not 
only meet the demand of being an competent people living in the Information Age but 
also enhance their acquisition and retention of data newly input in their EFL learning, 
which was the most difficult task of 79% of participating students suffered. (See Table 3) 
Discovery and Exploration 
EFL learning in this study is not a static classroom lecturing, repeating the 
pronunciation of the instructor and listening quietly to his/her translation. It is a series of 
hands-on activities to explore the new world of the target language. When every learning 
topic was set, nothing was input by the instructor except a stimulating question/ 
challenge/problem. For instance, the study of the topic of Martin Luther King’s speech “I 
have A Dream” was started with a statement by Paul Andrew, “King is the only American 
besides George Washington to have a national holiday designated for his birthday.” 
Students were curious to find out who Martin Luther King was and why he was so 
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significant to American society. Then students started their hunting, searching, 
discovering and information processing. Through the Web sites made by Seattle Times 
and Stanford University, they recognized that Martin Luther King Jr. was an advocate of 
human rights, racial equality and full blessings for Black people in American history. In 
addition to listening to King’s speech in his real voice on line, they felt the tension of race 
relations between Americans in 1960s, they explored the concept of non-violent 
movement, they browsed the archive of the dialogue between students in Alabama and 
Washington state about King, they read through the reflection of NBA players about the 
impact that King brought upon them and they dug out the story of the King’s 
assassination. 
After searching, exploration and discovery, what students have learned from the 
text “ I Have A Dream” Lesson Two of Book VI was not just what was said by King but 
what did he meant by saying that. They also discovered a large knowledge world filled 
with American history and social issues from different perspectives. The cultural shock 
they experienced in this Internet-integrated learning mode rarely occurred in conventional 
EFL classroom instruction. When students walked out of the computer lab reiterating the 
last few sentences of the speech, “...one day, the national will rise up and live out the true 
meaning of its creed: ... that all men are created equal,” it appears that students in the 
Internet-integrated framework learn not just linguistic symbols and syntax of the target 
language but also learned to explore its cultural and historical significance through the 
process of discovery with hands-on activities. 
More than discovering the cultural significance of the target language, students 
further discovered a cross-reference between Chinese and English words. In the learning 
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activity on the topic of ‘Chinese horoscope \ students selected articles from the web site, 
Twilight Zone for 12 Chinese horoscopes. Students were excited to find specific English 
words which corresponded to specific Chinese terms or Chinese philosophy, such as 
‘greatest affinity and greatest enmity’ corresponding to Chinese words’iijjg (which 
means the most and least suitable people for marriage), fixed elements corresponding to 
” (mental, wood, water, fire, earth, which are the five important elements of human 
lives according tojyi£ ). Such cross-referenced learning, or meaning association, between 
the native language and the target language made the newly learned materials properly 
integrated into the existed structure of information within long-term memory and 
promotes better acquisition and retention of the target language. Under the Internet- 
integrated learning environment, EFL learning is no longer a parroted practice, but a 
process of exploration and discovery. 
Meaning-negotiated Interaction 
During the whole process of Internet-integrated EFL learning, from the beginning 
of deciding topics for study to the end of reaching agreement of the study results, most 
learning was achieved through meaning-negotiated interaction among learners. For 
example, when studying the topic, “Chinese Horoscopes”, students were grouped 
according to the date of their own birth. Each group searched their own data on-line 
respectively. However after searching with the key word “constellation” through Yahoo, 
they didn’t find anything. They received a series of text and star graphics of stars, planets 
and other objects in space. When sitting next to a group of four students (three male and 
one female students) who were studying the constellation of Leon, I heard one male 
student complained: 
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Bl: This is ‘Tien-Wen-Hsiei’ (in Chinese, meaning ‘Astronomy”), not Constellation. 
B2: You are right! Can we find another word for Constellation? 
Gl: How about ‘horoscope’? 
Bl. I have checked it. All data comes out in Chinese and all ‘animals’. (He means the animal 
year.) 
G1: What is the difference between constellation and Astronomy? 
B3: Well, Astronomy talks about the place and shape and time of stars. Constellation talks 
about the future development of the people who were bom in this constellation and then- 
personality. (His definition is not necessarily correct but that is his ideas about the two.) 
Gl: So, it talks about people’s future, like fortunate telling, right? Why don’t we put the 
word ‘fortunate-telling’ after ‘constellation’? 
B1: Ok, try it. 
They returned to the PC screen and started another searching with the key word 
‘constellation, fortune-telling.’ They found the related sites and shared their finding with 
other groups. All other groups followed their approach and found their own constellation 
respectively. Their initial error of mistaking Constellation as Astrology might be misled 
by the Chinese expression since constellation and Astrology described in the same 
Chinese characters. The former is called and the latter is called 
(western constellation). Because they could not find appropriate data materials they 
expected from the literal translation, they went into the investigation of deep meaning 
through negotiated meaning exchanges. 
Furthermore, the first site they reached was titled Frankly Online, 
(http://www.Fpi.co.ip/forutne3.htm), and the only sentence they saw on the first page of 
this site was “ What’s your sign? Select your constellation on the Zodiac and behold - 
your horoscope”, which was the direction offered by the site designer for the visitors. 
They were confused by three key words: constellation, horoscope and zodiac. The whole 
group of research students looked at me for the answer. 
T: I am not very sure about he relation among these three words, even in Chinese. I don’t 
know much about fortune telling. 
Gl: How about dictionary? 
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Bl: Here. Mmm... (Before G1 mentioned the dictionary, B1 had started to look up in the 
dictionary) Zodiac: a diagram used by astrologers to represent the position of the planets 
and stars. It is divided into 12 sections, each with a special name and symbols. 
(It seemed that no one understood what he said based on the dictionary.) 
T: Would you mind writing down the sentence on the whiteboard? (He seemed busy with 
checking in the dictionary.) Ok, repeat the definition and I wrote it down. 
(He repeated the definition and I wrote it down for them. After reading the definition on the 
white board, some students responded.) 
G2:1 think it was constellation before. 
Gl: Me too. And what is constellation? 
Bl: (He kept on checking the dictionary.) A constellation is a group of stars, which form a 
pattern and have a name. (I wrote what he said.) 
B2: O, a constellation is a group of starts and zodiac is a group of constellation, ... 12 
constellations. 
G3: Maybe, zodiac like a map and constellation like the place or area in the map..like..like 
Chung-Chun Area (where the school is located) in Taipei and Taipei has many areas. 
G2: How about horoscope? 
B1: According to the dictionary, “Horoscope: is a forecast of events which some people 
believe will happen to you in the future Horoscope are based on the position of the stars 
when you were bom.” (I wrote the statement down and all the students were silent for a 
while.) 
B4:1 see. Horoscope is (a Chinese phrase meaning ‘abstract’) and .. 
G2: abstract (help him to find the right English word) 
B4: Right, abstract and constellation is concrete. 
Gl: What do you mean? 
B4:1 mean. I mean. Constellation really has certain stars to form a pattern in certain time, 
January, February, and etc, on the sky. We usually see in science. But horoscope is 
fortune telling based on the constellation. 
... (September, 26, 1997) 
Although there were many grammatical errors occurring in their conversation, and 
sometimes Chinese was inserted into their English dialogue, they defined these three 
confused words which have similar meaning through negotiated meaning exchanges. 
Their meaning-negotiation makes the incomprehensible input understandable and 
meaningful. 
Inductive Learning Strategies 
Based on analysis of the difficulties in EFL learning, there were 32% of the 
participating students responding to the pre-experimental questionnaire expressed the 
most difficult experience they have had in EFL learning is on grammar (verbs, tense, 
exceptional rules), 47% on vocabulary (spelling, word orders, many new words to learn, 
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definition, connotation and meanings of words), and other 21% on other four aspects (See 
Table 3). We find that the most common difficult task of the EFL high school learners in 
Taiwan is the acquisition of grammar rules and the retention of English vocabulary. 
Conventional EFL instruction seems inadequate to help students overcome difficulties of 
EFL learning. Psychologist George Miller and other researchers have found that concepts, 
meanings, and information stored in the long-term memory are grouped in meaningful 
clusters. Their research indicates that short-term memory can hold between five and nine 
random units and when related items are stored together, people can remember up to 
twenty-four words and thus words in similar meaning categories and events can be 
remembered more quickly than less related words. 
Based on Miller’s research results, students in this new learning framework were 
encouraged to analyzed and organized words, phrases and sentences which were affiliated 
with the similar meaning categories in order to develop a better and longer memory of the 
newly learned materials of the target language. In every learning activity, students were 
required to read one or two articles before coming to the group discussion. When doing 
individual reading, students were advised to take notes with Microsoft Word, listing 
words and sentences which they considered interesting or important for learning and then 
to share their findings with each other during the group discussion. After group 
discussion on the topics, every group would come up with a note by combining individual 
findings. For instance, students in the same group studying the constellation of Aquarius 
and Tiger came up with a combined note, in which a special word “paradox” was 
identified as the key word presenting the characteristic of people bom in this constellation 
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and a group of words and phrases were compiled together under the key word as a 
meaningful cluster: 
Paradox seek the unattainable 
try the untried 
love humanity but hate humans 
a gregarious loner 
passionate but not usually possessive 
possible to communicate an Aquarius with no spoken 
words 
follow but challenge the same leader 
(See Appendix C-2, Students’ Key Word Notes, Group 1.) 
In the same way, several sets of meaning-related words were grouped together in 
their notes: different words with similar meaning (zodiac/constellation/horoscope), 
similar words with different meanings (astrology/ astronomy; different/indifferent), 
different forms of one word (rebel/ rebellious; observe/observation/ 
observable/observer/Observatory), and specific terms for career (science, engineering, 
international finance, psychology, social work, sociology, music, design.). Instead of 
learning new words by repeating with the instructors and by rote memorization, new 
vocabulary was acquired by students themselves through carefully investigation, 
analytical interpretation and meaningful classification. 
Similarly, students approached their grammatical learning in such an inductive 
approach. For instance, after reading three articles related to comets, Halley’s Comets, 
Shoemaker-Levy and Hale-Bopp, students were impressed by a logical pattern of 
expression used by the scientists to present the process of their scientific discovery, from 
assumption, prediction, presentation, confirmation and finally to suggestion: 
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The expression from assumptions to conclusion 
It is speculated that... 
estimated that.... 
It predicts that.... 
demonstrates that 
suggests that... 
ascertains that.... 
(Notes of Comets, 9/19/1998) 
Instead of a deductive learning process, in which grammatical rules are taught 
separately before language learners start to explore the target language or before they try 
to make their writings, students in this new learning mode messed with the learning 
materials first and consciously analyzed and organized data which might and might not be 
related to each other and then induced systematic data bases or grammatical rules from 
the vast and unstructured linguistic input. This is the same way linguists discover 
linguistic characteristics and form grammatical patterns of the language that they study. 
Unlike the conventional method of acquiring English knowledge — repeating after 
the teacher to pronounce new words, listening to teachers' explanation for grammatical 
rules of the target language and doing intensive exercises based on the grammatical rules- 
- students in this research adapted several learning strategies, such as meaning-grouping 
of new words, and inductive grammatical rules, which makes the language learning 
materials meaningful to them and easily accommodate into learners’ long-term memory. 
Scaffolded Language Learning 
The notion of scaffolding is essential to all content areas and so is to EFL 
learning. Scaffolding is a term derived from Vygotsky's theories (1978), “conveying the 
image of an adjustable and temporary support that can be removed when no longer 
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needed by students.” It means to provide learners with ample support during the early 
stages of learning when cognitive structure is unstable and incomplete” (Brown & 
Palinscar, 1989). Educators, like masters in the apprenticeship learning model should 
offer opportunities for learners to observe, engage in, inquire and self evaluate the results 
of their own behavior. Gradually, scaffolding will be reduced, reorganized, or eliminated, 
as students become more competent in dealing with tasks. As the role of "critic" is 
transferred in stages from the teacher to the learner, metacognitive capability is developed 
(Bruer, 1993; Collins, Brown and Holum, 1991; Slavin, 1994). 
From the above definition, scaffolding assumes a great deal of interaction between 
teacher and student, with the teacher adjusting the task and the amount of support to fit 
the observed level of students’ performance. The ultimate goal is to remove the 
scaffolding as soon as the student displays sufficient skill to perform without it. In foreign 
language instruction adjusting the scaffolding is challenging because there are so many 
potential components in the scaffolded EFL learning: models of speech for 
communication, descriptions of context that requires appropriate choice of words and 
phrases, and context-specific grammatical explanations. In addition, supporting sufficient 
amount of support is another difficulty because 99.9% of EFL instructors in Taiwan are 
NNSs of the target language, because people without Chinese nationality are not qualified 
to be teachers in Taiwan. Those non-native foreign language teachers, with limited oral 
and written knowledge and skills in the target language, cannot provide diverse samples 
of the target language for scaffolding instruction. Even if the teacher is highly skilled in 
English or a native English speaker, his or her viewpoint constitutes only one aspect and 
is situated in the socially and linguistically limited context of the classroom. Scaffolding 
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of foreign language learning should be able to provide a language environment which 
attunes students' ears and eyes to the diversity of the target language. Therefore, 
scaffolding has been a difficult task for the FL instructors to put it into practice in the FL 
classroom instruction. 
By contrast, in this Internet-integrated EFL learning framework, scaffolding 
instruction/leaming occurs so naturally that learners would not sense its existence. For 
example, writing an autobiographical essay illustrates how Internet-integrated learning 
framework facilitates EFL scaffolding learning: 
When just subscribing to the International Discussion List, students were required 
to e-mail a piece of self-introduction to the list as the pre-practice of their capability for 
participating in further discussion of selected topics on line. The format of students’ 
writing was similar to each other which was actually controlled by the format of a lesson 
in the textbook:" My name is... I am .. .years old. There are (how many).. .people in my 
family. My Mom is.. My father is... They go to work by.. .(transportation). I have 
.. .brothers and sisters. ...". After months' intensive learning on the Internet with guided 
reading, they made great progress in the way they presented themselves. In order to put 
themselves into the homepage of the research, they rewrote their autobiography. They 
reviewed all the articles they had studied previously, each of which was linked to a brief 
introduction to the author or the topic figure, such as Martin Luther King, Jr., Edmond 
Halley, and scientists of NASA. In addition, they visited the White House often, because 
it is linked to the homepage of NTNU. They liked to visit there to enjoy its design and the 
introduction of American presidents and first ladies. Biographical writings posted either 
on the websites related to the topics which were studied in this research or on the White 
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House homepage are written for international viewers who read English. Those writing 
must be formally, academically written and free from grammatical errors. Thus those 
writing can serve as the best examples for scaffolding biographical writing. Before 
coming to the whole group discussion period, students reviewed one or two biographical 
writing respectively; concentrating on the word choice, grammatical rules, writing 
structure in the articles they studied. Surprisingly, students came up with a comprehensive 
investigation of the writing structure during the big-group discussion, which was 
summarized as a weekly note (See Appendix, C-3). According to their conclusion, there 
were two ways of presenting one’s biography: one was written in the chronological order, 
starting from one’s childhood to adulthood, year after year, describing one’s life to the 
most recent state; and the other was written from different aspects of one’s life, just as the 
way a resume is written: who am I; what am I doing; who or what made me decide to 
choose my career or philosophy of life and why; when is my turning point or what is the 
most influential issue in my life; and personal interests. 
In addition to writing structure, they also identified a very English-specific 
sentence structure (rarely found in Chinese), “It is ...that”, which appeared in almost 
every biography they read. According to their conclusion, the “It is .. .that” structure was 
used to strengthen a certain concept or a specific time, place, event that happens in one’s 
life or heavily influences one’s career development and the philosophy of life. The 
following excerpts were selected from the articles they had read. 
It was during his early years that Edmond Halley was given the chance to succeed... 
It was during his time at Saint Helena that Halley started his unique study into the orbits of 
comets. ... 
By studying the path of a comet that returned in 1456, 1531, and 1607, Halley observed that 
these comets had similar paths to comet seen in 1682. It was with this information that Halley 
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correctly predicted the return of this comet inl759._Itjs also for this reason that this comet 
became known as Halley's Comet, the first predicted comet. ... 
(Quoted form " Edmond Halley: Astronomer. 
http://hemes.Bryant.edu/History/Modem_SciennceFall96/Text/halley.htm) 
It is this commitment and the belief that we "all have an obligation to give something of 
ourselves to our community, " that has helped to shape her role as our nation's First Lady. 
It was Mrs. Clinton who traveled across the country talking to doctors,... people from all 
walks of life about ways to improve the current health care system ... 
(Quoted from Hillary Rodham Clinton, Biography, 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/WH/EOP/First Ladv) 
It is Uranus that rules Aquarius, making you (an Aquarius) a natural rebel. 
(Quoted from Aquarius: The Water Bearer, http://www.io.com/~fgs) 
It was during the time I was working as a research scientist with the NOAA Hurricane 
Research Laboratory in Miami that I attended law school, majoring in economic and 
environmental... 
(Francis, J. Merceret, http://auest.arc.nasa.gov/shuttle/team) 
It was the educational experience obtained in my final year of college in an advanced 
nutrition course that was most influential for me. 
(Janis Davis-Street, nutritionist of NASA Johnson Space Center, Davis 
http ://quest. arc .nasa. go v/shuttle/team/J davis .html) 
Although this grammatical rule was not taught though formal lecturing like the 
ordinary grammar courses, students discovered it from diverse biographical samples on 
the Internet. They analyzed and synthesized those data into a rule by themselves. Those 
sample articles written by native speakers with standard English and beautifully rhetoric 
writing patterns serve perfectly as a master, expert, demonstrator in the apprenticeship of 
writing. From those naturally scaffolded articles, students were shown show to organize 
the ‘It is., that ‘ structure, and in what contexts or for what purposes it was utilized. 
In addition to the grammatical structure ‘It is., that..’, there were several other 
important grammatical rules or sentence structure were discovered and learned in the 
same way by the students themselves, such as " Not until...did", "V-ing/V-en ....,", 
"Upon ..."," Under the influence of...", "Throughout my child hood, 
worked as.., chaired a (club) and etc. “ 
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Incredibly, students displayed what they have acquired from the scaffolding 
biographical writing supported by the Internet in their biographical writing: 
It was the educational experience that occurred in my final year of junior high school that 
most influential for me. My teacher encouraged me and helped d me establish my self- 
confidence. Jtwas with her encouragement and help that I finally succeeded in entering my 
ideal high school (860, 15) 
Although we are not skilled at the way of expressing our feelings, we have deep concern for 
every member of the family indeed. It is under this upbringing that I make a habit of 
concerning about others by heart instead of words.(860, 53) 
If I enter NTU (National Taiwan University) next year, I will major in laws, or finances. 
Because I want to do something important to our society. From this point, you can feel my 
characters - being enthusiastic, responsible, and loyal. Itjs my constellation that affects my 
personality. (860, 9) 
On fifth grade in elementary school, It is my teacher and friends with friendly relationship 
that gave me another war family. We still communicate with each other until now. (860, 65) 
Upon entering HSNU. I made the highest priority of club activities. ...from which I learned 
how to get along with others, how to play the guitar and what is more important, I changed 
the point of my view about the music and the society. It is during that time that I develop my 
mind a lot. (860, 32) 
It was on March 14, 1980 that a wonderful girl, called Chia-Hsuei, was bom in Taipei. (860, 
56) 
It was the summer in 1996, my junior year, that I met a by named Eric and soon fail in love 
with him. It is my first love, which is so beautiful, so incredible, that makes my life so full. 
(860, 55) 
It was in a small town near Taipei - Lu Chou - a peace and clam place that I was bom. (869, 
16) 
(Please see Appendix D-2 for more details) 
The following example will demonstrate how students learn to write their own 
biography in the chronological way by contrasting two biographical writing samples: one 
was written during the e-mail practice period in early June and the other was written in 
late December for homepage production. In this following writing sample, the student 
had integrated what she had learned from the study, either words grammatical rules, 
sentences structure or writing style. They were original copies without any corrections 
made by the teacher. 
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[The first draft of a female student’s biography in the class of 860] 
My name is Wxx-hxx Liu. I am 17 years old. I am a senior high school student now. And 
I will take JCEE next year. My favorite school and department are National Taiwan 
University and Finances. 
There are four people in my family. They are my father, mother, brother and I. My habits 
are singing, playing piano and playing basketball. 
I like to make friends with others. And I like to share my happiness and unhappiness with 
others, too. 
I think that my English will be improved by this activity. At that time, I can speak in 
English with no difficulties. I hope that my dream will come true soon in the future. 
[The second draft written in chronological pattern] 
It was on December 28, 1879 that a baby girl named Wxx Liu was bom in Taipei. That 
was me. Throughout my whole childhood, I had a very happy and wonderful country life. Not 
until I was three years old did I do to kindergarten. Compared with others there, I was the 
youngest one. But I owned all their concern and love. 
Five years later, I attended an elementary school. There I got to know many friends, and 
learned a lot of information and experiences. During that period in my life, I was an active 
girl, playing ball with boys all day long. Just because of that, I learned how to get along with 
others thereafter. 
Then I studied in a junior high school. Because all members of our school are girls, 
studying among them makes me a bit more ladylike. After passing entrance exams. I entered 
HSNU. Studying here is a different and interesting experience to me. Because it is a co-ed 
school, I can put what I learned into practice. 
At present, I study very hard to make preparations for NJCE next year. I am convinced 
that as long as I do with all my efforts, I will have a sparkling result next year. 
If I enter NTNU next year, I will major in laws, or finances. Because I want to do 
something important to our society. From this point, you can feel my characters - being 
enthusiastic, responsible, and loyal. It is my constellation that affects my personality. 
From students’ writing samples, we can tell that multi-perspective information 
resources and diverse linguistic contexts on the Internet offers an English learning 
environment which not only enriches EFL learners’ background knowledge of the target 
language but also facilities learners’ acquisition of English lexicon and grammatical rules 
as well as writing techniques through a naturally built scaffolding apprenticeship. 
Confidence in Communication with English 
One of the most difficult language proficiencies for EFL learners to acquire seems 
to be the ability of speaking, called “communicative proficiency”, particularly, use 
foreign language in context and discourse. The difficulty is serious in Taiwan’s EFL 
education, because of the great difference between Chinese and English phonological 
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elements and pronunciation habits. EFL instructors, who might have learned a eood 
amount of English lexicon and grammatical rules, and might have done well in reading 
and writing, still feel embarrassed or reluctant to speak English when teaching in class. 
Instead, they explain the target language or discuss the target language with students in 
Chinese and thus EFL learners in Taiwan have little chance to hear or to communicate in 
English during the formal EFL learning sessions. For some EFL learners, such as several 
students in this research confessed that they were "scared to death" to speak English in 
public, not to mention the fluent use of the target language in appropriate context and 
discourse. One male student in this stud} always kept silent either in reading articles or 
during oral presentations, although he e-mailed me to show his joy in participating this 
research ("Ha! Ha!,„ I am so happy!”). When he was supposed to comment on the article 
describing the constellation in which he was bom. he tried three times to open his mouth 
to say something but nothing came out. Especially when the video tape recorder was put 
right in front of him, he was totally speechless with a carefully prepared draft in hand. 
WTien the first oral presentation was videotaped, he stood in front of the camera for at 
least 5 minutes, keeping silent, staring at everybody in the seats, regardless of 
encouragement suggestions and shouting from his classmates (actually he is pretty poplar 
with his classmates for his easy personality and quite opinionate during the discussion- in 
Chinese). Eventually he gave a big bow and stepped down from the platform. 
Some EFL educators attribute such a difficulty in communication to indi\idual 
personality of being shy or being scared in taking risks. No matter what the reason is, 
many of them do not have the same difficult}’ when using their native language to express 
their idea and to communicate with other people. It is actually because they are so self- 
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conscious about grammatical correctness or accuracy of the target language when they 
talk and because they lack the confidence in their own English speaking ability. 
Nevertheless, EFL learners will never learn to use the target language in 
communicative setting without making some attempts in the target language, either 
grammatically or ungrammatically. Therefore, in this study, oral presentation has been 
extensively applied for their purpose. The case mentioned above is merely an extreme 
case of speaking anxiety in English. Most students in this study appeared to have some 
anxiety in speaking English, but they were able to speak something with well-prepared 
draft. At the beginning, most of them read the draft without raising their heads to see the 
audience and the audience was also busy reading their prepared draft of their own reports 
for the next turn. At the first time of doing reporting on ‘Chinese Horoscope 
that no one was listening to the report on the stage except their classroom teacher and the 
researcher. At the third time report on Martin Luther King, students behaviors were more 
relaxed; they started to ask the speaker to clarify some words that were not recognized or 
to explain more about the ideas presented. For example: 
(A female group was introducing the content of “I Have A Dream” by pointing out 
several sentences she thought beautifully written.) 
Gl. ... With this faith we will be able to transform the jangling discords of our nation into a 
beautiful symphony of brotherhood... 
B1: Do you know why symphony is used to describe their situation? 
G2: because in symphony, there are a group of people,... many groups of people are equal 
parts of the symphony... (G2 was in the same group of Gl) 
G1: They are equally important parts to the whole symphony. 
B2: They perform together, like teamwork 
T1: Can you explain more what kind of teamwork expected by King in his dream? 
B2: They act, or play together. 
B1: They match well with each other, (which means ‘harmoniously’) 
Tl: Harmoniously 
B2: Every part of the symphony plays or cooperates together harmoniously 
G1: like, like, black people and while people live together harmoniously like the music 
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Few turns later, a female student made an album of Martin Luther King. She 
showed to all the classmates and asked people how they feel. 
G3: This is picture of King. How do you think about him? 
G4: He looks powerful. 
T1: Do you think so, why? 
G4: Form his pictures, he face a lot of people with confidence and he seems can do himself to 
solve all the problems. (I think she meant that King looked like a person who could solve 
all the problems by himself.) 
B3:How looks ^^fjj (handsome) 
B4: He looks very nice, and every body closes to him and respect him. 
G5: Both black and while people respect him, not just black people... 
From these two excerpts, we can see that students started to talk to each other, 
trying to make sense of the learning materials they had collected and studied. 
More impressive event occurred in the last two meetings. A male student came 
into the computer lab with excitement and told the other students that he accidentally 
found a DEAF-INFO Web site made by Omer Zak about Helen Keller Jokes. That was 
the first time the study felt a little out of control of the classroom learning because the 
researcher would browse the web sites in advance before suggesting students to visit. 
This time, students came out with their own directions of learning without consulting 
with the teacher or the researcher, although the direction was still focused on the selected 
topic ‘Helen Keller.’ Nevertheless, all the students were excited to find some American 
jokes on line and were anxious to find out what American jokes looked like. After 
reading through all the jokes, they were offered time to work together, discussing and 
interpreting those jokes. After their discussion, every one of them was asked to choose a 
joke, which was thought to be most understood by him/her and gave a one or two-minute 
presentation to share their interpretation with each other. After ten minutes discussion, 
everyone including the one who used to be black out in front of the camera, came up to 
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the platform, giving their own creative interpretation without drafts at hand and making 
people laughing and shouting. In this presentation, no one was too shy or too scared to 
talk in English in public and no one cared about whether grammatically correct sentences 
were used. No drafts of presentation were needed. It seemed that they had forgot they 
were using English in communication. When their interpretation was not understood by 
other people, they turned to another alternative way to explain until the joke was fully 
accepted: 
Gl: I would like to introduce the second joke “ Q: How does Helen Keller driver? A: With 
one hand on the steering wheel, the other on the road..” Because, because.. Helen Keller 
cannot see. She has to put one hand on the road to feel the way. 
B1: Does she walk with her hands on the road? 
B2- She is an acrobat, upside down. (Everybody in the classroom was laughing ^ 
Gl: What? 
B2: No, No, No... I am just kidding. 
Gl: You know. There is a special design on the road for the blind people to walk, to , to, 
.. .to feel the road. And her feet is in the car and is busy when she is driving. You know, 
touch the brake. So, so, she doesn’t have any feet to feel the road, so she put her hand on 
the road to feel the direction. Any question? No? 
Other students: No. 
(B3 raised his hand and went up to the platform) 
B3:1 am going to talk about the joke. “Q: How did Helen bum the side of her face? A: She 
answers the iron.” Since Helen Keller cannot see. So, when the telephone rings, she pick 
up the iron and she thought it was the telephone and put it on her ear. So that she burned 
her face. 
G2: But how can she hear the telephone ring. She is deaf, too. 
B2: Is she deaf? Oh, maybe she can hear a little sound, not completely deaf. 
G3: It’s my turn. I wan to talk about the Joke ...(counting the number of the Joke) OK just 
..” Q: What happened Helen Keller fell into the well? A: She screamed and screamed until 
her hands turned blue.” Because Helen cannot talk, when she fell into the wall, she just 
waved her hand for help. 
G4: How about her screaming? 
G3: She is not really scream. The blind people talk with hands, a...a...sign language. 
Actually she is not waving her hand. She asked help with sign language, so her hands, all 
fingers moving all the time, and. and the well is ...(searching the words)^(a Chinese 
word, meaning ‘narrow’) not very wide. So her hands will hit the wall and turned blue. 
When all the jokes on the Helen Keller Web site were discussed, a girl student 
raised her voice and asked: 
G5:1 cannot understand. Is this American style of joke? Why they make fun of people like 
Helen Keller? It’s quite.. Man. little too much. 
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B4: (He is the student who found the Web site and suggested having some fun on it). 
Actually, the author has said something for that, but I didn’t read it. Do you want to 
see?... 
Other students: OK. 
Then the students returned to their PCs to find the article written by the author 
Mer Zap and printed it out for self-reading at home. They discussed their feelings about 
Omen's explanation at the next meeting. According to the explanation of Mer Zap, who is 
a deaf person, too, to tell jokes related to one’s disability is one of the means by which 
disabled people learn to cope with their situation and to establish normal relationship with 
his well-bodied peers by showing their self-confidence about his/her image. After 
laughing at the jokes, students further touched the deep inside world of the handicapped 
that they had never thought about. After the class, a girl student told me whenever she 
thought about the jokes told by handicapped people themselves, her heart felt ‘sore’ 
(which is an Chinese expression to show one’s sorrow and sadness in their deep heart and 
their feeling like to cry.). 
From this simultaneous oral presentation, we can see students make a great 
progress in expressing their ideas in English. They made jokes on other people’s talks, 
asked more explanation to clarify the idea expressed, critically analyzed the intention of 
the author and the content of the materials collected from the Internet in English. They 
read no more than their prepared English draft statement as before. What they focused on 
were the ideas or messages to be transmitted — not the grammatical correctness of their 
utterance. Although they made errors in tense coherence and in the agreement of subject 
and verb, those errors didn’t stop them keeping on their conversation, nor made some 
students black out. They communicated interactively in the target language and showed 
little anxiety during their performance on the platform. They not only opened their 
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mouths to speak English but also engaged in meaningful communication: describing, 
questioning, explaining, and negotiating. 
Further, from the excerpt of videotape transcript, the amount of the teacher’s talk 
was less than 5 minutes in the 45-minute taped learning activity. It is students, not the 
teacher, who set the learning agenda, process the learning materials and practices the 
knowledge they acquired. Students enjoyed a great degree of autonomy in their own EFL 
learning in this Internet-integrated learning mode. 
Impact on EFL Education in Taiwan 
Relieve Pressure of Revising Standard Textbooks 
The current high school English textbooks used by all the students in Taiwan were 
complied and put into practice in 1988, according to The National Standard for High 
School Foreign Language Curriculum (actually only English), which was proclaimed in 
July, 1983 by the Ministry of Education (MOE). There are six volumes of English 
textbooks, each with 14 lessons for one semester. They were complied, published and 
supplied by the MOE and edited, screened by the National Institute of Composition and 
Translation (NICT). The standardized high school textbooks enjoy an official status, used 
by an estimated one million senior high school students in Taiwan, free of charge, and 
serves as the major resources for the test materials of National Joint College Entrance 
Examination. All the textbooks come with teacher’s guide and complementary audiotapes 
for the reading section. It is a very exhausting task to revise national textbooks: first 
recruit the editing and screening committee members, conduct numerous and prolonged 
meetings to negotiate what and how to revise the textbooks, rewrite or recollect learning 
materials, edit and screen the materials, reprint, republished and distribute to all the high 
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school students in Taiwan. Then teacher’s guide and audio-video tapes are reproduced 
and in-service training programs are held to show teachers how to use those newly 
published textbooks and teaching aids. It takes years and tons of money to do so. That is 
why the textbooks published in 1988 are still used today. As far as the content of the 
textbooks is concerned, most of articles compiled into the textbooks were written around 
1970s. For instance, Comets, Lesson 2, Book 5, was adapted from Scientific English 
Reading, published by Longmont in 1972; Alfred Nobel- A Man of Contrasts, Lesson 10, 
book 5, was adapted from Reading for Adults, 3, 1977. In other words, the learning 
materials currently used in the Taiwan high school foreign language education were 
written 20 years ago. During the twenty years, computer technology has transferred 
several generations and so are the social values, living styles, and languages used by 
people to communicate with each other. Doubtlessly, it is required to update the language 
learning materials with changes of time and social structure. This is the reason why 68% 
of the subjects interviewed evaluated the current textbooks as “boring, stiff, out of date, 
isolated from the cultural staff and social issues of the target language” and 93% thought 
the textbooks do not fit into “individual needs, interest and expectation” at all. (See Table 
12). It takes great amounts of expense of dollars and human efforts to revise the 
nationalized textbooks just at one time. 
Hopefully, the Internet-integrated learning mode relieves the hopelessness and 
heavy load of revising textbooks. Each lesson in the textbooks serves merely as a 
suggested topic selection for EFL learning on the Internet as well as a reference for 
deciding difficult levels of learning materials for different learners. With well-constructed 
web sites by experts and professionals in the related field, which supply rich and diverse 
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knowledge from different perspectives on almost every subject and updates its 
information weekly or monthly, the Internet-integrated EFL learning framework 
supplements the incomplete and obsolete EFL learning materials in Taiwan. 
Meet Demands of Human Resources 
In addition to vast and diverse English learning materials, the internet-integrated 
learning mode provides human resources for idea exchanges and learning and teaching 
consulting: live chat with NASA scientists either female or male for scientific knowledge 
of space adventure and their personal career development in science; consulting online 
experts in Global SchoolNet for designing learning activities and recruiting collaborative 
partners; communicating and problem solving with language educators on TESL 
discussion lists. Those human resources are of great value for EFL teachers in Taiwan. It 
is easily seen that a group of English teachers after class argue or discuss about exact 
patterns of syntax or correct interpretation of an English sentence. Take the following 
sentences as an example: 
Q: Do you want to come to my birthday party tonight? 
Al: No, thanks. 
A2: Thanks. 
Teachers should all know that Al is correct but most of them are not sure whether 
A2 is correct or not. If it is right, what does it mean? They usually have a long discussion 
and search for reference, but the results are not often satisfying or convincing to the 
teachers in questions. Teachers often get stuck when introducing a grammatical rule 
without a logical explanation. For example, a rule says that please is an adverb but unlike 
most other adverbs, please cannot be modified with very and most. In other words, we can 
say very fast, most easily but we cannot say very please or most please. The reason is 
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unknown to most EFL teachers In Taiwan. Much worse, students always like to bring 
some sentences which look ungrammatical from English magazines (e.g. Times, News 
Week) to their English teachers for explanation. If the teacher cannot answer the question, 
some of them might refer those sentences as 'a customary usage or an exceptional case. It 
is believed that words or sentences which appears in English publications must be 
acceptable by the English-spoken readers, although they might not in accordance with 
grammatical rules. In such as case, teachers feel frustrated and students consider teachers 
incompetent. That is why a student in this research said that being a good teacher is never 
using ‘colloquial usage or customary usage” as an excuse to cover their ignorance. 
English teachers in Taiwan always expect a native English speaker serving as a language 
consultant at school, whom they might reach when needed. However, people who are not 
Taiwanese citizens are not allowed to teach in public schools. Hopefully, Internet 
resources solve the problem that has been bothering the EFL instructors in Taiwan for 
years. 
In sum, Internet-integrated English learning mode not only frees EFL teachers in 
Taiwan from the restrains of conventional English learning materials and become 
sensitive and well informed about the target language but also supports them with diverse 
human resources for instructional consulting. 
Break through Departmentalism among Academic Subjects 
There is a Chinese saying, “different academic fields are like the opposite sides of 
a mountain, untouchable and never overlapped. Therefore, subject matter scholars and 
teachers rarely conduct cross-disciplinary dialogue, not to mention collaborative learning 
and instruction. They will not trespass each other’s field and consider their own most 
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significant to education. Their isolation and self-possession is teased as departmentalism. 
Nevertheless, information networks has tom down their walls and call for collaboration. 
Under the format of our research activities, there is no lesson specified on just one subject 
matter. Taking the project of “ Alfred Nobel” as an example, it involves not only 
anthropological learning (Nobel's biography, his will and his career development), but 
also science history (the invention and application of dynamite), social study 
(organization and management of Nobel Foundation, its tasks and the selection of Novel 
Laureates), physiology (the discovery of Prions, a new biological principle of infection on 
human brains by Stanley B. Prusiner, the 1997 Nobel Laureate in Medicine) and science 
(the development of methods to cool and trap atoms with laser light by Steven Chu, the 
1997 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry). There are the similar situation of interdisciplinary 
learning in other lessons. It is almost impossible to find an Internet learning project 
confined to only one subject matter, which contrasts sharply with conventional classroom 
instmction in which every discipline is taught exclusively. In such a learning mode, 
English is not a subject to be learned in isolation, but a subject inevitably integrated into 
any other content-based leaning. This is how English acquired by NSs. 
Redefine Teacher-student Role in EFL Learning 
Student's role—active, responsible, and autonomous learners 
Among the whole procedure of this research, learning activities mostly were 
conducted through collaboration, - from choosing topics for deeper exploration, data 
collecting from the Internet, analyzing and organizing data collected, grouping based on 
individual interest on the subtopics, and finally presenting their studying results literally 
and orally. Students were engaged directed with learning material, with their peers, with 
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the teacher and with the modem technology, thus arousing rich social discourse between 
student-student and student teacher either in the computer lab or in the classroom 
activities. They become more active and responsible for their own learning. 
Further, students in the Internet-integrated activities, do not need to wait for a 
calling or an permission to talk, and enjoys more control over what topics to discuss and 
write about, as opposed to traditional foreign language teaching in Taiwan where the 
themes and content are designed by the teacher, or controlled by the textbooks. Students 
are able to communicate their thoughts at their own pace without conforming to teachers' 
agenda or being confined by the syllabus of standard textbooks, leading to further 
opportunities for self-expression. This is a very significant change among Chinese 
students, who are used to be quite and passive as humble and shy listeners. Here, they 
have their own voice and freedom to talk. As numerous educators (Freire, 1970, 
Vygotsky, 1978; Burner, 1987; Belmont, 1989; Cooper and Selfe, 1990) emphasize that it 
is important for people to develop an inner voice which provides a person with a sense of 
control or mastery and which is especially important for language learning, because it 
ensures a move towards autonomy in their own language learning. 
Teacher's role - facilitator, guide and co-learner 
At the same time, in this research, we can found a dramatic shift in authority from 
teacher to student. According to the September 26 recorded learning activity in the 
classroom discussion (See Appendix C-l), 84% of the sentences were spoken by students 
in discussion, and 73% topics raised by students for turn taking and 77% students’ 
statement and question were directed to each other and only 23% were directed to the 
teacher. It shows that the teacher was no longer the only authority supplying learning 
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information and comments in the Internet learning mode. Learning can occur by probing 
open-ended problems without a teacher who directs all the activities and presents in 
discrete chunks of knowledge in details for students to recall later on tests. 
As a matte of fact, teachers in the Internet-integrated learning mode are more than 
information givers; they are facilitators, guides, and co-learners. As facilitators, teachers 
provide experiences and appropriate learning environments (suggesting web sites and 
written resources for students to visit), design activities (integrating different kinds of 
activities working on the Internet environment), and create opportunities for students to 
work collaboratively and solve the problems that students encounter. The teacher helps 
students develop the ability to process information and the strategies of self-learning. It is 
the teacher who makes the new learning mode possible and feasible. 
Teachers here also play complex and varied roles as guides. They mediate, model, 
and coach. When mediating student learning, teachers have to constantly adjust the level 
of information and support according, such as from NASA's activities to curriculum 
based activities to meet students' needs. They also help students link new information to 
prior knowledge/individual knowledge, and refine their problem-solving strategies. As 
modeling, teachers use brainstorming (e.g. group discussion for topic selection, key word 
searching, and data interpretation), incubation (e.g. interrogation critical thinking) and 
demonstration (e.g. computer manipulation and organizing notes), when needed. 
Coaching involves giving hints or cues, providing feedback orally or literally, refocusing 
students' efforts, assisting students in applying a strategy, and providing procedural and 
factual knowledge (especially computer operation). As guides, teachers have to listen 
actively to students conversation and skillfully in questioning techniques, helping 
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students in deciding which ideas are appropriate to present, which writing structure to 
use and how to work on their own sentences and vocabulary. 
Because given diverse opportunities and challenges on the Internet learning 
environment, teachers are co-learners and knowledge-co-builders right alongside 
students. When discussion topics related to scientific and other investigations with 
practicing professionals (Mars exploration or Stanley's discovery of Prions, the cause of 
Alzheimer's disease), teachers themselves needed to explore new frontiers, involved in 
some other fields that they have never met before, and became producers of knowledge 
in the building knowledge with students. As computer technology is concerned, 
sometimes, students are the teachers and teachers are the learners. The following 
message tells how the teacher learned with students. (Susan is a student sitting next the 
teacher when the computer lesson was instructed. Teenagers are always faster learners 
than the adults are.) 
Date: Fri, 6 Jun 1997 15:07:57 +0800 (CST) 
Subject: Phone you tonight. 
Dear Fen: 
How exciting it is to be able to send messages through the computer. So far I have received 
three letters and I have sent three letters, too. Thanks to Susan, who gave me wonderful 
instructions, I can now enjoy writing E-mail messages. I'll phone you tonight. 
Yours, 
Yu-Ching Huang 
As another English teacher, Ms. Hsiei said when reviewing what she has learned 
from participating in this research, “ Without joining this research, I might have little 
thought to find out the cause for winning the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physiology nor have I 
paid attention to the artistic design on the surface of the medal of Nobel Prize.” 
(Interview, January 20, 1998). She was involved in the knowledge which was new to her 
by guiding a group of students who were supposed to introduce the design of Nobel 
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Prize medals, including the originality and the meaning of the symbol carved in the 
medals, the poem and the quoted statements and materials and size of the medals. It is 
likely that teachers and students have different focuses (e.g. teachers focusing on the 
literature perspective and students on the design features) when approaching materials 
collected from the Internet. While, they learned together for different issues according to 
their respective interests and language capabilities. Obviously, teachers in the Internet 
integrated mode will never be replaced by computers, as most people are worried. Their 
role is transformed from the only character in one-person play to a new position- a 
facilitator, a guide and a co-learner in a play of multi-characters who actively interact 
with each other. Although no longer being the main character in the educational stage, 
the teacher is upgraded to be a playwright and a director of a play in the classroom 
setting, decisive and influential. Certainly, this role upgrading requires more 
professional training and personal commitment to master the new mode of EFL learning. 
Conclusion 
EFL learning on the Internet is not merely free EFL education in Taiwan from 
the scarcity of authentic and updated information input, but also releases the lack of NSs' 
immediate intuition for language monitoring among NNS instructors by providing rich 
and diverse English materials and human resources. It further bridges the differences 
and indifference among diverse subject matters and advocate interdisciplinary 
collaborative learning and teaching. Most of all, it transfers e role-play in the EFL 
learning classroom, re-distributes learning responsibilities between teacher and student 
and affects the application of learning strategies and learners’ performance. This new 
learning mode does not serve for factual knowledge accumulation and technique 
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development of taking standard tests, but encourages learning for language itself as well 
as for learners’ interests and needs. Instead of rote memorization, learners are 
empowered to conduct active and autonomous learning, knowing how to formulate and 
frame their questions, where and how to obtain relevant information, how to organize 
and to build knowledge from numerous sources from different perspectives, and to think 
and to act efficiently upon the information they collect. In short, in this study, students 
have learned to do critical inquiry, dynamic thinking, productive, collaborative action in 
constructing their own knowledge. 
Feasibility of Integration 
The final issue this research deals with the feasibility of integrating Internet 
Resources into EFL classroom learning in Taiwan. It is essential to consider how to 
implement a new learning method into the existing learning framework, especially into 
the learning environment where curriculum standards, uniform textbooks and teaching 
equipment are proclaimed and supplied by the government, leaving little freedom for 
educators to experiment educational innovations in their classroom instruction. 
Compatibility with Standard Textbooks 
Frankly speaking, the issue of compatibility between the new learning mode and 
the EFL learning framework currently practiced in Taiwan was not seriously considered 
at the beginning of this research. The major concern at that time was put on how teachers 
or educators in the world design online collaborative learning projects and what the 
ordinary procedure was for implementing those online learning projects. After years long 
observation and investigation of online learning activities, the ordinary procedure of 
initiating an online cross-cultural and cross-country collaborative learning can be 
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generalized as the following: 1) set teaching and learning objectives; 2) design learning 
activities by referring to activities which have been successfully implemented or by 
consulting online educational experts such as those in the SchoolNet or in the Learning 
Circle, who are experienced in designing online programs and in helping novice teachers 
design their own learning activities; 3) post the design on discussion lists (e.g. TESL, 
TESL-CA) for comments suggestions of from other teachers; 4) formally post the 
learning activity at least four weeks ago through discussion lists (e.g. Hilites), which 
especially serve as a bridge for teachers or educators who search for collaborative 
partners and teachers who are looking for activities to participate for their classes (See 
Appendix B-l); 5) communicate with class teachers of participating classes and then 
start the learning activity as scheduled. 
The present research project was developed by strictly following the ordinary 
procedure of initiating online learning activities. Before posting a self-designed learning 
project on line to formally invite partners from other countries, students in this research 
were offered opportunities to get familiar with the online collaborative learning activities 
and to master the computer knowledge and skills for participating in the online learning 
activities. While students were learning computer techniques required to work on the 
Internet during the first three months of this research, students were guided to monitor the 
interactions between participating classes in existing learning activities such as “Multi¬ 
calendar” and “GeoGame” in the SchoolNet and to visit online archives to find how 
online learning activities were practiced previously and how people commented on those 
actives. Students also subscribed to the International Discussion List to practice the 
computer knowledge and skills just learned. Most online learning partners exchange their 
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ideas and share information and findings through e-mail correspondence and computer 
transfer engine (e.g. FTP). However, when students got ready for participating online 
learning activities around middle May, there were no activities available for them us to 
join because of the difference of school calendars in different countries. The spring term 
semester in Taiwan starts from early February to the late June 30 but in most western 
countries, especially in the United States, the spring term smelter starts from early 
January to middle May. Therefore, when students was ready for online participation in the 
middle May, most online activities came to the end and there were no activities held 
during the summer vacation. The only learning activity which could be found online at 
that time was NASA’s Shuttle Team Online (STO), whose learning activities is for the 
whole year. STO was the only one online project that students could join and it is an 
excellent one. By joining STO’s learning activities, students had the opportunity to “join 
the men and women who make the Shuttle fly and learn about their diverse and exciting 
careers” and to “peek behind the scenes as these folks train the astronauts, prepare the 
Shuttle between missions, launch the Shuttle, successfully execute the mission from 
Mission Control and safely land the Shuttle and return it to the Kennedy Space Center.” 
During the summer vacation from July to late August, students were fully engaged in 
STO’s learning activities, visited NASA’s homepage, played around graphics and 
animation of space adventure, read materials weekly posted by STO and followed 
direction to read the autobiography of NASA’s scientists on line who was scheduled to 
conduct on-line chat with participating students once a week. All the learning activities 
were processed smoothly except online chatting with NASA’s scientists. It was the 
problem of different time zones between Taiwan and the Untied States. E-mail from the 
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program director noticed us that students were scheduled to chat with Mike Ciannilli, at 
10:00 AM on 8, August 1997. But when all the students were waiting with excitement in 
front of the PC screens with prepared questions in hands and ready to talk online, students 
were not allowed to get in the chatting room ever with assigned password. After e-mail 
communicating with the program director, we found it was the misinterpretation of the 
time schedule. There are 9 hours time lag between Taiwan and western American and 
thus the exact time for the chatting time was at 9:00 PM in the Wednesday evening at 
Taiwan time. Anyway, the second time of chatting was worked out at some student’s 
home. However, such a late schedule is not appropriate for conducting online school 
activity because computer labs at school were closed at five and students had to find some 
other place to do it, such as or an Internet coffee shop. No coffee shop could 
accommodate 40 students at the same time. Besides, most students are not supposed to 
leave home at that time. This experience shows that time-zone issue is another major 
concern for conducting cross-country collaborative learning activities. 
Nevertheless, through participating in Shuttle Team Online, students in this 
research learned to search data, which they needed quickly and exactly on the Internet, to 
download both text and graphics into their disks and format the downed data with 
Microsoft Words tools. They also learned what synchronous communication online was 
and how to do it. 
On August, 26, 1997, one week before the fall semester started, a meeting was 
held to reflect what activities had been done during the past research period, and had 
students evaluate their own learning results and at the same time, an online collaborative 
activity newly designed for the coming semester learning, which was supposed to post 
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online to invited participating partners from other countries. During the reflection 
meeting, students raised a very practical and serious issue that the content of research 
activities was a complete different set of learning materials from that of the school 
English textbooks. Learning from the past research activities, they recognized that to 
learning English on the Internet was not so relaxing and easy as they expected. Actually, 
learning on the Internet was much heavier than learning in the conventional EFL 
classroom. From searching various articles online to intensive reading from classroom 
discussions and online chatting, every learning activity took time and effort and students 
were afraid that they might not be able to take good care of research activities and school 
learning at the same time, especially the coming NJCE, which would make them 
extremely exhausted in the coming year. They expressed that they liked the research 
activities very much but they hoped study load from the research activities could be 
lighter or the content of the research activities could be related to that of school English 
learning. From their reflection and comments, we can find an evidence that under 
Taiwan’s educational environment, with standardized learning materials, inflexible 
learning schedule and a strict screening system, ordinary online learning activities which 
have been extensively practiced in the western countries do not fit properly into Taiwan’s 
educational system. Teachers and students in western countries, especially the United 
States, enjoy much more freedom in deciding what learning materials to learn, what 
methods to use for their own learning and how to assess learning results and the topics of 
online collaborative learning activities can be used as the major learning materials for 
classroom learning. However, in Taiwan, teaching strategies might be flexible but the 
learning materials are unchangeable. In order to avoid preparing two sets of learning 
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materials at the same time, the meeting came to the conclusion of combining the content 
of the Internet-integrated learning activities with that of school textbooks, Book 5. In 
other words, the topics selected for learning were corresponding to each lesson of school 
textbook, and learning framework of the Internet-integrated EFL learning was switched 
from the subject-based (e.g. learning space science, multiculture or literature) to the 
theme-based (lessons of the textbooks). In such a combination, EFL learning on the 
Internet would enhance their school learning rather than conflict with or distract students 
from their school learning. Research results has proved that it is a right transition, not 
only relieving students’ from the burden of overlearning but also warmly accepted by the 
EFL teachers, parents and educational administrators because what the research has done 
was closely related to school courseware and has potentially contributed to students’ 
performance in the NICE. 
In order to implement the new learning mode into Taiwan’s current educational 
system, the issue of compatibility of the Internet-integrated learning mode to standardized 
textbooks should be considered seriously and be skillfully orchestrated. 
Proper-screening of Subtopics 
Unlike data complied in the standardized textbooks which are well arranged to fit 
into a certain difficult level of words and content knowledge, data collected from the 
Internet are so diverse, authentic and uncontrollable, which are very likely beyond 
learner’s comprehension. Sometimes those data are so advanced that they can not be 
reached a comprehensible status through meaning-negotiated interaction among learners. 
For example, data collected under the learning topic “Alfred Nobel” 
(http://www.nobel.se/alffed), cover a wide range of subtopics, including the introduction 
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to the Nobel Prize and all the laureates, Alfred Nobel’s life, will and work, the 
organization and management of Nobel Foundation, the information about selection of 
the laureates, and all the essays and archives related to Nobel Prizes and Alfred Nobel. 
Participating students usually grouped themselves according to the subtopics they were 
interested in. Because the content of those data posted on the Internet is a representation 
of writing styles and writing techniques of the authors, with little concern about the 
diverse levels of readers’ language capability. Before reading through the articles, student 
never knew whether the articles were manageable to their own language capability or not. 
They chose a specific subtopic for further study completely depending on the first 
impression of the title of the subtopic. Thus some students encountered difficult time in 
reading and interpreting some data which were much beyond their English ability. Take 
the activity in studying Alfred Nobel as an example. A group of students (three male 
students) chose to study the contribution of the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physiology. After 
reading the released article by the Nobel Foundation with the help of their English 
teacher, they still had trouble in catching up with the essence of the latest medical 
discovery and the theories the discovery was based on. Their difficulty was caused by a 
number of special medical terms used in the articles. According to students’ reflection, 
they thought those difficult words were not only hard to pronounce, hard to guess 
meanings from the contexts but also hard to connect them to certain scientific concepts. 
Beside the content of the subtopic (dealing with the investigation of a disease that some 
aged people have suffered,) seemed quite far from their interest and immediate concern. 
Most of all, students didn’t have much background knowledge about it. Those 
difficulties not only distracted their attention from exploring the ideas or concepts the 
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author tried to pass over but also frustrated their confidence in their own English ability. 
Three students in this team said during the interviews that this was the most difficult 
experience they had had in all the research activities. This experience suggests that not all 
the articles on the Internet can be comprehensible to the students through negotiated 
meaning exchanges or frequent practice of language output. It is the problem of the nature 
of the language used in the data and the concepts between the lines. 
Although L2 researchers suggested that when the target language is used as a 
medium to learn subject matters, Mathematics and science topics should come before the 
social study because the latter entails the use of a wider range of vocabulary and structure 
and is less tied to the concrete.” (Krashen, 1985). However, it was not necessarily true in 
the present research. According to students’ response, they were much more interested in 
the topics related social studies (e.g. Martin Luther King’s life and works, Helen Keller 
jokes, Alfred Nobel’s conflicts and the Chinese Horoscopes) rather than scientific study, 
such as the case mentioned above). The former is mostly related to human life and 
interpersonal interaction, such as the topic of Chinese Horoscope which describes 
behavior patterns and personality features of the people bom in a certain horoscope and 
further predicts or suggests suitable majors for college majors and career development or 
suitable people to fall in love with. What is discussed is closely and immediately related 
to students' personal experience and couture development. And the language used in the 
articles is something frequently appearing in their daily conversation. 
Results shows that topics for theme-based EFL learning should be manageable as 
well as interesting to most students who are in the same class or from the similar cultural 
background or at same age level, and the vocabulary used in the data are better those that 
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students might apply to their daily communication or in succeeding writing or in further 
reading of other content areas. 
Focus on Pedagogical Goal 
Although this research stresses learner-centered and autonomous learning, 
teachers are still the key ingredients for a successful learning on the Internet. Experienced 
educators, such as Clifford Stoll (1995) have warned that the overloaded information on 
the Internet would cause a decrease in people’s ability to distinguish the good information 
from the at least unnecessary and at most bad information. Learning guide is a necessary 
anchor to direct students’ searching and to filter relevant information on the Internet. In 
addition, travelling on the Internet world resplendent with variegated graphics and 
sounds, students are easily attracted by those spicy materials on the Internet and wander 
away from where they are supposed to be, like a countryside boy who first visits New 
York and gets lost. The phenomenon did happen when students were taught the 
knowledge and skills of downloading graphics, animated pictures and sound from the 
Internet. They browsed through every comer of the Internet and reiteratively practiced 
newly learned skills, completely absorbed in the technological attraction and forgetting 
their mission of language learning. Students heavily bias to the technology knowledge 
and techniques, and easily get lost in the Internet jungle, loosing their ground and 
linguistic focus. In such a situation, even with vast comprehensible input, learners do not 
consciously interact with linguistic data or conduct meaningful negotiation with each 
other in the target language. Students are still unable to acquire the target language either 
semantically or syntactically. It is teachers who should help students steer their searching 
direction and anchor their learning focus when students are wandering on the Internet. 
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Accordingly, it is crucial for teachers to browse web site and to filter data related to 
learning topics in advance and to suggest relevant and appropriate web sites for students 
to visit. 
In order to direct studnets’ focus on data collected on the Internet, a learning guide 
with several questions or problems will be very helpful. The following is an example of 
guided question for ‘Chinese Horoscopes.’ and it was distributed to students before data 
process was conducted. 
1. What do I leam from the constellation which I was bom in? 
2. How do I feel about my own personality or characteristics? 
3. What kinds of statements or predictions about people bom in this 
constellation are matched with your own experience and expectation and 
what are not? 
4. What words, phrases and sentences are utilized to describe people born in 
this constellation? Are those words suitable for picturing myself? 
From this point of view, teachers in the Internet-integrated learning mode are as 
essential as they are used to be in the conventional EFL learning classrooms and 
sometimes much more decisive than ever in ensuring the success of students’ learning on 
the Internet. 
Considering Language Teachers’ Expertise or Interest 
Although researchers suggested that in the content-based or theme-based 
ii 
(including more than one content areas) language instruction , the target language be used 
11 Content-based instruction: ESL, bilingual or foreign language teachers use instructional materials, learning 
tasks, and classroom techniques from academic areas as the vehicle for developing language, content, 
cognitive, and study skills The target language is used as a medium of instruction for math, science, social 
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to learn another academic subjects and the subject matter be taught by the subject matter 
teachers, or content teachers (e.g. Astronomy, mathematics, Science or history), who are 
familiar with the process of language acquisition, and who are tolerant of student output 
errors and sensitive to student comprehension and non-comprehension. (Krashen, 1985). 
However, it is quite unrealistic view. In most foreign language learning environment, it is 
very difficult to find content teachers familiar with the process of second language 
acquisition and sensitive to students’ language output. Take Taiwan’s education as an 
example, most content teachers do not speak much English, like those content teachers in 
the United States, who seldom deliver their instruction in any other foreign language than 
in their own native language. Besides, most content teachers may perceive language 
learning to be entirely outside their field and thus reject the proposed involvement in this 
kind of collaborative exercise. So that, it is most likely that the content-based language 
learning program is conducted solely by the language teacher, without the cooperation of 
the content teachers. If the content knowledge or learning techniques are far from the 
language teacher’s professional expertise or personal interest, it will bring the language 
teachers extremely high anxiety in dealing with the content instruction. 
“...when students participated in the learning activities of Shuttle Team Online, I felt 
quite nervous since I have little idea about what was discussed by the scientists on line.... I 
didn’t know how to guide students to form their inquiry and how to respond when they were 
scheduled to chat with some scientist on the Internet... “ (Teacher 1,2/10 during the 
interview) 
studies and other academic subjects. Instruction is usually given by a language teacher or by a content 
teacher or both. 
In one hand, the language teachers who are deficient in the professional 
knowledge of the content areas might put themselves in an uncomfortable position of 
being less knowledgeable than their student is, or as ignorant as their students. On the 
other hand, they may lack the expertise in forming questions challenging the learners to 
explore as well as in responding to students' puzzles. In other words, if a foreign language 
course integrated with content courses, it is essential for the language teachers to be 
familiar with the materials of the content or to be interested in the content knowledge. 
Certainly, the best policy for the content-based EFL learning is to cooperate with the 
content teachers who have a high level of interests and commitment in language 
education. While it is rarely available in the real instructional situation of EFL learning. 
Therefore, topics or themes from other content areas, which are supposed to be explored 
by the students, should be not only closely related to students’ interest and concern but 
also corresponding to teachers' expertise and interest or attainable by the language 
teacher's learning capability. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The present research has demonstrated that it is feasible to integrate the Internet 
learning mode into a Taiwanese high school EFL classroom. However, it is inevitable to 
encounter some issues when a new learning mode is implemented into an existing 
instructional system, and there is no exception here. In order to integrate the Internet 
learning mode into Taiwan’s EFL education, it is equally important to recognize its 
limitations as well as to know its potential contribution. Furthermore, it is necessary to 
develop collective recognition of the value of this learning mode among educators and to 
make constant commitments to resolve issues and remove limitations. Accordingly, 
recommendations which might help in the integration of the Internet-based learning mode 
into Taiwan’s EFL education are as. 
Reduce Number of Topics in Standard Textbooks 
Since the content of the textbooks is the major reference for topic selection in 
both traditional instruction and an Internet-integrated learning mode, it is important to 
orchestrate both learning structures as one. The new learning mode, which emphasizes 
learner-centered activities with hands-on experience in processing linguistic input through 
meaning-negotiated interaction and comprehensible output either in writing or in speech, 
requires a lot of time and personal commitment. However, in every volume of high 
school textbook in Taiwan, there are 14 lessons in a single textbook, each of which is 
supposed to be learned for 8 hours per week. If every topic is studied in a way which the 
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present research has practiced (searching data online, analyzing, organizing and 
interpreting data through both individual pre-reading and group discussion, presenting 
learning results literally and orally, and finally consciously examining key words and 
grammatical rules occurring in the data studied) the schedule is too tight to make every 
learning step complete and precise. Indeed, 75% of participating students interviewed felt 
that the learning schedule was so tight that they could not make every learning activity 
always well done (See Question 8, “Interview with Participating Students”, Chapter, IV). 
Additionally, each lesson in the standardized textbook is rarely related to each 
other, especially with respect to focus and content areas. For instance, in the Books 5, 
Lesson 13 is “Three Days to See” by Helen Keller and Lesson 14 is “ Acid Rain”, a 
scientific article and Lesson 15 is prose, titled “ Forgiveness: The Saving Grace.” Each 
lesson deals with different concepts within different content areas. Therefore, when 
iii 
students just pass through their “ first few pages” of a new concept or a new author’s 
hard going, they might be discouraged from continuing study and have to start another 
“first few pages.” If a lesson had some certain connection to the previous lesson, it would 
be much easier for the learners to approach a new lesson with the knowledge they just 
acquired. Then, students would be able to get deeply involved in topic by taking 
advantage of the overlap in content and language. Thus, it will be more realistic to reduce 
the number of learning topics into three major ones in a semester, corresponding to the 
iii 
Note: “First few pages” effect, refers to the ‘initial difficulty’ when one starts to read a new author’s 
book. Passing through the hardness of the ‘first few page’, the rest of the book will be much easily to 
understand. This is due to the content, the story, the vocabulary is new in the initial stage, and in addition, 
readers have not adjusted to the author’s style. 
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academic schedule in Taiwan (three times of monthly assessment in a semester) and each 
topic covers two or three articles for students to explore. Provided with learning materials 
and suggested learning activities from standard textbooks, students and teachers are still 
free to search for their own learning materials, practice new learning strategies and 
contribute their learning experience to the original suggested learning framework in the 
textbooks. 
Increase Interdisciplinary Connections 
Technology Education is not a new course, which is one of the required courses in 
Taiwan’s secondary schools. But the technology courses are considered as an independent 
subject matter, not concerned with other subject matter. It is mainly taught as an 
extracurricular course related to such areas as manufacturing, mechanic graphics and 
simple programming and rarely used to enhance students’ learning in other subject areas, 
especially core courses, such as math, science, language arts, social studies and so forth. 
Thus, what students have learned from Technology Education can not be applied to learn 
other subject matters. For example, 12th graders who have taken two-year (four-semester) 
computer lessons still didn’t know how to use a mouse to control the cursor on a 
computer screen when the World Wide Web was introduced to them. I told them it was 
improper to shut down the windows as they did under DOS system and showed them the 
proper way of turning off computers by pointing to the ‘cross’ (X) sign at the upper-up 
comer of the window. I demonstrated the action with my finger to touch the cross sign, 
which I drew on the whiteboard. More than half of the students touched the ‘cross’ sign at 
the upper-right comer of the windows with their fingers, and the others looked at me with 
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3. questioning eye. From that time on, I knew I could not rely on their previous computer 
knowledge too much and taught them as computer novices, step by step with detailed 
explanation and demonstration. Nevertheless, the way I taught computer knowledge was 
still considered too fast for some students to follow. 
However, it is not practical to expect language teachers to teach computer lessons 
before applying the Internet-integrated learning mode into their EFL instruction, like the 
way I did. It will be helpful if the computer lessons taught by Computer teachers in the 
formal school schedule (two hours a week) of Technology Education. If subject matter 
teachers (e.g. math, science, English teachers) and computer teachers can acknowledge 
the value of interdisciplinary supportive relationship between them and conduct frequent 
communication on the potential and methods of cooperative instruction to meet each 
other’s needs, it will be much more feasible and effective to integrate Internet resources 
into EFL learning. 
Convince and Support Teachers 
According to the questionnaires returned from 106 teachers who attended the 
lectures in which this research was presented in the Sixth International Symposium and 
Book Fair and two other seminars of EFL instruction, 81 percent of those EFL teachers 
have personal computers at home but only 53 percent of those who have PCs at home use 
computers often (See Table 15). The computer software that is most used by those EFL 
teachers is PE3, a Chinese-English word processing; it is mainly used to make test papers, 
to establish a personal database of instructional materials and to maintain the record of 
students’ performance. Only 7% of the EFL teachers who use computers often at home 
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have ever browsed the World Wide Web or done purchasing things on line and none of 
them used computers in their classroom instruction. 
From those data, we find that there is a high percentage of PC ownership 
among EFL teachers in Taiwan, but low rate of their making use of computers or Internet 
resources in their EFL classroom instruction. 
Table 19 EFL teachers’ PC Experiences and Will 
PC Ownership Frequency of Using PC Internet + EFL 
Lectures 
Yes No 
Often 
(Word/WWW) 
Seldom Yes No Depends 
1 45 3 32(32/6) 16 14 0 34 
2 32 14 14(14/3) 32 3 7 36 
3 33 9 26(26/1) 16 6 5 31 
Total 
110 
(81%) 
26 
(19%) 
72(72/10) 
(53%) 
64 
(47%) 
23 
(17%) 
12 
(9%) 
101 
(74%) 
The above data represent the responses to the questionnaire B, which was 
especially designed for teachers’ feedback and comments on this research project. Those 
data were supported by the teachers who attended my presentation on this research project 
in one English conference and two in-service teacher-training seminars. The former was 
an international conference for EFL instructors from Asian countries, called the Sixth 
International Symposium and Book Fair on English Teaching, held at National Taiwan 
Normal University, on November 14-16, 1997. The latter two were the seminars of the 
Application of Computer Networks in English Teaching, one held by Fu-Hsing Industry 
and Commerce College on December 10, 1997, and the other held by Chung-Shen High 
School on March 10. People attending the first conference were interested in applying 
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computer technology in EFL education. The other two seminars were formal in-service 
training programs supported by the Ministry of Education, one for English teachers 
beyond high schools in Eastern Taiwan and the other was for high school English 
teachers in Taipei. Teachers attending both seminars earned credits which were required 
for teacher assessment. 
This second column of the Table 15 refers to teachers’ ownership of personal 
computers at home; the third second column refers to teachers’ experience in using 
computers, and last column refers to their willingness to use the Internet-integrated 
learning mode in their classroom instruction after attending these meetings. 
Generally speaking, teachers who might take time to attend seminars or 
conferences concerned with computer applications in the EFL instruction are more likely 
to have an optimistic view or positive attitude toward the potential contribution of 
computer technology to EFL leaning. While, among those teachers with more positive 
attitude toward educational computer technology, there are 47% who seldom use 
computers and only 7% ever experienced the Internet. We can predict a significant 
constituency of EFL teachers in Taiwan remains at a distance or has resistance to using 
computers, not to mention communications networks. After being introduced to this new 
EFL learning mode, 17% of them have confirmed that they definitely use computer 
technology in their instruction and 74% of them have a conservative attitude toward 
pedagogical potential of computers. This research aroused their serious consideration in 
integrating Internet resources into their classroom if all the external conditions are 
available, such as in-service training programs which offered to help teachers to develop 
their computer literacy (39%); having a computer expert at school help them solve the 
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mechanical problems (32%); a PC room set up specially for EFL learning (24%); 
integrating educational technology as a school regular EFL course (11%); helping 
teachers connect their home PCs to the Educational Academic Network (5%) and 
establishing a systematic assessment system(2%). (See “Teachers’ Responses”, Chapter 
IV). 
Those responses reveal the real problems that prevent EFL teachers from 
accepting computer technology as potential instructional tool. And those problems 
mentioned above are very likely to be major obstructions which impede the integration of 
Internet Resources into real EFL classroom practice. Language educators as well as 
educational authorities who encourage the implementation of this new EFL learning 
mode should take those problems into serious consideration and not just treat them as 
excuses reflecting teachers’ resistance to new educational innovation. Teachers’ support 
is the decisive factor of the success of implementing any new learning mode; so their 
comments can not be underestimated, and their problems need to be solved. 
Reflecting on the past experience of applying innovative technologies, (e.g., 
audio, film, instructional television and so on) into English instruction, we find a 
disappointing development that the implementation of each technological innovation was 
preceded by very high expectations, followed by some success but eventually abandoned. 
Many researchers attributed such failure to teachers’ resistance and conducted surveys to 
find out the reasons for teachers’ resistance to innovative instruction (Kozma, 1991; 
Becker, 1991; Cuban, 1986; Luehrmann, 1985; Oates, 1985). According to their survey 
results, teachers refused to apply technological innovation into their classroom practice 
because some didn’t want themselves to look 'stupid’ in front of studnets; some felt 
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exhausted by the increased investment in time and effort to do it; some were frustrated in 
learning how to use those innovations; and some consider technological innovations as a 
competitor for students’ attention. 
In my point of view, those reasons are not “excuses” for resistance to 
technological innovation as researchers interpreted. They are real problems which 
teachers encountered in real classroom settings, and no support or help was offered to 
encourage teachers to solve those problems. In fact, most of those teachers, who resist 
technological innovations, fundamentally don’t believe technological innovations could 
improve students’ learning outcomes. As long as teachers believe in the pedagogical 
value of technological innovations, some of the problems mentioned above will be solved 
by themselves. Teachers’ responses to the Internet-integrated leaning mode would be the 
same. 
In other words, the most urgent task currently is to convince teachers that this new 
learning mode, to ease the frustrating situation of EFL learning in Taiwan. Therefore, 
more research and experimental instruction is needed to prove that the Internet-integrated 
learning environment is a constructive environment where knowledge is constructed in 
the mind of learners and is constantly evolving. It is also needed to convince teachers 
that learning can occur by unsupervised exploring or by probing unstructured open-ended 
problems through meaningful interactions between learning materials and learners, and 
among learners, and that students should be offered more responsibility and freedom to 
do their own learning. 
Finally, formal and substantial supports are equally important for teachers who 
attempt to implement new pedagogical technology, such as teacher training programs, 
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computer facilities, instructional guide and design menu of appropriate learning activities 
and so on. 
Set up Technological EFL Course as A Formal School Subject 
Responses from both participating students and teachers who recognized this new 
learning mode show a strong expectation that a formal computer course concerned about 
EFL learning can be set up as a formal school course. In Taiwan’s educational system, as 
long as a learning mode is set up as a formal course, certain facilities and administrative 
support are included: regular hours arranged into students’ learning schedule for ‘EFL 
learning on the Internet /with computer technologies’; a computer laboratory limited to 
EFL learning with microcomputers software packages and technical experts. It is like a 
existing course, called ‘English Conversation’, a formal EFL course, two hours a week, 
which is used to encouraged teachers to teach English in the audio-video language 
laboratory. 
Because this research was formally applied to the school authority of the research 
high school, weekly research hours and PC rooms were specially reserved. However, 
currently in Taiwan, there are no microcomputers or special PC rooms for EFL course. If 
it is not a regular school course, teachers as well as students have to struggle for access to 
computers and communications networks. For example, students had to go to the school 
library, where five microcomputers with networking function are available for all the 
students in the school to use. As to the computer lab, most of times are allocated to the 
school course, “Technology Education” and some to in-service teacher training activities. 
Students are not allowed to use computers in the computer lab except the course hours of 
“Technology Education.” Therefore, students had to run to the library after class and 
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stood in line for an available computer if they could not complete the task required for 
this study in time. As a student responded in the interview, “I don't have computers at 
home. It is a burden to visit the library waiting for a long line to use the computers. It is 
really a tough job” (Question 9, Interview with Participating Students). 
Even the teachers sometimes had to struggle for getting computers to use. There is 
only one microcomputer in each Teacher Office (a large office for all the teachers 
teaching in the same grade), and the only computer in the Teacher Office is not connected 
to networks, only for word processing. As to the computer lab, which is especially 
reserved for Technology teachers, language teachers usually feel uncomfortable to be 
there, just like math or science teachers using the language lab would feel “a sense of 
intrusion.” (Teacher 2, 1/20 interview). Both English teachers participating in the present 
research do not have their home PCs connected to the networks. In other words, they had 
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to read e-mails or search data at school during their free time. Grade 12 English teachers 
are much busier than other grade English teachers since students start their first year of 
English writing and teachers have to correct composition weekly. The average number of 
students in one class is 45 and English teachers usually have to teach at least three classes 
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at a semester. It can be imagined how busy grade 12 English teachers are. If they have to 
struggle for opportunities to use computers, most English teachers will give up the 
attempt. That is the reason why 35% of the teachers who filled out the questionnaire have 
perceived the necessity of setting educational technology as a formal school subject. 
Therefore, it is crucial to schedule ‘EFL learning with computer technology’ as a formal 
school course and to request the setup of language computer laboratories, which will 
ensure an easy access for teachers and students to constantly use computers for e-mail 
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communication and for data search on the World Wide Web. It is also the best policy to 
facilitate teachers’ as well as students’ learning on the Internet as well as to maintain their 
full and consistent engagement and commitment. 
Create A Compatible Assessment System 
When walking into the classroom, most students trust the classroom teacher, who 
takes all the learning responsibility of supplying and demonstrating learning materials, 
and assume that the teacher will transmit to them all the knowledge they need. There is no 
exception to students in Taiwan. However, in the Internet-integrated learning mode, 
students are expected to have control of their own learning, to take risk in exploring the 
new world of the target language, to talk in the language instead of about the language. 
As a result, some of them felt extremely anxious because they could not understand why 
“the teacher didn’t teach much” and because “we do not have tests so that we do not 
know how much we have learned from the research activities.” (Question 9; Interview 
with Participating Students, Chapter IV). The classroom teacher also felt a little guilty 
since she did not teach much and was afraid that students wouldn’t catch up with the 
achievement of other students who study in the regular classroom. 
The participants’ anxiety indicates their dependence on the conventional testing 
system. Language learners as well as instructors in Taiwan still need certain amount of 
psychological orientation to free their minds and efforts to redefine the true meaning of 
language learning. But it will be more practical to develop a compatible assessment 
system which stresses on the formative evaluation of students’ performance on the four 
language skills, rather than the pen-paper writing tests on vocabulary and grammatical 
rules. It also emphasizes the individual progress in language proficiency instead of 
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making comparisons between students. The issue of developing a logical and fair 
assessment focuses on formative evaluation and individual progress in four language 
skills will be the next issue for my further research in this field. 
Establish An EFL Instruction Web Station 
“I have no ideas” is the answer that 99% of teachers who responded to a question 
on the questionnaire/4 Would you mind suggesting some learning activities that might be 
used for Internet Learning?” Perhaps, that is because they are unfamiliar with the 
pedagogical applications of the Internet. However, during the discussion section of two 
in-service training seminars where the present research was introduced, many of them 
thought the curriculum designs mode presented in the seminars were helpful and practical 
in encouraging teachers to experiment with the new language learning. Each curriculum 
design on a specific topic contains learning objectives, a variety of learning activities, 
potential Web sites to visit and multimedia learning materials related to the studied topic 
(e.g. Martin Luther King's speech, “I have a Dream”), which are free for teachers to 
access. If teachers have little time to search instructional materials on line or their 
computer techniques are not sufficient enough to download texts and graphic and sound 
materials from the Internet or to design their own learning activities, they might just 
access the homepage where the curriculum design are stored and print out the materials 
they need or just use the homepage as their instructional resource. 
One teacher suggested establishing an EFL Instructional Web Station, where 
curriculum designs are stored for free access, and where they can ask for help if they want 
to design their own homepage as a medium to deliver their EFL instruction as well as a 
personal database of personal instructional resources. This suggestion aroused a lot of 
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discussion and reaches a consensus. They suggested that every school EFL instructional 
team should be responsible for one lesson design in the textbooks and send the design to 
the EFL Instructional Web Station and post it in public before the lesson starts at school. 
There will be fourteen pieces of curriculum design complete in one semester for three 
volumes of textbooks. In one year, all the curriculum design for six volumes of textbooks 
can be done. In addition, more than one version of curriculum design for one lesson is 
encouraging and teachers can choose the one they like or the one suitable for their school 
instructional environment to practice. All the teachers are welcome to design their own 
and to contribute to enrich the database of the EFL Instructional Station. Those 
curriculum designs posted online need to be updated regularly or revised when needed. In 
addition to designing curriculum collectively, teachers also expect a discussion forum for 
them to exchange ideas and experience about implementing the Internet-integrated 
learning mode in real classroom instruction. It will be better if there are language 
educators and computer experts online to offer consulting service either on the content of 
the instructional materials, teaching methods or computer techniques that they might 
encounter in their classroom instruction. 
In that situation, teachers either with or without computer knowledge and 
techniques in design online activities can work together and make the new learning mode 
possible and constructive. It is a very good suggestion and predicts a wonderful vision of 
EFL learning on the Internet. To establish such an EFL instructional Web Station will be 
the first priority of my personal commitment in the future. 
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Recommended Future Research Studies 
The following are some suggestions for further research studies, which might shed 
light on the understanding of how to integrate Internet resources into EFL learning: 
1. Studies which involve the whole class of students, with both positive and negative 
attitudes toward learning English on the Internet. (In this research, participants were 
volunteers, conceptually more attracted by computer technologies and some of whom 
had developed certain computer proficiency.) 
2. Studies which focus on the identification of computer knowledge and techniques that 
students and teachers need in order to successfully integrate the Internet into EFL 
learning. Results of this research will be very practical as a reference for the 
collaborative instruction among different disciplines, such as serving as a reference 
for designing a course in "Computer Education". It enables what students learn in the 
"Computer Education" course to be applied in the EFL learning on the Internet. 
3. Studies which integrate Internet resources into high school EFL learning in different 
regions and among students with different levels of English proficiency. (The setting 
in this research was an experimental school with better facilities, more open-minded 
teachers and well-screened students.) 
4. Studies in which listening comprehension is assessed as a dependent variable (in this 
research, vocabulary acquisition, writing strategies and speaking fluency were more 
emphasized.) 
5. Studies which investigate the gender differences of learning anxiety as well as their 
performance in conducting EFL on the Internet. (Gender differences were not an 
issue in this research) 
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6. Studies which explore the potential of EFL learning with beginners who have not yet 
developed enough English ability in reading messages collected from the Internet. 
In general, investigating more specifically how Internet Resources can be 
integrated into EFL learning among different learners, either of different genders, diverse 
groups or different English proficiency, can help EFL teachers make decisions about how 
to design their own instructional activities and what purposes and in what way to apply 
the Internet-integrated learning mode in their classroom instruction. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
A-l Subjects' Pre-attitude toward EFL Learning and Computer Literacy 
Gender_ Age_ Major_ 
Location for K1-K9 Education_ Years of studying English:_ 
1. When did you start to learn English? (Kindergarten_, junior high school_, 
other_. You might circle one) 
2. Whom did you start to learn English with?(Parents, tutors, Kindergarten teacher, 
junior high school teacher,_) 
3. What was your experience in learning English (joyful, rewarding, nothing 
special, frustrating, painful or_)? Why? 
4. Do you have confidence in your own ability to learn English well? 
5. What are the toughest or most difficult experiences of learning English you have 
ever had 
6. What is your main purpose of learning English? 
7. What kind of you English proficiency (reading, writing, listening and speaking) is 
needed to improved? 
8. What kinds of teaching methods or teaching aids do you think are helpful or 
suitable for your English learning? (detailed explanation in Chinese, instruction 
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with audio-visual aids, more background knowledge related to the culture, history 
and social activities of the target language or_ 
9. Which do you prefer: studying alone or with other people? Why? 
10. After school, do you learn English by yourself? If yes, in what ways? 
11. When you start reading an English article, what is the major goal you want to 
achieve? 
12. When you encounter new words in an article being read, what do you usually do? 
(if the dictionary is not available) 
13. Do you have any tricks when there are a big number of new words for you to learn? 
14. Are you used to taking notes when reading English articles? 
15. What kind of English class do you take notes in? (reading, grammar, or 
_)? 
16. If you have trouble with the teachers’ instruction, or textbooks, what do you usually 
do? (How do you solve your puzzles which you have in or after class?) 
17. What do you think are the major differences between learning English and learning 
Chinese? 
18. How do you evaluate the teaching materials used in your English classes? 
19. When do you think is the best age to start to learn English? 
20. According to your own view, what conditions are required for being a competent 
English teacher? 
Thanks for your contribution! 
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A-2 EFL Teachers' Comments on EFL Learning on the Internet 
Age: 30-40, 40-50, 50-60 (Please circle one). Gender: (male, female) 
Computers at home? (Yes, No) Do you use computers often? (Yes, No) 
If yes, when or where do you use them? (in class, at school,_) 
If yes, for what purpose?_ 
1. Have you ever considered applying computers or Internet in your class teaching? 
Why? 
2. According to your teaching experience, in what way do you present your 
teaching materials in class to be most interesting to students? 
3. After seeing my presentation (or visiting my homepage), do you think whether it 
is feasible to integrate the Internet into our school teaching under our unique 
educational system? 
4. Do you think the instruction mode I introduced today is able to make some 
contribution to your classroom teaching? (Please don’t hesitate to express your 
“honest” ideas.) 
5. If you would like to try this new way of English teaching, what do you worry 
about most? What do think the most difficult things you will have to deal with? 
6. What kinds of topics do you think are most suitable or most responsive for the 
Internet-integrated learning activities? 
7. What kinds of assistance or cooperation do you expect the school authorities 
might offer you if you want to try this new mode in your class? 
8. If the teaching mode is intended to practice in our country extensively, what 
aspects do you think we have to consider seriously and practically? 
9. Would you mind suggesting some learning activities that might be used for 
Internet learning? 
10. As to my presentation, would you like to offer me some comments and 
suggestions? 
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A-3 Prepared Questions for Interviewing Participating Students 
1. What was your motivation for participating in this research project? 
2. What was your first expectation? 
3. Do the final results fit into your original expectation? If not, what are the major 
differences? 
4. What do you think are the greatest differences between the conventional EFL 
learning and the Internet-integrated EFL learning? 
5. Which English capability of yours, (listening, speaking, reading and writing) is 
most influenced by this research project? Which one was most enhanced? 
Which one is practiced most naturally or unconsciously? Which has difficulties? 
6. Would you like to participate in EFL learning with whole English during the 
learning process? If not, why? 
7. What kinds of activities in this research project do you enjoy most, and which 
one do you think need to be revised or improved? 
8. Would you suggest some Internet-integrated EFL learning activities, which are 
interesting to the students of your age, meaningful and effective for reaching 
higher achievement of EFL learning? 
9. What are the major reasons for the absence of your classmates? Will you 
encourage them to join similar activities? Why? 
10. Which one do you prefer: the conventional EFL classroom instruction or the 
Internet-integrated EFL learning? Why? 
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A-4 Prepared Questions for Interviewing Participating Teachers 
1. What was your impression about teaching English as a foreign language on the 
Internet? 
2. What do you think of the Internet-integrated EFL instruction after participating 
this research project? 
3. What are the major differences between the Internet-integrated EFL instruction 
and the ordinary EFL instruction in the classroom? 
4. What are the good points and weak points of Internet-integrated EFL education? 
5. Do you have any suggestions for design of EFL learning activities on the 
Internet? 
6. Would you like to continue the Internet-integrated activities in your own 
classroom instruction? 
7. Which kinds of other activities do you think are more feasible and more suitable 
for EFL education under our educational environment? 
8. If a teacher likes to try using the Internet for EFL education, what knowledge 
and techniques do you think he or she has to cultivate? 
9. Who do you think benefits most from this research project, students, teachers or 
someone else? 
10. What elements concern you the most when Internet-integrated EFL learning is 
adapted into the conventional EFL classroom? 
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLES OF RESEARCH ACTIVITY DESIGN 
B-l Online Learning Activity through Hilites 
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 16:07:17 -0500 
From: Ron Schachter <rschacht@bbn.com> 
To: hilites@gsn.org 
Subject: hilites> Online music event Thursday, March 13 
IF YOU'D LIKE TO PARTICIPATE, PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AT THE 
BOTTOM AND RETURN BY FRIDAY, MARCH 7, IF POSSIBLE. 
Hi folks, 
A reminder that NSN is presenting an exciting and groundbreaking musical event 
Thursday, March 13 at 1pm EST. We will be hosting a live Internet broadcast of a world 
premiere of "Mahler in Blue Light," a classical trio by Boston composer Larry Thomas 
Bell. The event will be broadcast online, using RealAudio, through AudioNet at 
http.//www.audionet.com and can also be heard through NSN at 
http://nsn.bbn.com and on radio in the Boston area through WGBH-FM, 89.7, as part 
that station's "Classical Performances" show. The video part of the performance will be 
available live through CUSeeMe. 
After the performance, which will finish by 1:30pm EST, composer/pianist Bell, 
cellist Pamela Frame, and saxophonist Kenneth Radnofsky will spend the next hour in 
online conversations with schools 
around the country and around the world. Schools will have a choice of either a 
CUSeeMe teleconference or chat. And throughout the ensuing week, the performers will 
also answer e-mail from classes choosing to participate in that form. 
NSN researcher David Reider has also created an entire music appreciation 
curriculum that features materials and exercises to help students better understand such 
areas as melody, expression, and the 
history and culture surrounding a musical composition. This modular curriculum is 
available at 
http://psn.bbn.com/motet/Curriculum/Thematic/ThematicCurric.html 
and can be used before the actual concert or in the weeks afterward, during which a 
recording of the concert will be available on the NSN Web site in RealAudio. 
Please check off the following accordingly: 
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1 •_If you would like your class to hear the live concert from 1 -1:30pm. 
2-_If you can hook up stereo speakers to the computer receiving the concert (not 
necessary, but it would make for better sound) 
3. _If you would like to participate in a conference using ichat (no video, or audio, 
just communicating live through typing) from 1:30-2:30. 
4. _If you would like to participate in a CUSeeME teleconference with the 
performers from 1:30-2:30. 
5. _If you plan to run CUSeeMe to see the musicians performing live. (You should 
plan to have one computer dedicated to carrying the RealAudio and another to handle the 
CUSeeMe). 
6. _If you plan to use parts of the online curriculum. 
I look forward to your joining us. Best, 
Ron Schachter 
National School Network 
Projects Registry sponsored in part by Walden University. Earn your 
degree on-line! http://www.waldenu.edu 
The HILITES projects list is a service of the Global SchoolNet Foundation. 
See our WWW pages at http://www.gsn.org Post your project announcements to 
hilites@gsn.org. To obtain project criteria send "info hilites" to 
maiordomo@gsn.org. Please mail questions to owner-hilites@gsn.org. 
To unsubscribe send "unsubscribe hilites" to maiordomo@gsn.org. 
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B-2 Curriculum Design for EFL Learning on the Internet 
Chinese Horoscope 
Corresponding lesson: Chinese Horoscope, Lesson 3, BK V. 
Purposes: 
1) To distinguish twelve constellations in terms of titles and characteristics 
2) To match the English words with Chinese ones which are Conventionally used 
in Chinese horoscope. 
3) To find similarity and differences between the Chinese horoscope and its 
corresponded western constellation. 
4) To learn vocabulary and phrases used to scribe people’ personalities, 
characteristics and titles of career. 
Activities and Procedure: 
1. Divide students into several groups based on the constellation they are affiliated to. 
Then ask students to find websites related to their own constellation and study it in¬ 
group. (Hands-on experience) 
2. Prepare a piece of Internet article related to one of the constellations as a 
demonstration of how to organize and analyze the data collected and what elements 
should be included in their next-class presentation. (Scaffolding) 
3. According to their constellation which corresponds to certain Chinese horoscope, 
ask students chose a Chinese horoscope to study through the Internet access and 
group collaboration. (Team-work) 
4. Orally present their final conclusion (with a briefly written summary) about the 
constellation and Chinese horoscope they are affiliated to and compare the data with 
their own personalities critically. (Related to real-world experience) 
5. Analyze words and phrases used to describe people affiliated to the same 
constellation or Chinese horoscope. (Metalinguistic awareness) 
Suggested web sites 
a) Constellation and fortune telling http://www.io.com./~fgs 
b) Chinese horoscope http://super.zippo.com/~twilight/ch (well-written articles with 
poems. 
c) The Astrological Scorpio, a personal website 
http://www-ug.eecg.toronto.edu/~chanb/scorpio.html 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLES OF WEEKLY JOURNALS 
C-l Researcher’s Weekly Journal of Participatory Observation 
September, 26, 1997 
Today’s topic is “Halley Comet, lesson Two, Book V. Students decided to use the 
title ‘comets’ as the key word to do searching on the Internet. After 15 minutes, come out 
three articles related to comets. One is Introduction to Halley’s Comet, Comet Hale-Bopp 
and Comet Shoemaker-Levy Background. They became very excited when they saw the 
graphics (images) of the comets they accessed. Then they were grouped themselves into 7 
groups, each studying one of the three articles respectively depending on their own 
interest. . 
Group #3 choosing to study the article “ Introduction to Halley’s Comet” They 
started from the section introducing Edmond Halley: Astronomer. When I sat down near 
the Group 3, one male student was reading for all of them and other students shared the 
printed materials 
(Group 3) 
B1: “... .at Queens College. During this time Halley developed much envy toward John 
Flamsteed, another astronomer and the astronomer royal at Queen’s College...” 
B2: Why he envy him? 
G1: Net really envy. I think it means ‘admire’. Halley very admired John, John,.. (She tried to 
pronounce the word” Flamsteed”) 
B3: Right, ‘admire’. (Bl, B2, B4, G2 raised heads to look at B3). Cannot you remember? The 
NBA players admire Martin Luther King? A-d-m-i-r-e. 
G1: They are not at the same group last time (Different groups read different selected articles. 
So, the word ‘admire’ might be studied in one group where G1 and B3 jointed). 
B3:0.. 
Gl: ‘Admire’ means someone thinks someone great. 
(B1 returned to his reading and every one put their eyes on the paper again.) 
B1: “The comet that Halley studied so diligent was first seen around the year 240BC...” 
G2: When is 240 BC? . I mean what time, according to Chinese calendar? 
B1:... (shrug his shoulder, showing he had not idea about the time) 
B4: 1 B.C. is about the time of New Mamg Dynasty. Go further 400 years is East Hang 
Dynast, so that it should be West Hang Dynasty. 
G2: O, it’s quite earlier. At that time, Chinese also had developed very good science and 
math. 
B3: and astrology 
G3: No, astronomy. (She tried to point out his mistake in using astrology instead of 
astronomy. Before group reading, they just distinguish these two words.) 
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B3: Ya, I mean astronomy but it is also astrology. Let’s keep going. (He felt a little 
embarrassed and tried to avoid other people’s eyes. So, he asked other group member 
return to their reading...) 
I changed my seat to the nearby of the Group 5, which studied “Comet Shoemaker- 
Levy Background”. (When I came over, they stopped all the conversation. Partly of their 
conversation was in Chinese, I think.) 
T: Come on. Don’t let me bother you. I just... OK, what did you talk about few minutes ago? 
G4: We tried to figure a word in the last sentence. 
T: Which one? 
B5: He said, ‘ the collision of a large comet with a planet is an extraordinary, mill-mill-e- 
nnial event. □□□□□□□ .(meaning that the word is hard to pronounce) mill-e-nnial.. 
G5. We think it is very similar our Chinese saying "□□□□□□" 
B6: Ya, but in English is “millions of years”, in Chinese is “hundreds of years.” 
T: So, what does it mean? 
G5: Just something un-unusual, very special, hard to find. 
T: Good job. Are you done? 
G4: No, one more paragraph. Hey, your turn. (She reminded B7, who was silent, all the time.) 
B7: From July 16... and the effects of the comet impacts... have been spec-tacular and, and, 
and., beyond expectation...(He pronounced the word ‘spectacular as two separate words, 
/spek - takjula/) 
G6: Spectacular (She tried to spell the word.).. What does it mean? 
B6: Check, check..(They all rushed to the front of the computer to use the online Chinese- 
English dictionary) 
B7: O, spectacular. (Pronounce the word in his mouth). Just unusual, amazing... 
G4: Millennial event... 
G6: Ya, beyond expectation, the last two words 
(When I turned to Group 1, they had completed their reading. Some browsed on the Internet 
and some were talking to each other.) 
T: How’s going? 
Ss: OK. (They all turned their faces to the researcher) 
T: Did you find anything interesting, or difficult? 
G7: We found a logical way to say science. 
T: O? 
B8: when it is not sure, we say, “it has been speculated that...” (he pointed to the line to show 
me the sentence.) 
G7: And when we are sure something, we say “ has ascertained...” 
G8: We also found some words very like each other, like observe, observator, and. (She tried 
to found some other words from the article on the PC screen.. 
B9: Here. (Point to the word on the PC screen.) Observatory. 
T: What is it? 
B7: A building,.. 
G7: Not really, a place, we can watch stars, like Taipei □□□ 
B8: So, an observator go to the observatory to observe stars. (The other group members 
laughed and tried to tease him.) 
G7: OK. □□□□ (=Don’t be silly!) 
T: Not so bad! Sounds poetic. 
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(I don’t have enough time to stay with every group from the beginning of their discussion 
to the end. While I still have the chance to hear their reports next Friday.) 
According to the above three dialogues happened in September, 26, we calculated 
the numbers of sentences spoken by the teacher and students, the numbers of topics raised 
by the teacher and students and the numbers of comments or responses made by students 
to the teacher and to other students. The results demonstrate the interaction between the 
teacher and students and the degree of active participation of students. 
Table 20 The Degree of Students’ Participation in The Internet EFL Learning 
Dialogues 1 2 3 Total 
N. of Sentence 25 21 17 63 
T S 0 25 6 15 4 13 10 
(16%) 
53 
(84%) 
N. of topics 4 5 2 11 
T S 0 4 2 3 1 1 3 
(27%) 
8 
(73%) 
N. of response 10 11 c 30 
StoT StoS 0 10 4 7 3 6 7 
(23%) 
23 
(77%) 
The results show that 84% of the sentences were spoken by students in discussion, 
and 73% topics raised by students for turn taking and 77% students’ statement and 
question were directed to each other and only 23% were directed to the teacher. 
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C-2 Students’ Key Word Notes 
10/3/1997 
Group 1- Acqurius and Tiger 
Zodiac zodiac (□□□,□□□) diagram, which astrologers use to present 
Constellation the circular movement of the planets and stars and their position in 
Horoscope space at a particular time. Astrologers believe in the influence of the stars 
on one's character or fate. It is divided into 12 parts (signs, each named 
after a group of stars - constellation.) 
Astrology 
Astronomy 
Paradox 
astrological, astrologer 
astronomical, astronomer 
seek the unattainable 
Rebel (n) 
Rebellious 
Odd 
Try the untried 
Love humanity but hate humans 
A gregarious loner (who avoid other people) 
Passionate but not usually possessive 
Possible to communicate an Aquarius with no spoken words 
Follow but challenge the same leader 
just to different (p.s. indifferent) 
unorthodox, eclectic, 
behaving in unexpected ways 
Fascinated by the unique 
The abnormal and bizarre 
Stubborn 
Gay 
opinionated, argumentative 
dance to life' music 
On my carouse ride 
Other 
Adjectives 
Major 
dynamic, impulsive and vivacious, vigorous, idealistic, optimistic, 
sympathetic, individualism, a good organizer, a fund raiser 
science, engineering, international finance, music, psychology, social 
work, sociology, design 
Group 2 -Snake and Taurus 
physic 
enigma 
constancy 
Major 
or deeply religious hedonistic (fond of sensuous pleasure) 
deeper thinker, a mystical 
fixed, unchanging, unyielding, inexorable, steady, unslackened, solid, 
Philosopher, theologian, political wizard, wily financier, 
Graceful soft-spoken, in good company 
[Good phrases] 
Be endowed with an inborn wisdom of his very own, 
Gravitate toward the finer things in life, 
Cast ...spells 
Have an aptitude for being a good linguist 
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Group 3- Monkey and Leo 
Labyrinth maze, magic, unpredictable, lunar cycle, Uranus (the seventh planet of the 
solar system, 8402 years, 14.6 times the earth, with 5 satellites, the earliest 
supreme god, a personalization of the sky, the son and consort of Gaea and 
the Father of Titans) 
Clever Quick-witted, charlatan capability, intimate guile and charm, genius of 
alacrity, a fast learner, Wizard of the impossible, unmatched originality, 
Cast a hundred spells, innovative, 
Group 4 
Moon: 
sentimental, 
Social: 
Cancer and Sheep 
an emotional constellation, moody, extremely sensitive, overly 
gregarious, secretive, possessive, caring, pale complexion, vulnerable, 
highly influenced 
Weak: indirect approach, iron-fist-in-velvet glove approach 
Group 5 -Libra and Dog 
stamina Reluctantly confrontation, be engaged in, objective 
are capable of, enhance 
Sociable: 
Intelligent 
Intelligible: 
diplomatic, good manners, cooperative, 
mental acute, quick-witty 
comprehensible. 
Like Addiction to, drug-addict, be dedicated to, be fond of, emotionally 
detached, a tendency to 
Design architect, interior design, aesthetically, 
Group 6- Sagittarius and Rat 
mystic (bend), acute, sharp, a unique ability for abstract thinking 
identify with other people, vulnerability, compensationism, inspiration, 
spiritual, fair-minded, excellent judge administrator, a great drug addict 
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C-3 Students’ Discussion Summary 
Students reviewed articles which they read before This time, they focused on the 
writing style and writing techniques used in the biographical writing and closely analyzed 
the organization of the whole structure and words, phrases and sentence structure used in 
the writing. With their draft of reading reflection, students came to the class for group 
discussion. When students were engaged in their discussing activities, the teacher took 
notes for them and made a copy for them each through e-mail with some personal advice 
from the teacher. The discussion summary is as the follows. 
According to the articles they read, students found that there were several ways to 
present a biographical writing: 
[Chronological order] 
To start a biographic writing from the time one was bom to the time being, or vice 
and then divide the whole process of one's growth into several important periods, which 
are introduced in order. For example: 
Barbara Pierce, bom on June 8, 1925, grew up in Rye, New York, outside New York City. In 1945, 
Barbara left Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts, after two years of study, to marry George 
BUSH. In 1948 the couple moved to Texas, where he went into the oil business and she raised their 
five children—George, JohnD Neil, Marvin, and Dorothy. In 1953 another daughter, Robin, died of 
leukemia at the age of 3. Due to her husband's demanding career, Mrs. Bush settled in 17 different 
cities before she became first lady. 
[Characteristics] 
To select several features that one thinks most represent one’s life and then fully 
elaborate them with specific or concrete examples. 
A. The First Lady is also an art lover. As she has said, sculpture happens to be one of her favorite art 
forms. In fact, her first date with President Clinton was in the sculpture garden at Yale University. As 
First Lady, Mrs. Clinton worked with the Committee for the Preservation of the White House, and the 
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White House Historical Society to bring an exhibit of 20th century sculpture to the First Ladies' 
Garden of the White House. 
B. Her interest (Jackie's) in the arts inspired an attention to culture never before evident at a national 
level. She devoted much time and study to making the White House a museum of American history 
and decorative arts as well as a family residence of elegance and charm. 
[Different aspects] 
It is like the way a resume is written, presenting oneself from different aspects: 
a) Who am I? (Educational background, family situation, the focus of your life. 
A Chicago native, Mrs. Clinton and her two younger brothers, Hugh and Tony, grew up in 
suburban Park Ridge, Illinois as a close-knit family. Throughout her childhood, the foundations of 
her lasting commitment to family, work and service were established. It is this commitment and 
the belief that we "all have an obligation to give something of ourselves to our community," that 
has helped to shape her role as our nation's First Lady. 
b) Career development: elaborate the process of your career development, the 
features of your work or study, the vision of your career 
c) Influence: describe what, who and when you make the decision of your career or 
your philosophy of life and when your turning point is or what influenced you 
most. 
d) Personal interest: For example, 
"I am a person who likes Middle Eastern, East Indian and Mexican foods - anything that's hot and 
spicy. My favorite fruits are guavas and green mangoes - native of my home country, Guyana. I 
am fascinated with drama and have directed and written a couple of plays while in high school 
and more recently for a church presentation. I especially love musicals - my favorites are "Jesus 
Christ-Superstar," "Les Miserable," and "Phantom of the Opera." I like_rhythm and blues, reggae 
and light jazz. . I enjoy meeting and interacting with people, and my many travels have given me 
plenty of opportunity to do so. I also enjoy trying new foods and other cultural experiences... I 
believe that anything is possible in life with hard work, determination, and emotional support.) 
In addition to the logical organization of the structure presented in these articles, some 
special sentence structures were also intensively used in the articles: 
a) Cleft sentence: which is used to emphasize some important events occurring in each 
period of time: For example: 
It was during his early years that Halley was given the chance to succeed. In 1678, Halley entered 
a prestigious yet informal organization. Known as the Royal Society... 
It was during his time at Saint Helena that Halley started his unique study into the 
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b) Participial sentence structure: which is used to make the sentence precise and shorter. 
Bom in the month of... I am a person of 
Under the influence of... (constellation). I... 
With the great expectation of my parents .. .(or... Experience). I was brought up/grew up to be.., 
Teacher’s suggestion: 
Make use of adjectives and sentences you have learned from the articles of the 
Chinese horoscopes, which are used to describe one’s personality and characteristics. 
Please remember that you are not going to introduce a god or a saint but a human being, 
who makes mistakes and has rich feeling emotions. I am looking forward to knowing 
more about you!] 
11/21/97, Chen Chin-fen 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLES OF STUDENTS ’ WORKS 
D-l Student’ s Translation 
Date: Sat, 27 Sep 1997 20:06:20 +0800 (CST) 
From: 30513 <s35798@cc.ntnu.edu.tw> 
To: t35001@cc.ntnu.edu.tw 
Subject: year of the sheep 
! @## $%— * *( 
ps.fflHff M *«Wffl^/hBf,a«I^X*WM!bye! 
(Ps. My English is terrible. It took me almost two hours to 
complete this translation, even with the help of an 
electronic translator, bye!) 
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D-2 Students’ Autobiographical Writing 
The following autobiographical samples were originally written by students without 
teachers’ correction. Those were sent to the researcher through e-mail. 
860 9 (Class / student’s ID number) 
My name is Wan-hsin Liu. I am 17 years old. I am a senior high school 
student now. And I will take JCEE next year. My favorite school and department 
is National Taiwan University and Finances. 
There are four people in my family. They are my father, mother, brother and 
i. My habits are singing, playing piano and playing basketball. 
My constellation is Capricorn. Almost all the qualities of the Capricorn are 
suitable to my personality. I like to make friends with others. And I like to share 
my happiness and unhappiness with others, too. I didn't like playing the computer 
before. I joined this interesting activity. Because of this activity, I started playing 
computer and had more confidence in playing it than before. 
I think that my English will be improved by this activity. At that time, I can 
speak in English with no difficulties. I hope that my dream will come true soon 
in the future. 
(2) On December 28, 1879, a baby girl named Wan-hsin Liu was bom in 
Taipei. That was me. Throughout my whole childhood, I had a very happy and 
wonderful country life. Not until I was three years old did I do to kindergarten. 
Compared with others there, I was the youngest one. But I owned all their 
concern and love. 
Five years later, I attended an elementary school. There I got to know many 
friends, and learned a lot of information and experiences. During that period in 
my life, I was an active girl, playing ball with boys all day long. Just because of 
that, I learned how to get along with others thereafters. 
Then I studied in a junior high school. Because all members of our school 
are girls, studying among them makes me a bit more ladylike. After passing 
entrance exams, I entered HSNU. Studying here is a different and interesting 
experience to me. Because it is a co-ed school, I can put what I learned into 
practice. 
At present, I study very hard to make preparations for JCEE next year. I am 
convinced that as long as I did with all my efforts, I will have a sparkling result 
next year. 
If I enter NTNU next year, I will major in laws, or finances. Because I want 
to do something important to our society. From this point, you can feel my 
characters - being enthusiastic, responsible, and loyal. It is my constellation that 
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affects my personality. 
860,15 
Being a Taiwanese, I grew up in the big city of Taipei, as a close-knit family. 
Throughout my childhood, I spent all my time playing with my younger brother 
and watching television. Not until I entered junior high school did I make up my 
mind to study hard. It was the educational experience that occurred in my final 
year of junior high school that most influential for me. My teacher encouraged 
me and helped d me establish my self-confidence. It was with her encouragement 
and help that I finally succeeded in entering my ideal high school. 
860,53 
Bom on December 10, 1979, grew up in Taipei city. My family is a 
traditional Chinese family. Although we are not skilled at the way of expressing 
our feelings, we have deep concern for every member of the family indeed. It is 
under this upbringing that I make a habit of concerning about others by heart 
instead of words. 
I always try my best to be a good daughter and a well-behaved student. 
Actually, I want to violate some regulations to search my ideals and do what I 
desire to do sometimes. I want to be real myself. 
Entering HSNU is the most wonderful thing in my life. I am attracted with 
its open atmosphere. I feel I like a bird flying along with others well there. I think 
it must be the most unforgettable time in my life. 
Next year, I will take the Jointed College Entrance Examination. It must be 
an important turning point for me. Thus, I will exert myself to attain my aim to 
live a colorful college life. 
860, 65 
A Taiwanese native, I grew in an ordinary family with my brother and my 
sister. 
On fifth grade in elementary school, it is my teacher and friends with friendly 
relationship that gave me another war family. We still communicate with each 
other until now. 
Attending HSNU is a shock in my life. It influenced me in many aspects - 
open- minded, optimistic philosophy of life, ability to dealing with thinks. In 
HSNU, I have my first time watching NNA, skating roller-skate, going to the call 
games, joining basketball and swimming competition, running marathon but also 
having the worst test grade I've ever got. 
I am in my senior year now, I hope I can cultivate my patience, willpower by 
reading books. Though it's hard to read so many books, I accept this challenge 
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and I can fulfil my ideal for entering a good college. 
860, 32 
Growing up in Taipei, I am a typical city girl. Throughout my childhood, I 
had a weakness for romantic novels. Reading them makes me sentimental, 
especially about affections and cherish the companionship of everyone I love. 
Upon entering HSNU, I made the highest priority of club activities. I joined 
the guitar club, from which I learned how to get along with others, how to play 
the guitar and what is more important, I changed the point of my view about the 
music and the society. It is during that time I develop my mind a lot. 
"Being optimistic, and laughing always" are the adjectives my friends use to 
describe me. I love to laugh, I think that laughing can ease the tension and more 
people in good mood. My red hair leaves a deep impression on my friends as 
well. I am marked by the color of my hair, and thus I often identify myself with 
leading character in " Anne of Green Gables". I am proud of it, too. 
As senior now, my ambition is to pass the JCEE. I want to major in English, 
because I want to be an English teacher. I have a desire to teach students, among 
them from bad to good. I also want to learn many things I am interested in, which 
will help me versatile and open-minded. 
860, 56 
It was on March 14, 1980 that a wonderful girl, called Chia-Hsuei, was bom 
in Taipei. Under the influence of Pisces, I am a sensitive and sentimental person. 
I am lazy and unable to do something without full attention. 
Fortunately, after graduation from junior high school, I entered HSNU, a best 
and liberal school. Upon entering HSNU, I joined the guitar club. It is this club 
that teaches me how to play a folk guitar and how to get along with other people. 
I made many good friends there. Without joining this club, I would never have 
known music is my favor. I will lose much fun in my life. 
But now since I am a senior student, I cannot participate in this club 
anymore. I must take JCEE next week. Entering a good college is my only goal 
at present. I hope I can major in laws in the future,. If possible, I also want o 
minor history or philosophy. I want to practice law and become a judge. I think 
there subjects can help me understand people. I know that my target isn't easy to 
hit. But I will try to do my best to make my dream come tme. 
860,51 
A Kaohsuing native, I and my sister, Ellen, grew up in Taipei. And of course 
our family, also consist of Father, a busy official and we have kept each other in 
touch and Mother, being my mental prop and has great influence on me. 
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Actually, I wasn't constantly growing up in Taipei. Before sever, I kept 
company with my grandpa and grandma in the country because of my busy 
parents. Maybe since I lived with my grandma, I was more mature than other 
children, whose age is as young as me. Being independent, I always do 
everything on my won and when coming up against frustration, I cope with 
everything by myself. 
It was after going to Taipei that my life has changed. I'm not a country child 
any more because I meet something new in this lush, prosperous, colorful city. 
It's the time that I get adapted to this crowded, busy and rush steps of life. And it 
is Mother who helps me overcome the period of transition and I've conquered it 
successfully. 
Since entering HSNU, I've spent two more years living here happily, because 
open-minded because of its optimistic, active atmosphere and make several 
good, versatile friends from whom I learned much. Not until entering HSNU am 
I so happy. 
860, 55 
Ann Lin, me, bom on December 28, 1979, bred up in R.O.C. (you can just 
call it Taiwan). Bom in the month of Capricorn, you may say that I am 
dependable, calm, and methodical and so I am. Since I am the first child in my 
family, I learned to take care of my only younger bother, Penny, and myself when 
my parents were not with us. My parents take an open aptitude toward me so I 
am more independent than other are. Although my parents expect much of me, 
they never push me too hard. I can make almost all the decisions by my self, I 
can chose my own, and I can just be myself. 
As a junior high school student, I am different from others for that I had 
entered an experimental education system. Because of this, I can attain a high 
school without passing the JECC. I spent more time on what I am interested in 
and enjoy more my junior high. But everything has good side and bad side, so 
does this one. Although I have wonderful time during these three years, I have to 
work harder than other do in senior high school. As a student of HSNU, I was a 
member of the Sign Language Club and the captain of honor guards, from which 
I have learned how to be a leader. 
It was the summer in 1996, my junior year, that I met a by named Eric and 
soon fail in love with him. It is my first love, which is so beautiful, so incredible, 
I have never fever felt this way before. All the friends of mine said that he ahs 
changed me a lot, in other words, he makes me complete and that is true. Believe 
it or not, we decide that we'll be married perhaps ten years later. 
Now I am almost eighteen years old. As a third-grader. With the approaching 
of J.C.E.E. I can do almost nothing. I am sure I will be just fine with so many 
supports by people I love. I don't know exactly what I am going to be yet what I 
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really wants, but I am not afraid of anything that against me. No matter what 
happen, I will always stand on my ground. "Whatever there is a will, there is the 
way. " I believe it deeply. 
869, 52 
To me, life contains two elements, happiness and sorrow. No experiment of 
what life is would be complete without them. In my childhood, I lived with my 
grand parents in Taichaung. Like other children bred up by grand parents, I grow 
a little papered and a little lazy now. However, it's not so bad, for that also makes 
me have a childlike wonder and understand the rule of being respectful for the 
elders. 
When I was seven years old, I moved to Taipei and lived with my parents. At 
then same time, I entered an elementary school. Since then I changed a lot. When 
I was a kindergartner, I did hardly talk, neither to teachers nor to classmates. I 
only talked to my grandparents. But since I entered elementary school, I was no 
longer shy and quiet. Now everybody says that I am too talkative and always 
making noises. 
A daughter of a businessman, I have many chances to learn that facts of 
foreign life. My father often goes abroad and makes friends with a lot of 
foreigners. He tells me a lot about their ways of life and hopes I can learn English 
well. I used to have a fancy for other countries. I thought that every foreigner is 
something , they are more handsome, more beautiful, wiser and more open to 
new ideas. The way they do, the clothes they wear, the style they talk, etc., all 
attract me and influence me very much. I'm not so crazy now, but I still like 
foreign things and sometimes hope to become part if them. 
Months ago, I read a book called "Little Prince". It's translated. I finally 
realize the magic and the wonder of words. A great translator can switch 
different languages to each other and never lose the true meaning that the author 
wants to express. I want to be a translatress of fairy tales. Because a fairy tale in 
beautiful words, is a nutrition to a child. 
Everyday life is an adventure to me. I am confident of the unknowable 
future. I hope and believe that I can make everything perfect. 
869, 16 
In a small town near Taipei - Lu Chou - a peace and clam place, I was bom. 
Living with my family, containing grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, elder 
sister and young brother, I have been happy for seventeen years. 
For the safety of my community, my parents sent me to Sacred Hear School, 
which has school buses to bring students to school and back home. For the same 
reason, I entered a single education junior school (ps. I think he means a boys' 
school) closed to my home. 
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After passing the United Exam of High School, I chose the HSNU in Taipei, 
to attend because I want to experience a different life I never had before. It's this 
decision that change my life. 
As a third year senior high school student, the most important thing that I 
have to do is do my level best to prepare for the JECC. Despite of the happy life 
of the pass two years I have been, the only thing in my mind right now is to enter 
a University I wish to and forget all the fun and joy from other activities. 
869, 44 
I wan bom in Taipei, 1979. When I was three years old, my parents divorced 
and I stayed with my mother. Because I have no brothers sisters, my mother is 
my closest friend. I've also founded my independence in such an environment. 
My life in elementary school and junior high school was without a hitch. 
With my vigorous characteristics, I made a lot of friends and was active in my 
class. Maybe I am a little intelligent, studying wasn't a problem for me. I also 
have taken part in many speeches contests, though I was not necessarily the 
champion, there experience helped me strengthen my confidence when I face 
people in public. 
After entering HSNU, I joined the Dance Club, where I learned a lot in 
managing things, treating people, and leading people. Serving in student 
government also helped me understand that nothing would be complete without 
many people's_efforts. 
As a senior, passing the JCEE is the target I am going to hit. Everyday, I do is 
prepare for tests coming currently, but I don’t consider it dull. I am deeply 
persuaded that if I work hard, everything I do will pay off. 
869,71, 
Bom in Tao-yuan, I grew up very happy with my family. As a young student, 
I spent much time playing computers, and become a near-sighted. With a pair of 
glasses, people consider that I am a well-knowleged person. Throughout my 
children, I had learned lots of things besides studying, such like painting, and 
playing the piano. 
Instead of study in Taoyuan, I made up my mind studying in HSNU. 
Although I have to commute a long distance from my home, I consider it as an 
opportunity to extend my sight of life. Now I am a senior, under the pressure of 
JCEE, I move out to the dorm opposite to HSNU. All I want is to save time to 
study, and pass the JCEE to attend my favorite university. 
869 55 
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Under the influence of Libra, I, a 17-year-old boy, am a person who always 
do things in my own way. This is the reason why I have few friends. However , I 
become more and more independable of ever. Whenever I encounted a problem, 
I'd try to solve it by myself at first. It is not until I tried every possible way and 
failed that I might ask help from others. I know this sounds stubborn and less 
effective , but I still enjoy the way I am used to be. You know why ? That's 
because I want to be myself, an unique person in the world. 
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APPENDIX E 
DOCUMENTATION 
E-l Sample of Agreement for Research Participation 
Dear Parents: 
4/15/1997 
I had been a bilingual teacher in HSNU for four years before starting my doctoral 
study in the United States. Recently, I am conducting my thesis research, titled "A Case 
Study: An Innovative Mode of Learning English As A Foreign learning on the Internet." I 
intend to invite your child as the subject for my research project, which will initiate a new 
model of effective English learning on the basis of theories of cognitive learning and 
language acquisition by making using of the rich and diverse resources of English data on 
the Internet. Most of the quoted data will be presented in aggregate and some citation 
presented with individual subject identification will be reported under pseudonyms or any 
names chosen by the participants. The results of this research will not be released until 
they are read thoroughly by the participants. In addition, a homepage will be set up to 
house all the data of this research, which is easily accessible for participants, their parents 
and whoever is interested in this research project. 
This research will be conducted weekly in the class time of the course "English 
composition", from May 1997 to January 25, 1998. It will not interfere with their 
schoolwork. Your child is free to withdraw from this research whenever he/she feels 
burdened or interrupted with his/her schoolwork. If you agree with your child's 
participation in this research, please sign the following "Consent Paper" 
Research Conductor 
Chinfen Chen 
Consent Paper 
I agree my child_to participate in the research,"A Case Study: 
An Innovative Mode Learning English As A Foreign Learning on the Internet, " conducted 
by Ms. ChinFen Chen and consent that she has the right to cite the data, whatever my 
child perform in this research as the reference to the results of her research. 
Parent's Signature 
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